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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE:  IS IT POSSIBLE? 

Moscow ZHURNALIST in Russian No 7, Jul 84 pp 74-75, 78 

[Interview with Germogen Sergeyevich Pospelov, corresponding member, USSR^ 
Academy of Sciences, chairman, USSR Academy of Sciences' Scientific Council on 
the Problem "Artificial Intelligence," by Yu. Samoylov, candidate of technical 
sciences, scientific reviewer, MOSKOVSKIYE NOVOSTI; date and place not speci- 
fied] 

[Text]  The tempestuous development of computers has enabled 
them to intrude into areas that have always been regarded as 
belonging to man alone.  There have appeared programs that 
provide these "iron helpers" with the capabilities to play 
chess, compose poetry and music, draw, translate from one 
language to another, control technological processes and do 
much more that not long ago would have seemed fantastic. 
The huge successes achieved in cybernetics have engendered 
in many people—including some well-known specialists—the 
certitude that an "artificial intelligence" that will sur- 
pass man's will be created in the very near future.  The 
press has contributed greatly to the dissemination of such 
ideas.  But are they justified? 

What we can expect from "intelligent" machines and what we 
cannot is the subject of a conversation between Candidate of 
Technical Sciences Yu. Samoylov, scientific reviewer for the 
newspaper MOSKOVSKIYE NOVOSTI, and USSR Academy of Sciences 
Corresponding Member Germogen Pospelov, chairman of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences' Scientific Council on the Problem "Ar- 
tificial Intelligence." 

[Question]  There are quite a few definitions of "artificial intelligence." 
They frequently contradict each other... 

[Answer]  And not only definitions, but also unhealthy sensations around this 
term.  Many people perceive it in the literal meaning of the word, as a syno- 
nym for an artificial mind, which leads to incorrect opinions that, unfortu- 
nately, are widely reflected in the press and can do nothing but harm.  In 
reality, there can be no talk of an artificial mind. 



Artificial intelligence is a figurative, metaphorical title for an entire sci- 

Sycnologisls    WciaT ^^ ™^^™'  programs,  lin^ui C 
goal of this fieS i,T'   eng^!erS  af m™y other specialists.     The basic 

Snallesultsf o1dcompute:s?
Ulate ^ *  ^^ «**«■**   (in ^ ■«"» «f the 

[Question]  Germogen Sergeyevich, do you assume that artificial intelligence 
as it is understood in the literal sense, cannot be created?   lntelligence' 

[Answer]  It is fundamentally impossible.  The human brain is an extra 

^lsariELh°:ellXisSYStem ^^ C°nSiStS °f ab°Ut 10"15 ^"lion int^nnected cells      Each cell is a complex system in and of itself.     There  exists a m,iL 
Plausible hypothesis, according to which an individual cell processes the 
signals entering it in a manner similar to that of computer  Thu! even a 
perfect machine, which can only be imagined, cannot compare 'with the^an 

lTsltriS  HereTS6? ^V*"* makes ifc -Possible to give an affirmative 
of IZ'aiTf      \ , ^ ab°Ut the discovery at the beginning of the 1970's 
of the different functions of the human brain's two hemispheres  Farh wJ sphere haq i-t-c rw.m m^^~A     *: ±.-u-   ■, ■ uemibpneres.  üach hemi- 
other 's  Ruh™!       thinking, and it is completely different from the 
otner s.  Roughly speaking, one hemisphere thinks logically and the other in 
patterns.  Our thinking is based on two types of perception or the outside 

Is " camentoai UnC°nSCi°US and conscious.  What a human being perceives and 
tii-i? 7\       bS' Can eXpreSS ±n WOrds' is only * small part of the brain's 
lv ao/Un     ng'  Th°Ught Processes cannot be observed directly  We can on- 
terSthe1 brain^sT^ ?** ^^ >  *  «tudying how the information en- tering tne brain is transformed.  Therefore vow i ■,••»-+. i« ■  i aoeq on in +v,o <>^<-4-       .. T.    ,  mererore, very little is known about what 
goes on m the pattern» hemisphere.  And without this we cannot create intel- 

gence to some degree.  But this will become possible only if there occurJ a 
revolution m computer technology that is not now foreseeable and people learn 

co°^i:xmeaieemeCntrer ^^ °" ** ^^ ^  ^  ^lion^T^sT 

[Question]  Let us take ourselves to that distant future for a minute  Some 
doctor-scientists think that an artificial intelligence endowed with senses 

all ttnSriahtnfTh Snd I SUbCOnScious' ^ be regarded as a being^g 
all the rights of a human being.  The activity of one or another of thocp 
senses can be changed only if it agrees. anorner ot those 

[Answer]  I would prefer not to discuss projects that are too fantastic and 
that, from my point of view, cannot be realized in the foreseeable future 

^L°t\esS  TSsenisgno°tndS' ^ ^^ ™  «*~lng ^ witThuman 
S Uli     r^       fc nSW' ln Principle, and has deep roots in the historv 
of culture  We encounter the animation of objects in stories and legends 

T,TerUSCXenCe  iS n0t a St°ry-  A ^chine, no matter how perfect ifis is 
dead matter,  it cannot have senses, or emotions, or needs, or desires--' 



all those things with which man is endowed.  Can you imagine a machine experi- 
encing love for someone? I, for one, cannot.  And how would it be with that 
vital experience that man acquires in society by clashing constantly with 

purely human problems? 

[Question]  This means that we should not talk about a machine having thoughts 

at some time or another? 

[Answer]  In general, machines cannot think, either logically or in patterns. 
This property belongs only to living, highly organized matter. 

[Question]  Nevertheless there are people, including well-known scientists, 
who think completely seriously that an artificial intelligence will not only 
be created, but that its capacity will surpass man's.  And they even give a 
date:  the end of the 20th Century.  How can such predictions be explained. 

[Answer]  As a rule, such statements are made only by people who are un- 
familiar with science or by specialists who are not dealing specifically with 
our problem and have an extremely superficial view of it.  Even in our field, 
however, one encounters indefatigable optimists.  I think that these scientif- 
ically unjustified predictions are related to the unique ■'boom" that all cy- 
bernetics has undergone.  From a skeptical attitude and even denial of it dur- 
ing its initial stages, public opinion has partially gone to the other extreme. 
We have made attempts to investigate the human brain by modeling it on a com- 
puter for the purpose of creating something resembling an artificial mind, but 
nothing came of it.  This, however, does not mean that the scientific field ^ 
that has received the not altogether successful name "artificial intelligence 
will not become of more importance with every passing year. 

[Question]  What is the essence of this scientific field? 

[Answer]  Computers, with their hardware and software and artificial intelli- 
gence, are now used in different areas as assistants to man's intellectual ac- 
tivity  Under the conditions of automation of production, there must also be 
automation of the control of the national economy.  Here a certain balance 
must be observed.  Otherwise we will encounter the phenomenon that is called 
»the information crisis." With the rapid growth of the output list, techno- 
logical processes and every type of service, the administrative sphere is 
ceasing to deal with the planning and control processes.  This is manifested, 
for example, in the deficit and nonfulfillment of reciprocal deliveries.  Al- 
ready in the developed countries, one-fourth to one-half of the workers are 
engaged in processing an endless flow of paper in different institutions.  An 
acute necessity for the automation of the work of office workers, administra- 
tors, planners and so on has arisen. 

[Question]  It has been calculated that the productivity of office workers' 
labor increases at a rate of about one-fifth that of blue collar workers.  How 
can the effectiveness of office workers' labor be increased? 

[Answer]  Only through the mass use of computers.  Here I would first like to 
talk about the rapid development of personal computers.  They are small in 
size and simple to use.  Their special feature is that with them one can 



tion device.  They can be connected       / ^f1*7 SCreen and a communica- 

an intelligent terminal ^™21B^^a8i,^ä^lr"^Ke^ter,, M 

form computer networks.  The extensive „.H/  f  '   Y C&n be USed to 

lution in the work done byoffTrZl «Ch networks would mean a revo- 
ke aone by offices, planning offices and institutions. 

[Question]  How would this look in practice? 

Placing. LTr2ea^TeaoZ"ali
noT t0  ^ ^ "^ion ** the field of 

output of sorae productrcertain ea
SuiLa ^T" ***  find °Ut that for the 

ed.  I ask the next department what it 1    Pr°dUCtion capacities are need- 

my screen then and the?" I recalculate buH ™'  ?"2 "^ data Ught Up °n 
turn to another department then to lit'  ^ ^ ° n0t 9&t  an^hing.  I 
find everything that I need.  Quick and easV^V* T*^' "»*  fina11* * 
work that now takes months of ^sZSrcafbe" S;e!XnUteB " ^ ^ 

Papjf JTLS: " theY freqUentlY ***'  that is ^  -Pe-klng to the subject. 

^^^i^up'Tf e^r^^^^ conversation.  This is a document 

themselves move about Jut thfir me^^antT^ l™""' n0t JUSt the ****» 
there is no formalism just the heart of X °T,        '  "^ ±S  alS° Chan^ed: 
partner who is in another departmtnf   the matter,  when one turns to a 
the inquiry appear on his screen  if  SStabllshment, the outline and text of 
be touched up or replaced. *  SStUP d°6S not suit someone, it can 

[Question]  But what about signatures' om-Hno«* =» A  * 
without them. ynarures.  Outlines and documents are invalid 

tify it arcong „Ulion ofIthel voice^i!1 f™^' *!>! «•*■*« can iden- 
hy another person „no, naturally, „aTa drf feren1*^«.  °r9ery" in ^"^ 

£Ä. %LZ :it:zT\rzTr'has made the *«*>- °f 
and the computer.     These ,r    ™S ,,   T ?ro»ra-"«s "and between the user 
special  language    t£t  L^SSo^h    S™    Pe°Ple "h° °°"Plle Pr<*>—  *» 
difficult  for  specialists  tö w Y    h<ä c°mPuter.     This makes  it very 
crets of programing      is tnvoZ a \'?»*mt<** »"o -3° not know the se- 
tion- with a9eo„puta9; inV^t"^^^ ™ £ "-« np a converse- 
speak? y  age'   that ls'   the  language in which we 

t^logy'thl softwIrTanTin^ ^^ * «*  *»» °f «"*«*er 
share of the cost of the  equipment    noTtV^f C°nStit^d an insignificant ne equipment, now the software cost is about 70 percent. 



In the Soviet Union, the "POET" information retrieval system has been built 
and is being used successfully.  It is intended for the storage of economic 
information and is distinguished from similar systems by the absence of inter- 
mediaries between itself and those who obtain information from it.  It is suf- 
ficient to print an inquiry in a natural language, and in 15 seconds a textual 
answer will appear on a screen.  Such systems, with constantly up-dated data, 
are a remarkable tool for gaining knowledge about the economic and production 
situation and are of huge importance for planning and controlling production. 

[Question]  Does this system react to a voice? 

[Answer]  At the present time a question can be asked of the "POET" system on- 
ly via text, and it answers with text. The specialists are now working to see 
that the "POET" system can understand a question asked by a human voice.  In 
this case it is necessary to add phonetic analysis to the morphological, syn- 
tactical and semantic analysis of the question.  This is an even more compli- 
cated problem, and in this area we are taking only the first—yet promising- 
steps.  Systems have been developed that are capable of understanding a very 
primitive text given by a voice and printing it, but the problem of an auto- 
matic stenographer has not yet been solved. 

[Question]  At the beginning of the 1950's many people assumed that computers 
could translate from one language to another because of a sharp increase in 
computation speed and memory capacity. What is the situation now? 

[Answer]  Everything has turned out to be considerably more complicated than 
was assumed at first.  High operating speed and memory play a role of no lit- 
tle importance, of course.  However, the main difficulty is to teach the com- 
puter to "understand" the meaning of a phrase.  People understand each other 
excellently, although in their speech they frequently omit, it would seem, 
needed words.  However, the life experience of the participants in a conversa- 
tion and their perception of voice intonations and gestures make it possible 
to fill in the missing elements of speech.  There is a vast amount of informa- 
tion that is contained in the consciousness in the form of separate bits of 
information, facts and rules that are ordered there according to meaning and 
supplemented by the brain's vast associative capabilities. A computer does 
not have this.  This is why the organization of a computer's memory, which 
gives a good account of itself during the solution of normal problems, proved 
to be unsuitable for the solution of intellectual problems, in particular 
translation from one language to another. When it became possible to endow a 
computer with the capability of extracting and conceiving the meaning of in- 
coming information, automatic translation became a more realistic matter.^ At 
Informelektro [probably Information Services and Exhibition Department, Minis- 
try of the Electrical Equipment Industry] and the All-Union Center for Trans- 
lations, scientific and technical texts are translated by a computer on a suf- 
ficiently high level. 

[Question]  And what about artistic works? 

[Answer]  This problem is incomparably more difficult.  The text of an artis- 
tic work is extraordinarily rich in figurative expressions, words that take on 
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system of discarding unwanted variants is replaced by a system for generating 
"good" variants.  This will possible also make it possible to improve the com- 
puter "composition" of poetry, music and so on.  By the way, then there will 
also be grounds to call a robot a poet, composer, or artist, as journalists 
love to do.  The modeling of creative processes gave birth to the term "arti- 
ficial intelligence," but this does not mean that a computer actually has it. 
The "intelligence" was packed into it by the specialists who developed the 
program for the solution of some specific problem.  The difference between a 
human being and a computer is that the human does not simply carry out a pro- 
gram stored in his memory, but creates them himself, starting from the goals 
he has formulated. 

When talking about an electronic composer, a zealous correspondent can advis- 
edly imagine to himself an electronic journalist.  I think we do not need any 
special evidence to understand the absurd attempts to replace a special cor- 
respondent, the head of a department, or an editor with computers — Here there 
is room for humor only, and not for serious science. 

COPYRIGHT:  Izdatel'stvo "Pravda", "Zhurnalist", 1984 
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LENINGRAD COMPUTER REPAIR FIRMS FAIL TO GIVE NEEDED SERVICES 

Leningrad LENINGRADSKAYA PRAVDA in Russian 22 May 85 p 2 

[Article by V. Tveritina and V. Chichin] 

J-M«naCt] TThf l6nf ?y arUcle rep°rtS °n Pr°blems of enterprises and organi- 
zations of Leningrad in getting their computers repaired.  I? is generally^ 
critical of two computer repair and maintenance associations, "EVMservis" and 
"SeverEVMkompleks," which were created to provide centralized, r^slrvice 
repairs for computer owners that contract with them. 

waiir^:/1 iS-Sald 2" ClJentS °f the rePair firms "mplain about long 
h»nH  u86,86™6,  °ften they are told that ne^ed spare parts are not on 
hand.  At other times, repairmen say they aren't able to repair a computer 
because they arent's familiar with the model. A new computer at the Ill^Union 
Geological Institute has been idle for a year for this reason.  L. I. Min'kov 
chief engineer of »EVMservis,- acknowledged that many clients are dissatis- 
fied, and gave the excuse that nearly one-third of the firm's staff at any 
time is committed to advanced-training courses to keep up with new technology 
But the authors of the article found that the firm has been slow to introduce' 
automated equipment for fast diagnosis of computer malfunctions. v™ * 
Novitskiy, head of the department of computer technology of the Main Special 
Design Bureau of Thermophysical Instrument Building, expressed the suspicion 
that the repair firm benefits from frequent computer breakdowns, since the 

tlon toPtT tu TJ SerVlCe and the C°ntraCt d°es not Provide *>* compensa- tion to the client for poor repair work. 

nlwenfU °f lh&  situa^ion' it is sa" that organizations which have a large 
number of computers, such as the association "Lensistemotekhnika" (systems 
technology), which calculates payroles for enterprises, and the research-and- 
production association "Lenelektronmash," are employing full-time repair 
staffs, shunning the practice of outside contracting. 

It is also pointed out that the two repair firms are specialized for classes 
of computers, one for mainframe computers and the othe? for smaller computers 
But for mini- and microcomputers, which are becoming the most numerous cllss 
there is no specialized repair firm in Leningrad. 5wners of tLT computers' 
must go to Krasnodar for repair services. computers 



In conclusion, the authors say that Leningrad needs a single center for full- 
service maintenance of all classes of computers. It could incorporate the two 
existing associations plus a number of smaller enterprises. This center would 
also be a computer sales center advising prospective owners on the type of 
machines that are best suited for their needs. 

CSO:  1863/353 
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NEED FOR COMPUTERS, AUTOMATION IN PRODUCTION CITED 

Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 2 Apr 85 p 2 

fAf^by Academician I. Glebov, chairman of the Leningrad USSR AN 
Scientific Center Presidium: "integrating Science And Production"] 

[Text] The goal of "Intensification-90" is to radically change the economy 
of Leningrad and the oblast through intense development! To do this branch 
and regional interests in it are coordinated in such a way that they are 
focused on finding and using the reserves of the enormous region that has a 
significant production and scientific-technical potential at its disposal. 

A large part of these reserves lie in the area of scientific-technical progress 
More and more often today during production reconstruction and reequipJng 
enterprises have to resolve tasks that are similar in character.  For 
example, these tasks include questions of using computer equipment, compre- 
hensive automation and production mechanization and the installation of pro- 
Sr^rr°JeSSr ?UC? SS P°Wder ™tall"*8y  and laser, plasma, electrophysi- 
cal and electrochemical methods of processing. One doesn't have to use a 
WMter V*"? '! th! concluslon that by combining the efforts of col- 
lectives if only in the area of research and development, and by setting 
up an exchange of their experiences, they can significantly reduce both 
the time for resolving these tasks and also expenditures. 

^dvther^a!e,°ther reserves that are being reviewed at a regional level, 
mln^!     T? lnStances when enterprises and organizations in related 
ministries are solving a common economic task, they operate independently 
street "£Td' ?*?*  «*™t±vely speaking the£ are located LthfsLe 
fnltl* i      **    ? overcome this departmental separation is the basis 
farrv?L°nf?    °naJ ^ Wh±Ch the LenlnSrad Pa^y Organization has been 
1Z7^S<™     ?r *number of successive years.  Its results have shown up 
most visibly in the example of collectives working in the energetics field. 

On the eve of the present five-year plan these collectives came out with an 
initiative to increase their contribution toward solving the energy problem. 
As a result, Leningrad's comprehensive "Increase The Efficiency of the 
Country s Fuel-Energy Complex" program was developed. This combined the 
?J°T  °f m°n^than 20° ParticiPants, including academic and specialized 
institutes, VUZ s, associations and factories and construction organizations 
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The concept of this program was not to aggregate the planned tasks of 
ministries and carry them out or exceed the plan. From the very beginning 
the plan was aimed at attaining serious transformations in the activity of 
Leningrad enterprises and organizations, and at affecting the necessary changes 
in both nomenclature and in production volume. 

This required that new plants be developed and existing one be reconstructed, 
specializations not only in the production sphere but also in science be 
expanded and the efforts by collectives with different subordinations be 
directed to reach a common end result. These issues required that there be 
careful coordination and agreement with the appropriate ministries and 
departments, among regional and centralized planning organizations. This 
experience played an Important role: /During the development of the 
"Intensification-90" program, all inter-branch interaction issues were 
resolved within the framework of the existing economic mechanism by very 
detailed coordination of plans at a regional level/ Iboldface]. 

True, it was not easy to do this, as the program encompassed practically all 
the economic divisions in Leningrad and the oblast. More than 330 enter- 
prises and organizations subordinated to 99 ministries and departments took 
part in its development. These numbers, make it easy to picture the scale of 
agreement. Moreover, the fundamental tenants of the program were reviewed 
at the USSR Academy of Science Presidium, in the USSR Goskomitet IState 
Committee] on Science and Technology, the union Gosplan, the RSFSR Council 
of Ministers and the republic Gosplan. And only after this were the plan s 
programs included in the state economic plan for 1985 and entered into the 
design of future five-year plans. 

The following information can be used to show the results of this preparatory 
work: the plan called also for an 100,000-man reduction in industrial- 
production personnel as compared to the original ministry and departmental 
drafts. And by what means will these results be achieved? It is difficult 
to give a well-defined answer to this. The program intends to carry out 
2 600 large-scale measures in very different plans, but there is still an 
over-all concept. /The program's basic idea is to speed up scientific- 
technical progress in all economic areas with the primary direction of the 
work being the comprehensive introduction of computer technology and 

automation/ [boldface]. 

At first glance this approach could seem extraordinarily narrow, but it 
was prompted by the specific industry of Leningrad and the oblast. Many of 
our enterprises are distinguished by their small scale and even unit produc- 
tion character. For example, even within the confines of a single series,^ 
often every dry-cargo ship that is launched Into the water of each successive 
gas turbine has the mark of significant improvements. This is dictated by 
the collectives' dedication to constantly improving the quality and technical 
level of the products they manufacture. 

In actuality, this desire is manifested in the large volume of research and 
design work. Reducing their time-frame and raising their levels while 
limiting the number of personnel can only be done by using modern 
technology based on EVM [computers], an automated scientific research 
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system (ASNI), automated design (SAPR) and automated work places for 
specialists (ARM). Electronics allows us to immediately turn over 
delivery to the production manager. His labor efficiency can be increased 
by using automated production engineering systems (ASPP). Thus the control 
programs which can be transmitted to rigs and machines using communications 
lines with ChPU numerical program control] and automated systems must 
become "products" of these systems. 

Of course, production must have available the capabilities to rapidly 

svstXnm?sWM^ ?UtpUVf new or «edified' products. A flexible production 
system (GPS) which is again controlled by a computer answers this need to 
the fullest. Thus computers do more than just reduce the "research—produc- 

-11 M,Cy?J"e,' l^7 t1S°  beC°me thS connecting ^read which allows us to bring 
nvJ>       ^lnks/0fet^r mto an comprehensive, Integrated production complex 
U^K). As calculations are showing, such complexes are twice as efficient 
as automating individual processes. Therefore /the trend toward developing 
integrated production complexes is one of the decisive scientific concents 
m the "lntensification-90" program/ [boldface]. concepts 

At the same time the water on automation and EVM computers make sense in another 
WT  ?oTT

Crn certainl? reca11 "any instances where installing the most 
modern ASU lautomated control system] did not bring the desired results only 
because the technical level and organization of production itself kept one 
from hoping for better. The attempts to automate control of unproductive old 
machines, equipment and technological processes began very deplorably. From 
this point of view, /it is precisely computers, robots, and flexible systems, 
with the appropriate demand for efficiency, that must become the catalyst 
for technical progress and make the search for more improved technical 
organizational and administrative decisions necessary/ Iboldface].   ' 

Most of all, this search must provide a significant Increase in the return 
from existing basic capital. Up to 80 percent of capital investment is 

SJSM    TCOnstruction and technical reequipping. Automation and especially 
flexible production systems must create conditions for the rapid assimilation 
of new products, an increase in the equipment shift-work coefficient, a reduc- 
tion m the processing cycle and an increase in the level of labor productivity. 
At the same time progressive, resource-economizing technology and group 
methods of processing will be used extensively and production specialization 
and cooperation will be expanded. 

12511 
CSO: 1863/304 
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NEED FOR MICROCALCULATORS, NEW NEWSPAPER COLUMN GIVEN 

Moscow SOTSIALISTICHESKAYA INDUSTRIYA in Russian 16 May 85 p 4 

[Article by I. Danilov, Candidate of Technical Sciences: "The Computer 
In the Work Place"] 

iText] Today we are starting a new section. The newspaper 
will use this section to write about types and capabilities 
of microcalculators and personal computers, about tasks given 
them, and about how to turn them into faithful aids at work, 
how to develop simple and easy programs to solve engineering, 
design and production tasks. 

I don't know if man underwent a painful transition from the goose-quill pen 
to the steel pen, but I remember when the ballpoint pen first appeared in 
school. How hot the controversy was!  "Don't allow the ballpoint pen! They 
will ruin children's handwriting" teachers claimed. Today people write with 
steel pens as well as people did before they appeared. 

Something like that is happening now with computer technology, or more 
specifically, with its most widespread representatives, microcalculators. 
These small computers are being produced today by the hundreds of thousands 
every year and are invading our lives in a commanding manner. They are 
already a social phenomenon and must therefore be taken very seriously. 

"Microcalculators are weaning children from calculating and they are becoming 
blind appendages to computers," some school teachers fear. Even some VUZ 
instructors feel that computers are depriving students of a feel for numbers 
and of the ability to evaluate results. 

Some of the mistrust for microcalculators that established specialists have 
is explained in another way. What if the computer suddenly makes a mistake? 
How do you check it? It is better to calculate on paper or on a slide rule. 
At least here everything is visible. And finally there is one more category 
of angry people—professional programmers.  "Why campaign for microcalculators 
when personal computers already exist? This is like telling a motorist to 
change to a bicycle seat." 
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Well, let's look at the facts.  Specialists know that school children who use 
a microcalculator at home solve problems better than their contemporaries who 
never use them. True, these students learned to calculate correctly before 
they began to use a microcalculator. 

Now, about errors. The reason for mistrust here is purely psychological. 
Specialists who have not worked with computers are used to computing with the 
numbers right in front of their eyes, either on paper or on a slide rule. 
When the numbers "disappear" into the computer's memory, they begin to have 
doubts about what is going on. And the use of mechanical calculators promoted 
this mistrust. There was an abundance of gear wheels in the arlthometers and 
when electrical connector relays wore out, the calculators began to "lie". 
In modern computers, only electrons move and they do not grow old or wear out. 
Therefore, if there are errors when Calculating with a microcalculator, they 
are the fault of the individual who pushed the wrong keys or pushed them in 
the wrong order. And it is afterall possible to make mistakes through in- 
attention when multiplying with columns. 

Objections from professionals are more serious. Actually, the capabilities 
of personal computers, whose production our industry is beginning to assimilate, 
is significantly greater than those of a microcalculator. But we will be 
realistic. First, the volume of computer production is still small and they 
are still expensive.  Second, you need a specially equipped work space for 
them, whereas you can use a microcalculator which is a portable computer, 
everywhere—in the workshop, on the construction site and in the field. 

As for those people whose inertia is holding them at the abacus, it is worth 
noting that microcalculators are super-fast calculators and the most accurate 
slide rules, and they are significantly easier to use. And at the same time 
they can compile all possible mathematical tables and list these tables in 
only seconds. 

The extensive use of microcalculators in schools frees time for more compre- 
hensive instruction in mathematics. Microcalculators allow an engineer to 
evaluate technical ideas.faster and more accurately. And a lathe operator 
can correctly select his instrument and work characteristics when turning 
various components.  In general, it is difficult to name an area where a 
computer would be superfluous. For example, a small computer in the hands 
of a salesman would make it easier for him to calculate the cost of a pur- 
chase and save you time. 

Interaction with a computer not only saves you from the routine part of mental 
activity, the manual calculations.  It also trains its owner in neatness, 
attentiveness and accuracy and can develop a certain programmer style of 
thinking, the ability to formulate a problem clearly and find an optimal 
solution for it. 

And there is more.  The microcalculator is opening the door a crack to the 
limitless world of computers, a world where we will have to live in the near 
future.  Indeed, even today each of us is having a difficult time digesting 
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the avalanche of information with which life is plastering us. Tomorrow it 
will be impossible to do this without the help of a computer. Therefore a 
man who lacks this second literacy, programming, will be in the same position 
of a man today who cannot read. 

It is easy to learn how to calculate on a computer, but it is more difficult 
to master one. And our new rubric has been started to help the million- 
strong army of microcalculator owners do this. 

12511 
CSO: 1863/326 
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DIFFICULTIES IN FACTORY AUTOMATION TOLD 

Moscow PRAVDA in Russian 7 May 85 p 3 

[Article by P. Derunov, General director of Yaroslav Oblast's Andropovskiy 
Industrial Motor Building Association and Hero of Socialist Labor: 
"Rebuilding On The March"] 

iText] In carrying out the plan for technical re-equipping 
the collective at the Andropovskiy Industrial Motor Building 
Association has doubled its volume of production and labor 
productivity in the last nine years. How were they able to 
speed up the tempo of growth? 

Intensification has radically changed production. More than half of the work- 
ers in the primary shops operate automated equipment and the enterprise is 
now starting a qualitatively new stage of re-equipping.  In the end, we have 
to develop an automated factory complete with automated equipment complexes 
and computer technology both in production itself and in its training and 
management, 

Recently GPS [flexible production system] has become "stylish". Even 
mass-production enterprises have declared their intention to use this 
system. When they do this, they do not always consider that flexible 
automation is a complicated, expensive, science-intensive affair. And 
introducing it into all types of production simultaneously diffuses the 
effort and wastes valuable time. We feel that GPS should be developed at 
the first stage in series production. 

Flexible systems must only be developed on a foundation of reliable and 
highly productive equipment.  The reliability of machines with ChPU [numerical 
program control] have special significance, for if any element in these 
machines goes out, it can cause downtime in the whole complex. 

Production automation based on the contemporary level of technology demands 
a fundamentally new approach to control. We must monitor the entire 
preparation process and not the individual part. We in the association have 
given up having the OTK [Department of Technical Control] monitor each 
individual operation and have increased foreman, brigadier and worker 
responsibility for the quality and stability of the product preparation 
process. All of their parameters must be controlled both as special units 
of production equipment and as methods for monitoring automation that are 
built into GPS. 
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In order to realize one of the advantages of flexible systems, e.g. speed of 
gearing up for new types of products, we must also introduce automated 
design systems CSAPR),  The primary problem in developing them is equipping 
the enterprise with modern computer technology and the appropriate peripheral 
equipment and software.  In our opinion, it is necessary to increase 
production of this equipment along with its unified software in the very 
near future. 

The problems of developing advanced GPS and SAPR equipment are so complicated 
and interrelated that they require basic research and the union of industry 
and modern science. We are expanding ties not only with the leading specialized 
institutes, but also with the USSR AN [Academy of Sciences] scientific centers. 

The level of tool and fixture quality, and increasing their production have 
major significance in the effective operation of flexible systems.  It is 
enough to say that every component that is manufactured must have as a 
minimum three sets of tools, one in the machine store, one in the automated 
warehouse and one in reboring or repair. The tool must meet contemporary 
requirements.  It must be very reliable as well as accurate and must 
guarantee an increase in cutting and delivery speed, In the number of 
operations it carries out and in the inventory of materials that are 
processed. 

In considering this, we feel that the creation and Introduction of flexible 
automation must follow the reconstruction and development of tool production 
and the boosting of its organizational and technical foundation to a new 
qualitative level. We feel that large associations must encompass tool 
factories with very productive and precise equipment.  It would also be 
advisable for the USSR Goskomtrud [State Committee for Labor and Social 
Problems] to provide for such factories in the standard management structures 
of associations. 

We feel that it is unrealistic to focus only on flexible systems when carrying 
out technical production re-equipping. You can't go directly from manual 
labor into the world of total automation. You have to first give production 
some mechanized means and programmed machinery, then develop modules and 
sections controlled by computers on top of the initial automation. These 
then become cells for future GPS.  In order to resolve the problems of 
technical re-equipping at a high level and in a compressed time-frame, in 
my opinion we must produce mechanization and automation equipment more 
quickly by setting up specialized enterprises. In this way every factory 
can acquire this equipment. Because our association plans to install 150 
robots in 23 robot-equipped complexes in the next five-year plan, we are 
specifically interested in purchasing robots, as we have not solved the 
problems of making them ourselves. 

Accelerating technical progress requires that we realign worker, engineer- 
technician and managing cadre consciousness, increase the growth of their 
qualifications and increase their output. The interests of intensifying the 
national economy require that we create conditions for enterprises to show 
initiative and enterprise. They must specifically develop ties among 
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themselves.  This form of cooperation is advantageous not only for direct 
partners but also for the national economy as a whole. For example, an 
association manufactured a pneumatic tractor for one of the metallurgical 
factories. This tractor was used to clean uncooled furnace flues which 
reduced their down-time and allowed additional thousands of tons of metal 
to be produced annually.  Some of this metal than came to us and was used to 
increase production. 

We have similar agreements with the Ivanovskly Machine Tool Manufacturing 
Association. We made 15 tables for each of the association's machine 
manufacturing centers which they made for us above and beyond their plan. 
Because of this we got several manufacturing centers. However the future 
of this cooperation is unclear, for despite the support from our ministries, 
planning agencies are hindering the development of .our association's direct 
ties with the Ivanovskiy Machine Tool Manufacturing Association. 

The increased practice of numerous controlling agencies and inspectors using 
the extensive rights that they have not for the benefit, but to the detriment 
of business, stopping the work of many collectives instead of punishing 
specific guilty parties, is having a negative affect on the successes of 
enterprises. For example, recently when we slightly pushed back the time 
for putting in drainage canals because of a lack of financing, the 
reservoir inspector who was dissatisfied with this used the bank to hold up 
all other construction-assembly work. 

The practice of pulling enterprise workers into construction and other jobs 
is severely impeding the course toward intensifying production. Engineer- 
technical workers are being sent to construction sites more and more often. 
This distraction reduces their creative output, disrupts their planned 
conduct of work and reduces the tempo of technical progress in the enter- 
prise. And the harm is two-fold, as it affects both the factory and con- 
structure organization. The people pulled away from their work have their 
spirits dampened and so do the construction workers. Moreover, if you 
succeed in construction not because of numbers, but because of a well thought- 
out work organization, you can get good results. Even our experience 
supports this.  We have been doing our own construction for many years and 
recently we built a 540-apartment 16-story brick building in a year instead 
of the normative two-and-a-half years. 

The sequence for planning outlays for reconstruction and technical re- 
equipping must also be improved. At the present time the need to replace 
machines is taken as the starting point for calculating allocations for 
upgrading basic capital. In reality, the work position, including the equip- 
ment, the area for housing it, service, and the tools and organizational 
equipment, is the basic unit for improvement. Therefore the volume of 
centralized capital investiment for technical re-equipplng must be planned 
according to the need for upgrading an established number of work positions. 
This can be done on the basis of cost normatives that provide the necessary 
growth of labor productivity. 
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We feel that the method for calculating the effectiveness of putting new 
equipment into production must also be changed. It is not complete, for it 
takes into account only the purely production effect. You also have to take 
into account the social effect from reducing the number of personnel as a 
result of modernization. Many industrial enterprises have a developed 
social-domestic sphere and they spend a significant amount on its support. 

Having developed a program for automation, the association established the 
capability of providing for the high tempooof development for the Twelfth 
Five-Year.Plan.. Production volume and labor productivity will grow by more 
than 40 percent. The outlay for automation, including the social affect 
associated with reducing the number of workers by 800-1000 men in the five- 
yar plan, will pay for itself in 2.5 years. 

Solving the issues raised here would facilitate the acceleration of the 
technical process in the country's machine building enterprises. 

12511 
CSO: 1863/326 
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COMPUTER IN A BOX 

Moscow MOSKOVSKAYA PRAVDA in Russian 9 Feb 85 p 2 

IVANOV, A., Chief, Computer Center, City Statistical Administration 

[Abstract] Twice per year, all organizations and enterprises in the capital 
which operate computer devices present reports to the City Statistical 
Administration. Recent reports indicate that 7.6% of all computers are 
totally unused, many because of startup difficulties. The computer room, 
power supply and other associated devices are frequently not ready when 
the computer is delivered. This article describes the damage to the national 
economy due to useless capital investment, unutilized information and un- 
produced reports. More serious than unpacked boxes is the damage done by 
enterprises that are unprepared to use the computers allocated to them. 
The author states that specialists who will serve the computer should be 
hired or trained at least one year before the scheduled delivery date of the 
machine to reduce the number of computers in the city still in their boxes. 
1178-6508] 

STANDARD DESIGN - THE BASIS OF CREATION OF THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM OF 
FINANCIAL CALCULATIONS OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

Moscow FINANCY SSSR in Russian No 4, Apr 85 pp 53-58 

FILIMONOV, B. I,, Director, Information and Computer Center, RSFSR Finance 
Ministry, KOLESNIK, A. P., Deputy Director, and KOVALEV, A. F., Department 
Chief 

[Abstract] In the Russian Federation at the oblast' level, practical work 
on the creation of the automated system for financial calculations (ASFR) is 
underway at nine computer centers throughout the federation. The ASFR 
includes some six hundred tasks. Standard design has been selected as a 
method to reduce the cost and accelerate the development of the ASFR in the 
federation.  In order to define the necessary conditions and suitable objects 
for standard design, the article discusses how an ASFR task is run on a 
computer. The end result of development of a standard ASFR task is a pro- 
gram. The program of a typical task must run on all computers used by the 
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financial organs to perform ASFR jobs, meaning that the computers must all be 
compatible at the software level. Since this is not the case, several versions 
of programs must be developed. The conditions required to assure standardiza- 
tion of developments at the Information computer center have been given great 
attention from the very start. In 1981, the RSFSR Ministry of Finance issued 
an order assigning to the information computer center the functions of creation 
and introduction of branch classifiers. A conference held in Gor'kiy in 
1982 discussed problems of information support, particularly classification 
and coding of Indices. Only the information computer center has the right to 
change the system of branch classifiers. The system of branch classifiers is 
the language used by computer centers at the oblast1 level to communicate 
with each other and with higher organizations. This will facilitate expansion 
of successful experiments such as that conducted in Gor'kiy in 1982 in which 
automated and manual accounting operations were merged and jointly operated. 
1317-6508] 
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UDC 621.382 

PROSPECTS FOR CREATION OF OPTICAL DIGITAL HIGH-PERFORMANCE COMPUTERS 

Novosibirsk AVTOMETRIYA in Russian No 1, Jan-Feb 85 (manuscript received 10 July 
84) pp 114-126 

[Article by V.M. Yegorov and E.G. Kostsov] 

[Text] The main driving force of the development of modern microelectronics has 
always been the requirements of computer technology and in recent decades micro- 
electronics has attained important successes. It is sufficient to mention the 
following figures: the value for energy dissipatecLby an,element during the ex- 
ecution of an element logic operation fell to 10  - 10  J [1], switching time for 
individual circuits fell to 30 ps for n-MOS (circuits with submicron channels 
[2]) and to 12.8 ps for 1.1 yja  HEMT (high electron mobility transistor) circuits 
given 77K [3] while the level of integration approached 10 elements/chip. 

9 
The productivity of large computers simultaneously increased to 10 operations/s 
essentially because of an increase in the response speed of the discrete elements 
and reductions in the length of the clock period which for modern large-scale 
machines has a value of^10 ns [4] and, according to forecasts, will fall by 1990 
to 1 - 2.5 ns. 

However requirements for further qualitative improvements in output exceed the 
actually attained results since requirements increase at faster rates. For example, 
the large-scale problems requiring the creation of "supercomputers" include a series 
of economic problems and problems from the areas of space research, mathematical 
physics, etc.. 

It appears that the switching times mentioned above for discrete elements are 
a basis for the supposition that there will be further sharp increases in com- 
puter productivity. However, in spite of the continuing progress of the element 
base, there is at the present time a situation which is qualitatively different 
froom that which was characteristic of the preceding period of development of 
computer technology. The change in the situation is due to the following reasons. 

1. In the contemporary VLSI the area occupied by the conductors is almost equal 
to3the area of the chip [5], the overall length of the conductors is more than 
10 times greater than the linear dimensions of the chip [6], the energy dissipated 
in charging the conductors already amounts to 70-75% of all energy losses and 
thelimiting value for linear capacitance is practically reached for the conductors 
(10  F/m) [1]. At the same time, it is characteristic for modern logic circuits 
that the number of connections is significantly higher in comparison with the number 
of function elements, i.e., the structure and reliability of large computers are 
determined by the structure and reliability of the connections while with the in- 
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crease in the packing density and the rise in the response speed of the elements 
the role of connections increases along with the level of transient noise. 

In addition, in the creation of VLSI it is practically impossible to realize 
connections only on a single plane and multiple assemblies are necessary with 
the number of levels at least greater than three [7]. 

Even more complex problems arise in the interchange of information between sub- 
strates. Rent's rule [8,9] indicating the proportionality of the number of pins 
from the substrate to the number of logic elements located in it is empirically 
satisfied for computers. A drop in the number of pins leads to a drop in the 
technical characteristics of the unit [10]. At the same time, as chip dimensions 
increase their perimeters (allowing only a certain number of external pins) 
increase linearly while the area used under the element increases by the square 
law while the number of connections grows even more rapidly. 

Even today, the connections between chips reduces the clock frequency practically 
by an order of magnitude. In the future, with the reduction in the clock period, 
communications between chips will play an increasingly important role which will 
result in a limitation on the clock rate of unit operations. In addition, the 
operation for the creation of connections between chips by means of conductors 
is clearly not compatible with the technology for the creation of the IC them- 
selves and causes both a large percentage of the waste and a relatively low level 
of reliability for the units. 

In [1] it is correctly noted that the complexity of the units limits the level 
of integration of the chips to levels which are significantly lower than might 
be allowable within the limits of semiconductor technology. In particular, 
estimates show that in logic units, the limiting level of integration is three 
orders less than in memory matrices [11]. The reason is the more complex character 
of the connections. 

2. The qualitative change in the situation is also linked to another factor which 
also does not result from the specific features of the physical phenomenon which 
is the basis for the functioning of the logic elements. The fact is that for large 
units which have sufficiently extensive geometric dimensions, further reduction 
in the clock period has no meaning because of limitations on signal propagation 

time. 

The maximum extension of the communication channel in the unit is equal to L = 
c^t (c is the speed of light in vacuum, t is the clock period,^ is the coefficient 
taking into account phase shift and lag in the linear transmission of the signal). 
Supposing that t = 10 s,y = 0.1 (this value can be increased by.a.factor of 
several times and, in addition, it falls with increases in the level of integration) 
and we have ,L < 3 • 10~2 m. For contemporary technology for the exchange of informa- 
tion between chips it is characteristic that only some conductors in large com- 
puters occupy a volume larger than L3, 

Thus, the main reserve for increasing the productivity of computers of the pre- 
vious period of computer technology development (increasing response speed) is 
practically exhausted. 
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In recent years, the main directions for increasing computer productivity have 
become more clearly marked and consist of the parallel development of data process- 
ing inclusive of element operations (deepest level of the parallel development 
process) and decentralization of the memory, control and data transformation function« 

This type of parallel process is naturally obtainable by corresponding progress 
in the production of microcircuits and, first of all, in the fabrication of 
connections. 

However, as was mentioned above, contemporary microelectronic technology cannot 
produce significant progress as concerns the connection problem. Therefore, the 
time has come for serious consideration of the question of establishing a new 
element base for computer technology and only the solution of the connection 
problem and the corresponding sharp increase in productivity can lead to the appear- 
ance of an economically viable new technology for the fabrication of electronic 
circuits. It is also clear that the units to be developed should allow integration 
with an element density which is commensurate with the density of elements in 
modern VLSI while the technology for fabricating these units should be based on 
the achievements of modern microelectronics. Naturally this type of approach ex- 
cludes the use of discrete macroscopic elements such as, for example, lenses, 
prisms and mirrors. 

The creation of a new element must be guided by an aggregate of requirements con- 
cerning the logic elements [12] and the observation of the principle of homogeneity 
when the functioning of the element is based on a minimum number of physical effects 
(not more than two) as in modern logical structures. However the main requirement 
is the solution of the problem of the connections. At this level, for example, the 
application of elements based on superconductivity necessarily leads to the same 
problems for the organization of connections which occur at the present time. 

From general physical considerations it follows that the introduction into the 
structure of "three-dimensional" links is easier to carry out by means of optical 
link channels. But the optical link channel differs from the electron conductor 
because of several drawbacks of which the following can be mentioned: variation 
in the direction of signal propagation is complex and not efficient, the minimal 
dimensions (diameter) of the optical channels are limited by the wave nature of 
light. The absence of direct interaction of light fluxes leads to a need for 
energy conversion with corresponding energy losses. At the same time, the presence 
of a solid energy converter gives an immediate answer to the question as to the 
parameters and limiting dimensions of the elements, their response speed and 
arrangement density: they cannot exceed the corresponding parameters which are 
characteristic for modern microelectronics. 

Therefore, application of an optical link channel in computer technology is ex- 
pedient only in the case that a concept will be developed for effective use of 
the advantages of a three-dimensional link structure and simultaneous exchange 
of information between a set of elements located in different substrates. We note 
that the application of optical fiber elements [13] in the creation of large 
computers does not solve the connection problems. On the contrary, it adds a 
series of specific fabrication tasks to these problems. 

At the present time, a set of elements are known in which logic signals are trans- 
mitted by means of light fluxes. The most important and serious developments at 
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this level are in the area of classical optoelectronics (the base element is the 
optron) [14]. This direction, however, did not have a significant effect on the 
development of computer technology mainly because of such physical limitations 
as the double conversion of energy (electrical signal to optical signal and the 
reverse) which causes low element quality and the need to compare the different 
characteristics of each light source-photodetector pair taking into account the 
source directional pattern. In addition, the overall number of individual directional 
light sources fabricated for the integrate^ application has to be commensurate 
with the number of logic elements (10 - 10 ) while the light source, as is known, 
is one of the least reliable elements and is distinguished by its low efficiency. 

Logic elements are also known which are based on semiconductor laser light sources 
using the Koester effect [15]. The interest in these is due to the fact that by_n 

using.them it is possible to create memory elements with a switching time of 10 
- 10  s and all switching and the main logic operations are carried out in the 
optical branch of the circuit. When the drawbacks of this kind of unjt are mention- 
ed these are usually the need to use powerful control circuits (10 j/bit) 
and the low reliability of the lasers. However the main drawback of these elements 
is elsewhere, i.e., there is still the unsolved problem of the connections between 
the substrates. In addition, the technology for fabricating logic circuits using 
laser switches does not give definite basic adavantages in comparison with VLSI 
technology and, in fact, the reverse is true; and it adds a series of problems 
of its own which are quite complex. 

In [16] a logic element is described which consists of a Fabry-Perot interferometer 
between whose mirrors a narrow-zone semiconductor (for example InSb) is located 
which has the ability to nonlinearly vary the coefficient of refraction n under 
the effects of light flux starting from a certain value of flux intensity. We will 
indicate the drawbacks of this class of elements which, in our view, are such that 
they cannot be considered for application in the design of large-scale computers. 

Variation in the value n up to output in the saturation region as a result of 
light flux is possible only when it is of sufficiently high intensity which causes 
low element quality. As a result of the fact that the degree of nonlinearity of 
n increases inversely to the square of the width of the forbidden zone of the 
semiconductor, in creating the element it is effective to use only materials with 
a zone width of 0.2 eV or even less and the wavelength A of the light flux should 
be 5 vim or more. This fact together with the diffraction phenomenon shows the im- 
possibility of creating elements with element desnity commensurate with the element 
desnity in VLSI. 

The light interference principle requires high precision in maintaining the para- 
meters of each of the elements which, when the latter are mass produced, is a more 
complex task (by two orders for the precision of reproducibility of the layer thick- 
ness) than occurs in the fabrication of modern logic circuits. 

For the element: under consideration, it is characteristic that the locations of 
the input and output are superimposed and it is not clear how to design links between 
the set of elements located on different substrates. When mirrors are used, the 
distance h between the substrates becomes commensurate with the dimensions of the 
substrates which leads to an increase in the diameter of the light beam to the value 
f)^h    and to the exclusion of the possibility of integrated use of the unit. 
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In order to lower the noise level it is recommended that the unit be deeply cooled. 
If this is not done, the element has a transfer characteristic giving unattenuated 
signal propagation sequentially in the switched on logic elements of the circuit. 

The discussion given above also holds, to a significant extent, to other similar 
elements which are based on the interference principle [17, 18]. 

We had previously [19] developed physical principles for the design of a base 
logic element which is free from the drawbacks described above. Its functioning 
is based on the modulation of the light flux by an electric field. In this case, 
only one energy conversion is used (light to electric signal) and there is a common 
light source for the set of elements. The analysis given in [20] of the physical 
effects which can be used as a functional basis for the element showed that the 
optimal variant is as follows: electrooptic light modulator, photoelectric energy 
converter and electrostatic energy storage element. Application of magneto- and 
acoustooptical light modulators is limited by high energy expenditures and by the 
complexity of direct conversion of (photomagnetic or photoacoustic) energy. 

Fig.. 1, a shows the circuit of the optical logic element base. It consists of the 
modulator M, energy converter F and energy storage device, for example capacitor 
C for dynamic circuits or resistor R for potential circuits. 

The state of the element is determined by the intensity I   of the light flux 
at the output of the light modulator (or the potential difference on its electrodes) 
which is unequivocally linked to the intensity I. of the light signal entering 
the input of the photoelectric energy converter.xThe function of the logic element 
is to control the intensity of the light flux transmitted by the light modulator 
by means of the light flux entering the element. 

Fig. 1, b-h show potential circuits for optical elements realizing the main logic 
functions: b. repeater; c. inverter; d. AND element; e. AND-NOT element; f. 
OR element; g. 0R-N0T element; h. mod 2 summation element; i. X ->X implication 
element. Here it is supposed that the modulator transmits light if the potential 
difference over its electrodes has the high value (1) and does not transmit light 
if the difference has the low value (0). 

Dynamic circuits are also of great interest since together with . logic elements 
they also make it possible to realize memory functions. We will consider the 
operating principles of dynamic circuits for the example of a memory cell (Fig. 
2). We will suppose that the unit of information is written in element 1 and 
the switch Kl is closed on the grounded contact 2. 

Step 1. Deletion of information on element 2. Switch 2 closes on contact 1 of 
power source V and capacitor C2 is charged. 

Step 2. Reading of information in inverse code from element 1 by means of light 
signal Iread. The switches Kl, K2 are in position 2 (grounded) and the output 
signal from Ml is the input write signal for element 2. 

Step 3. Deletion of information in element 1. Switch Kl is in position 1 and 
capacitor Cl charges. 
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Step 4. Reading of information in forward code from element 2 by means of light_ 
signal I   . Switches Kl, K2 are grounded. The output signal from modulator 2 is 

the inpuielor element 1. 

As a result of the execution of steps 1-4 and repetition of information cycles in 
the cell, it is possible to store information as long as is required. 

In electronic computers, parallel algorithms are realized by means of Parallel 
electric circuits which link discrete elements and structures. It is clear that 
the number of circuits, gate and switch elements which regulate the propagation 
of the electric signal in the required direction and supply the necessary funct- 
ional flexibility and effectiveness increases with the rise in the level of 
parallelization of the computing process and the universality ofjha device. The 
described element base makes it possible to create functionally flexible computers 
with a high level of productivity without increasing the number of circuits and 
elements by replacing the electric links by optical links. 

The design of the computer will have the smallest number of elements and electrical 
connections if it satisfies the following principles: 1) parallel electric 
circuits are used for supplying the elements; 2) parallel functional links are 
realized by optical channels; 3) functional links between structures and discrete 
elements realized by electric circuits are in series. 

In order to illustrate the possibilities of the indicated element base we will 
consider the design and operation of the matrix processor element which satisfies 

the above principles. 

The element has six cells (Fig. 3): four inverters containing photoelectric con- 
verters (photodetectors) F1-F4, light modulators M12-M15, capacitors C1-C4 and two 
functional converter cells: F5-F8, M16-M18, C5-C7 and F9-F11, M19-M22, C8-C11 
wSch are also capable of storing information in dynamic mode. The electric inputs 
Fl-Fll are connected to the switching contacts K1-K6 for switching to the power 
sources V1-V6 or to the low potential bus. 

When neighboring elements are connected to the element, the electrical inputs of 
all the photodetectors of the corresponding cells are connected in parallel with 
the contacts of the corresponding switches K1-K6. The functional converter has 
contacts 23-30 for connection with the contacts of neighboring elements of the 
matrix to the left, right, below and above. The functional power of the element 
is supplied by optical links between cells. They are (Fig. 4) such that any two 
cells have interconnected optical inputs and outputs and the first and third in- 
verters Ire optically linkeS to the second and fourth inverters of the neighboring 
matrix element to the left, whose components are marked »L», in the center of the 
block, while the second and fourth are linked to the first and third inverters of 
the neighboring matrix element to the right, whose components are marked P. In 
addition, M12, M14 and M13, M15 have a connective optical link and all the lignt 
adulators of'one functional converter cell are optically ^^SLf^JJT 
ding photodetectors of the other. In order to do this, the photodetectors F1-F14 
have six inputs each, F5, F6, F9 have two each, F7, F8 have five each, F10, Fll 
have four optical inputs and each photodetector also has an input for receiving 
a signal from the external light source. The light modulators M12-M15 have six 
optical channels each; M16, M19, M20 have one each and M17, M18, M21, M22 have 
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three optical channels each. 

£r!!^0
aS

dI;.t? C°5resP°ndinS inverters form dynamic memory cells with shift 

^ ÄÄÄ.^'&'fi JC cental eiernd tU^StSS^T 
Ä^^Ä/JTL^1» f- the_outPut of the ligVSlator 

We will consider the function of the   matrix processor element for the example 
of the execution of the function ejuunpxe 

■■'..'■;: ,--.*:.,. "■'; j. i-f": ■■ i.j'■';--:■. . ..'■.■--; :.'■  A  :" i <■■"" ■'?.■?■ it -.-'.sv--* u ■■■ „-;'■' *: 

^!rLk-= 3" ?' "" 5 iS the number of the eleme"t from the configuration including 
the central element and its four neighboring elements in the matrix.We will designate 

T^r^^T^^TT^element to the left is ^ to tÄ 

The variable Afa J is written in the first cell of the processor, the variable 
l£hlLlni .At** the Variable C^ii unters in the form of optical signals 
into the inputs of the corresponding pho&Jdetectors of the converters durinfthe 
coprocessing operation. The transform Pfp. .]is carried out simuSaneoSly for" 

fiL^S1^!8 f°r CaiTyins out the actions p and p  which differ only in the first few steps, are given below. 12 *■* 

For the function 

Pi^.M(ah^btl) V <?*]:■■ ' 
. ft . • 

canaci^orfr?Chr! rii K4_K6 are °losed on the V™**  ^urces V2, V4-V6 and the capacitors C2, C4-C11 are charged. 

Step 2. Switches K2, K4 are grounded. The optical signals a.. and b.  from the 
outputs of M12 and M14 to inputs of F2 and F4 are read.   ^    *J 

F^and'Ffare^ead! ^ ^ ^ ^ ** °UtPUtS °f M12 and M13 t0 the inPuts of 

S^ex^?" SwitCh K5 is pounded. The signals aTVb. . and a. Vb" from the outn,,f« 
of M14 and M15 to the inputs of F7 and F8 are^reaä;1    ^  *J P S 

thePin;ufif
CFin5-iS gr0Unded- The si6nal ^i^ bii} from the outP«t of M17 to the input of F10 is read. Signal c^ goes toxtlhe input of F10. 

For the function 

lh "= A [iflh 0 b„) V c„]: 
h 
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Step 1. Switches K2, K4-K6 close on the power sources V2, V4-V6. 

Step 2. Switches K2, K4-K5 are grounded. The signals ä , b  from the outputs 
of M12, MIA to the inputs of F2, F3 are read and the signal £ .b^ from the out- 

put of M14 to the input of F7 is read. 

Step 3. The signal a^b^ from the output of M17 to the input" of F10 is read. 

Step 4. Switch K6 is grounded. The signal (a ©b ) from the output of M17 to 
the input of M17 is read. The signal c^ goesJto trie input of F10. 

Thus, in five steps the function 

p[ = [(flu ~ K) V cu\ 
is formed and written in six cells of each element of the processor while four 
steps are required for the function 

Ih = l(«ij © M V c*il 
In the following steps, the algorithm for processing the configuration of k elements 
is the same for both functions. For example for function P2: 

Step 5. Switch K5 is closed on power source V5. 

Step 6. Switch K5 is grounded. The signal HUa«_©_&«,) V <?u] 

from the outputs of M19-M22 to the inputs of F5-F8 respectively is read. 

Step 7. Switch K6 is closed on the power source V6. 

Step 8. Switch K6 is grounded. Reading is carried out of signals 

IClUa» © bu) V c J V 1 [(a,. J+1© 6IJ+.> V Ci' '+l]) 

from the output of M18 to the input of Fll and of 

"1(11 (a« © M V c«J. V HI («,+.,; + 6.+I. j) V c,+ ll jl) 

from the output of M16 to the input of F9. 

Step 9. Switch K5 is closed on the power source V5. 

Step 10. Switch K5 is grounded. The signals 

HIG*«+i. i©-6«+i,j-) V c+,.,1 V~l['(fl« © U V Clj]," 
-IK««-., t ©'•&.-., *) v c-;.,] v HI (««© &,;> v ClJ], 

H[ («i. i-i © 6i. i-"«> Yc. j-J V HI <fl« © 6.j) V cj, 
HI (a, J+l © &,. J+l) V c, i+1] VHK«,-; © & ,-i) V r,,l 

from the outputs of M19-M20 to the inputs of F5-F8 respectively are read. 

Step 11. A reading is made of the result 

Pt = "1 ("1 l(«i+i.j © bi+1,}) V ci+u] V 1 [(«„ © M V cu) V "1 l(«i-U © 
© bi-lt}) V Cj-LiJ V "1 l(a;,j-i © 6i.j-i) V cu-il V 1 l(«i.i+i © Ki-n) V 

'     V*i.i+il) = h[(ak@h) V.c*] 
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Figure 5 

from the output of M17 to the input, for example, of F2 for further processing or 
for subsequent output by means of a shift to a peripheral unit    Pr°CeSSlng °r 

By means of a sequence of transforms of the type P p. . processing is carried out 

of tnea2a'r8e,S T  th6.number and ^Pe  of transforms' are deter^inedTthe quality 
theHgT8       aSS18ned taSK and d°eS n0t depend uP°n the dimensions ^qUalXty 

ltS'.5',-a~f  ShOWS an examPle of image processing by a sequence of transforms nf 
the indicated type: a is the initial image; b is noise filtering! the triform 

/■"= A ah, 
h 

execution time for the operation is 
masking, transform is 

/»- V [ A (ak V eM) J, 
clock periods; c is noise filtering with 

execution time for operation is 48 clock periods; d is noise filtering, transform 

P = A «A, 
h 

execution time for operation is 8 clock periods; e is broadening of lines, 
4   5 ' 

p = V A (a* V CM) 

time for executing operation is 32 clock periods; f is discrimination of outline, 

P-l (Hv(^jj- 
time for executing operation is 18 clock periods. 

dL!d^ti0?-!° rhe re^lization of the indicated functions, the processor with 
dimensionality [m x m] designed on the basis of the described element is capable 

arrays rmSx ml ahf^ayS SV ^'  ^taneously storing and transforming t£ee 
arrays [m x m], shifting data arrays [k x k], l^k-Cm in the matrix in four direm- 

^•CarryinS.°Ut a COmplete System of loSic actions of two variable^ opeSw 
fSSSSL        tl0n °f 2m UUmberS With W°rd lengths - " 1 and a serief of otheT   ' 
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Analysis of the special features of the functioning of the described unit, its 
design characteristics and comparison with modern microelectronic units capable 
of carrying out analogous functions make it possible to draw the following con- 

clusions: 

1. The functional element of the optical processor contains a significantly smaller 
number of component elements (two orders less according to evaluations). 

2. The overall number of clock periods expended for execution of the required logic 
operations, in the given case, for image processing, is also smaller, at least 
N times less (N is the number of lines in the imager) and the period for complete 
processing of the images does not depend its dimensions. 

K5       VS o—o 

Figure 6 

3. The area occupied by the connections (see the block diagram (Fig. 6) and the 
topological fragment (Fig. 7) of the cell of the functional converter) comprises, 
as shown by analysis,   7-8% of the overall area of the substrate (in modern 
microcircuits 90% [5]). 

In addition, the described units are distinguished by the greater volume density 
of the element arrangement, the reliability of the connections, noise stability and, 
finally, by suitability for industrial production. 

The indicated advantages are the result of the different nature of the energy 
transmission on the supply buses and signal channels, the absence of rectifier 
and switch elements in the logic link channels (due to the specific features of 
the propagation of light flux), the combination of memory and logic functions and 
more effective execution of computing procedures which is attained through the 
three-dimesnional design of the element in which the entire array of information is 
processed simultaneously without sorting into separate parts and preliminary storage 
of the corresponding groups of numbers with nonproductive expenditure of time. As 
a quantitative illustration of the effectiveness of increasing the number of optical 
channels we will compare the described element with an element of a cellular unit 
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Figure / 
ZllLth*  Same elefnt. base [«]• The latter is also distinguished by the small 
I  nnT"6?;,1,61' 200>  haS 31 °ptical channel links a«d eairlee out only 
nn^T l°n h ,n*the  mem0ry function' Tb* element described above contains ?8 
optical channel links and consists of only 119 components but has a significantly 
wider range of functional possibilities. sigmricantiy 

What are the possibilities for the practical realization of the described element 
^ HP°rtS !Te b6en made °n exPerimental research on a mock-up of a dynamic 
ouantL^T ,\        baSlS °f electro°Pti° crystals of lithium niobate [£] A 
Stical trlnsfo?1!^11 "as *stabl^d f« the experimentally obtained and theo- 
retical transfer characteristics for a voltage V = 0.3V Wo (VV/ is the half-wave 
voltage) into the modulator. This value is greatgr than^ne voyage values wh^ch 

al^rTVXStiC,  f°r m°dern raicroel^tronic elements. Therefore research was 
o?%   LTlXn °rder t0 StUdy thS P°ssibilit:ies for further lowering of the value 
lLl°     ? J K

SS
 
exPeFlmentally established that when a photoelectric converter 

with switch characteristics is used the functional capacity of the memory cell is 
preserved at V = 0.03V,, <^« ♦•*«» — ■«  ■= - -^ memory ceil is 

o     A/2 (in the real experiment 5V). 

The fabrication of the computers described above with element arrangement density 

filmlLnt Z\T dTXl7-°f  6lementS in VLSI requires the creation^ a thin-7 film light modulator which is a quite complex fabrication task. The first publication 
of   a report on the observation of a longitudinal electrooptical effect in tnin 
ferroelectric strontium barium niobate films is [22]. It was?later oo^iblP\o 
obtain a value for the electrooptic coefficient L cobble with^'value of 

rode1 - Srro^ectrirf?!0^ "*  t0 ^ thin"^f stures (transparent elect- 
£?,,! T<S  ! ? ?      " transParent electrode) for pulse modulation of light 
fi"Vi?h m?dulat^ depth of 80-90% and rotation of the plane of polarization 
tp  of the light of 2-3°[23]. This value for^ is already sufficient for practical 
use (see, for example, [24] where magneto-optical memory units of a colercial 

Shni" 
aS deSCribed in which tbe value^0.3 - 0.6°). In addition? asTnalysL 

shows, there is a reserve for an increase in the value of <p   by at least one 
ZT^h!f,masnfude by.means of a variation in the composition of the ferroelectric 
a^^um^deUCU5].lnt° the film °f rare 6arth 6lement °Xide- *« —Ple' 
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It is thus possible to assert that contemporary microelectronic technology supplies 
the fundamental possibility for fabricating thin-film electrooptic light modulat- 
ors with control voltages which are close to those which are characteristic for 

microelectronic elements. 

It follows from the above presentation that a transition to the new element base 
will not require large capital investments. 
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JPRS»UCO85-006 
5 September 1985 

♦START' CONSORTIUM PUSHES MARS, FIFTH-GENERATION DEVELOPMENT 

Tallin SOVETSKAYA ESTONIYA In Russian 14 Jun 85 p 1 

[Text]  Scientists of the Estonian Academy of Sciences' Institute of 
Cybernetics have devoted much attention to documents of the conference on 
questions of accelerating scientific-technical progress which took place in 
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 
Comrade M. S. Gorbachev's speech pointed out that microelectronics, computer 
technology, instrument building and the whole information-science industry 
are a catalyst of progress. They require accelerated development. This 
requirement poses new tasks for cybemeticists, and these tasks were discussed 
by E. Tyugu, academician-secretary of the Estonian academy's recently 
created department of information science and technical physics: 

"Our department was created for the purpose of improving economic-organizational 
forms of integration of research in a key direction of science. Our current 
objective is to develop computers with new architecture and with artificial- 
intelligence software and hardware, as well as appropriate system and applied 
software. Basic knowledge and practical experience have alaready been amassed 
in this work, and they must now be utilized. It is for this purpose that a 
temporary scientific-technical group called 'Start' has been organized by a 
decision of the USSR State Committee for Science and Technology and the 
presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences. This group takes in the computer 
center of the USSR Academy of Sciences' Siberian Branch, the academy s Moscow 
Computer Center, the Estonian academy's Institute of Cybernetics, and the 
Severodonetsk Scientific Research Institute of Control Computers, which 
belongs to the 'Impul's' Research and Production Association of the USSR 
Ministry of Instrument Building, Means'of Automation and Control Systems. 
Considerable forces have been assembled, and they are called upon to shorten 
the time of the 'research—development—introduction' cycle and to expedite 
the development of components for a new system called 'Mars' which will be 
up to the standard of the best world models. I am confident that the tasks 
which the Party has assigned to scientists for the acceleration of scientific- 
technical progress will be accomplished. Joining the work of 'Start , we have 
pledged to develop a mockup of the 'Mars' system by 1988." 

FTD/SNAP 
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JPR8-DCC-85-006 
5 September IW> 

'DISK' COMPLEX HELPS INTERPRET WEATHER SATELLITE DATA 

Moscow IZVESTIYA in Russian 10 Jun 85 p 1 

[Article by correspondent V. Reznik] 

[Text] Khabarovsk—Specialists from the German Democratic Republic have 
installed a hardware complex called "Disk." "epuoiic have 

"The 'Disk' is a joint development of partner countries of the Council for 

dir" or™ ££T;\Velate? HelmUt WOlbin§'   the ^eCt'S  ^hnical director.       The concept  of  the complex,  its  software and its principal micro- 

TnZv °?8 p° °^.S0Viet  frlends-     A number of its components were ma^e in the People's Republic of Bulgaria." 

llti?1?"^1  helP ±n raP±d  lnterPretation of  satellite information,   on the 

^^t^jr^Zr'zrz n :T- and various ™ *—- 

CSO:     1863/353 
FTD/SNAP 
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5  September  1985 

UDC 681.324 

ELEKTRONIKA MS 1603 HIGH-SPEED PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR 

Novosibirsk AVTOMETRIYA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 85 (manuscript received 
25 Oct 84) pp 88-90 

[Article by V. A. Dyboy, V. V. Kashtanov, V. 0. Lazarev and A. A. Fokin 
(Voronezh) under the rubric: "Brief Reports"] 

[Text] High-speed peripheral processors, with their high computation speed, 
high reliability, compact design and low power requirement, have found wide 
application in recent years. An example of such a system is the Elektronika 
MT-70 high-speed peripheral processor, .series-produced by domestic industry 
for many years. 

The Elektronika MS 1603, developed on the basis of operational experience with 
the MT-70 and compatible with the latter at the application program level, is 
a representative of the new generation of high-speed peripheral processors. 

The Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor can be used in 
conjunction with any computer having a common-bus type parallel bus 
interface between modules. Its primary purpose in operation with an 
Elektronika 60 computer system is the execution of a large number of vector 
multiplication and addition operations. 

The technical specifications of the Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral 
processor are as follows: 16-bit word length; fixed point numeric 
representation; main memory program capacity of 512 32-bit words; main memory 
data capacity of 32K-words; memory cycle time of 200 ns; and 
parallel multiplication and addition operation execution time of 200 ns. 

The Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor has a clock frequency 
twice that of the Elektronik MT-70 and a size and power consumption level 1.5- 
fold as great. The Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor's 
performance is twice that of its predecessor in executing typical tasks (in 
particular, its fast Fourier transform execution time on an array consisting 

* B. L. Tolstykh, I. G. Talov, V. V. Plotnikov and G. V. Bondarovich. 
"Elektronika MT-70 High-Speed Peripheral Processor," USiM, 1983, No 4, 
p 122-125. 
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of new circSono^S- 1S  le,SS -than " ms)' The improvement is due to the use 
KM TPLJI engineering solutions and modern components, specifically the 
KM-1804 microprocessor unit and KM 1802 VR5 16-bit multiplier laree-scale 
integrated circuit. The illustration shows the block digram of the 
Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor.   § 
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Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor block diagram 

1—Master computer 
2—Parallel bus interface 
3—Interface 
4—Control bus 
5—Program memory (512 x 32) 
6—Address calculation unit 
7—Internal data bus 
8—Program memory address selector 
9—Multiplier (16 x 16) 
10—Diagnostic unit 

11—Control unit 
12—Data calculation unit 
13—Arithmetic unit 
14—Memory data buffer (4 x 16) 
15—Multiplexer 
16—Address bus 
17—Data memory 
18—Data transmission bus 
19—Memory and user device channel 
20—Data reception bus 

f^!ä8h"!f f PeriPheral Processor busses have a capacity of 16 bits and are 
totrLTh Tl~Tte  d6ViCeS at their outPuts« The Serial  data bus   u 
memory The con?rof h^ ^ h^h~S^d  Peripheral processor units except data 
memory. The control bus is used to move instruction codes from program memory 
unit Th    aCe ref-°nly  memory [ROM] to the control unit and arithmetic 
dar*/I  mem0ry and US6r d6ViCe Channel is a system of busses assuring 
data/memory communications with the parallel interface bus, via the interface 
memorv anr

h ^ hi8h-SPeed Peripheral processor's arithmetic unit Jhe" 
SyteS/Seco

Sndr ^UZISST?
1
 £?POTtB  a" *S*>r"atlon exchange rate of 

to connit11 V  tl0nall[' the memory and user device channel can be used 
dioit-Tr I 6S' SUCh aS di8ital-t°-analog converters, analog-to- 
prSLor Ther

sf .1 T**™* F™7'   etC" t0 the ^^-speed peripheral processor. These devices can be accessed by the processor as easily as data 
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memory. An interrupt and priority handling unit on the channel is used to 
resolve conflicts which can arise when multiple user devices are connected to 
the high-speed peripheral processor. 

Data memory consists of a main memory unit with a minimum capacity of 32K- 
words. The control computer can use data memory in a direct-access mode or in 
a program mode. The arithmetic unit can also access data memory in the same 
manner, with control computer/data memory exchanges proceeding in parallel 
with high-speed peripheral processor program execution. 

The arithmetic unit is designed to carry out various arithmetic and logic 
operations on data. Processing operands can arrive at the unit on the internal 
bus from data memory via the buffer used for preselection and from other high- 
speed peripheral processor units. Operation results are transmitted on the 
internal data bus or on the memory and user device channel. 

The control unit includes an address calculation unit and program address 
selector. The first unit is primarily used to compute data and program memory 
addresses although it can also be used as a supplementary calculator to 
organize parallel computation within the confines of a single instruction. 

Program memory consists of a ROM unit with a capacity of 512 32-bit words 
designed to store the codes of instructions to be executed in the high-speed 
peripheral processor. A high-speed peripheral processor's instruction word 
consists of 32 bits and is transmitted via the 16-bit control bus in two parts 
during a single processor clock cycle. New data can be loaded in program 
memory from the master computer, from data memory or from any high-speed 
peripheral processor device via the internal data bus. Program memory data can 
be used as operands when they are transmitted via the internal data bus. 

The interface links the high-speed peripheral processor to the master 
computer and contains the hardware and software resources needed to control 
the high-speed peripheral processor's operation as well as data exchanges 
between the parallel bus interface and the high-speed processor. High- 
speed peripheral processor operational and data exchange control is 
accomplished by means of these directly addressable registers included in the 
interface (register octal addresses are given in parentheses): word counter 
register for the direct memory access mode (176100); channel address register 
for the direct memory access mode (176102); direct memory access control 
register (176104); data memory address register (176106); register for data 
exchanges with the high-speed peripheral processor's central processing unit 
(176110); panel operation register (176112); register for data exchanges 
between the control computer and data memory (176114); and the diagnostics 
register to control high-speed peripheral processor's built-in diagnostics 
functions (176116). 

In addition to the system registers, the interface contains a panel operation 
ROM. Panel operation codes are sent from the ROM via the control bus in the 
same manner as instruction codes from program memory. Panel operations allow 
the computer operator to exchange data with high-speed peripheral processor 
components which do not have system-wide addresses. 
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Item 
number 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

Algorithm designation 

Processing time for 
an array consisting of 

1023 complex points (ms) 

Addition of arrays 
Addition of array and constant 
Subtraction of arrays 
Subtraction of constant from array 
Multiplication of arrays 
Multiplication of array by constant 
Double-precision multiplication of arrays 
Double-precision multiplication of array 
by constant 

Logical ANDing of arrays 
Logical ANDing of array with constant 
Logical ORing of arrays 
Logical ORing of array with constant 
Exclusive ORing of arrays 
Exclusive ORing of array with constant 
Complex multiplication of arrays 
Multiplication of array by complex/conjugated 
arrays 

Right shift of array 
Left shift of array 
Determination of array maximum 
Determination of array minimum 
Convolution 
Correlation 
Array transmission 
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 
Reverse fast Fourier transform (RFFT) 
Packing for FFT 
Packing for RFFT 
Unpacking for FFT 
Unpacking for RFFT 
Clearing 
Computation of spectral amplitudes 
Dual inversion of array 

0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0.7 
0.9 
0.7 
1.1 

0.9 
0.9 
0.7 
1.1 
1.1 
0.7 
0.7 
1.3 

1.3 
0.7 
0.7 
1.1 
1.1 

14.7 
14.7 
0.7 

15 
15 
0.9 
0.9 
1.4 
1.4 
0.7 
0.9 
2.0 

The diagnostics unit provides access for test programs to the high-speed 
processor's internal busses and test points. 

The high-speed peripheral processor's instruction set actually consists of the 
set of operations carried out by the individual units. This provides a 
flexible system which can be modified depending on the requirements of 
specific tasks. This, combined with the presence of a main memory unit for 
programs, provides the user with a wide variety of capabilities for the 
development and debugging of original programs. The listing above shows the 
standard algorithms available to the user in the Elektronika MS 1603 high- 
speed peripheral processor's instruction set. 
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The Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor's high performance 
characteristics, compact design and ease of servicing assure its widespread 
application in many fields of science and technology where high reaction speed 
is required together with a moderate level of precision in computation. 

COPYRIGHT: Izdatel'stvo "Nauka", "Avtometriya", 1985 
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JPRS-UCO85-006 
5  September  1985 

UDC 621.396.6 

THE 15UT-4-017 COMPLEX AS A WORKSTATION FOR CIRCUIT ENGINEERING MODELING 

Novosibirsk AVTOMETRIYA in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 85 (manuscript received 
5 Oct 83, final version 29 Oct 84) pp 95-97 

[Article by V. Ye. Mezhov (Voronezh) under the rubric: "Brief Reports"] 

[Text] The Elektronika 100-25 minicomputer-based general-purpose 15UT-4-017 
unit [1], has found widespread application as a standalone or integrated 
system for designing electronic products. In practice, the system is used to 
automate the routine work of entering, checking, editing, storing, 
retrieving, converting and documenting alphanumeric and graphic information 
and to solve rather complex engineering problems such as the design of 
mtegrated-circuit topology, microwave transistors, printed circuit boards and 
circuit engineering [2,3]. In particular, work [3] examines the system's 
application software designed to calculate digital circuit electrical 
characteristics. Experience shows, however, that relatively high computation 
times are required for the calculation of typical cell and functional block 
electrical characteristics. This precludes the possibility of implementing 
design work on an interactive basis, i.e. at a rate commensurate with human 
designer reactions. 

The development of the Elektronika MT-70M high-speed peripheral processor, 
described in [4], provided a solution to this problem. This processor has a 
parallel structure and a sophisticated bus-type organization of data and 
instruction communications between individual units and can carry out 
pipelined processing of data arrays. The inclusion of the Elektronika MT-70M 
processor in the 15UT-4-017 unit (as an external device for the Elektronika 
100-25 computer), significantly expanded the system's computational resources. 

Some characteristics of the use of a peripheral processor in electrical 
property analysis problems are discussed in the work cited. 

The article [3] describes the PRATsIS application program package implemented 
on the 15UT-4-017 unit. When this package is used to calculate the dynamic 
characteristics of circuits, a mathematical model of the circuit under 
analysis is presented in the form of a system of ordinary differential 
equations, solved by means of an implicit second-order integration method. In 
this method, quantization of the initial ordinary differential equation system 
at each time step leads to a system of non-linear algebraic equations. Their 
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linearization (with Newton's method computation of corrections) results in the 
solution of a linear equation system upon each integration step. This requires 
the formation of unit admittance arrays and a unit current vector (through 
sequential referencing of circuit component models). 

Table 1. Computation times for transition characteristic calculation 

15UT-4-017 BESM-6 

Circuit complexity 
(Y=number of units, 
K=number of 
components) 

Total 
time 

Linear equation 
system formation 
and solution 
time 

Total 
time 

Linear equation 
system formation 
and solution 
time 

Y = 7 
K = 8 

115 sec. 102 sec. 35 sec. 30 sec. 

Y = 52 
K = 76 

231 min. 204 min. 50 min. 43 min. 

Y = 55 174 min. 136 min. 42 min. 35 min. 
K = 89 

The analysis of computation times for the solution of transition processes 
on the basis of implicit integration methods shows (Table 1) that approx. 90 
percent of the time is taken up in forming and solving linear equation 
systems. The use of a high-speed peripheral processor to execute these 
repeated and truly vectored computation steps allowed a sharp reduction in 
analysis time. Table 2 gives the results of experimentation using the modified 
PRATsIS-M program package (for a 15UT-4-017 unit with an Elektronika MT-70M 
processor) to design integrated circuits of varying degrees of complexity 
together with the same parameters for programs operating on the BESM-6 
computer. These data show that inclusion of a peripheral processor in the 
system allowed a capacity increase greater than one order of magnitude and 
provided better time figures in comparison to the high-performance BESM-6 
computer. 

Now the PRATsIS-2 logic modeling program package has been developed for the 
15UT-4-017 unit. This package allows the following functions: input and 
processing of descriptions of circuits and their output activities; logic 
modeling of circuit operations over time; and comparison between expected and 
steady-state circuit reaction to the input activity vector. The component 
model library contains 24 typical units (AND-, NAND- and 0R-gates, various 
types of one-shots, etc.) as well as a number of small-, medium and large- 
scale integrated microcircuits, allowing the modeling of a wide variety of 
circuits varying in their purpose and complexity. The program includes an 
interpretive-type event algorithm and a four-place modeling alphabet (0, 1 are 
the logic "zero" and "one" values, X is an undetermined state and Z is a high- 
impedance state). Also provided is a means of producing microcircuit operation 
maps for the digital component developed. 
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Table 2. Machine time involved in calculating transition processes 

CirC?i1:. Calculation time 
complexity 
(Y=number 
of units, Number Transition 15UT-4-017 
X=number of of process +Elektronika 
components) generators duration (ms) 15UT-4-017    MT-7QM   BESM-6 

I =  }°        l 50     33 sec.     3 sec.       4 sec. 
K = ID 

J 2  20       3        16,000   13 min. 46 sec. 1 min. 7 sec. 2 min. 

J* 35        3 16,000   45 min.       2 min. 59 sec. 6 min. 

Table 3. Computational efforts involved in logic modeling of digital circuits 

15UT-4-017 
.    _                          .     .                                (Elektronika 100-25) Elektronika-7Q 
bystem characteristics A B C ABC 

107 typical elements —— 
563 lines 

ionn lnpUt! ,       ,       314.2    78      203  229.42  108  279 
1/iUU — modeling time (cycles) 

63625 — number of library 
references 

27706 — number of events 

800 typical elements 
806 lines 

97mn 
inpUt^ , .       , s 

728'8    57      252  334.39  125  334 
Z/ÜÜÜ  — modeling time (cycles) 

183899 — number of library 
references 

41999 — number of events 

392 typical elements 
752 lines 

innnüinpUt!! i-   • r      -, x 8lA 34     130  59'83   46  179 
1UUU0 — modeling time (cycles) 
10552— number of library 

references 
2787 — number of events 

Legend for Table 2: 

A—Modeling time, sec. 
B—Modeling rate, events/sec. 
C—Reference rate, models/sec. 
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PRATsIS-2 operates under the MDOS-RV [multiprogramming real-time disk 
operating system] and has been adapted for use on various Elektronika-family 
computers. 

PRATsIS-2 can model the logic of circuits with up to 2000 components or 400 
microcircuits (when running on a computer with an on-line memory capacity of 
32K-words). 

Table 3 shows the characteristics of PRATsIS-2 package in modeling circuits 
with different degrees of complexity. The data show that the 15UT-4-017 unit 
can be used successfully to perform logic modeling tasks. 
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[Text] One of the problems facing computer system manufacturers and users is 
that of calibration and maintenance. The problem is caused by the increasing 
complexity of equipment combined with the inflexible nature of the methods of 
testing employed. These methods are based on component troubleshooting (the 
location and correction of failed components) according to indirect signs 
generated as the result of operational monitoring. 

Under these conditions, the introduction of more progressive and higher 
quality (and more complex) equipment is inefficient due to the concomitant 
need for hiring or training highly qualified specialists to calibrate (during 
production) or repair (during operation) this equipment. 

Using the example of the Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor,* 
this article describes a diagnostic method using built-in diagnostic hardware 
which allows a significant increase in the scope of troubleshooting. 

A general picture of the Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor's 
structure is required for a proper understanding of the diagnostic method 
described (see Fig. 1). 

As the block diagram shows, the high-speed processor was designed around the 
block bus principle, i.e. it consists of four functionally independent 
units interconnected by data and control busses. Each functional unit is 
implemented in a separate block of components. 

In addition to the busses, several separate lines carrying miscellaneous 
control and status data also interconnect the high-speed peripheral 
processor's units (indicated by the thin lines on the diagram). The high-speed 

* V. A. Dyboy, V. V. Kashtanov, V. 0. Lazarev and A. A. Fokin. "Elektronika 
MS 1603 High-Speed Peripheral Processor," AVTOMETRIYA, 1985, No 2. 
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Figure 1. Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor block diagram 

1—Data bus 
2—Computer 
3—Control bus 
4—Parallel bus interface 
5—Interface 

Built-in diagnostic unit 1 
6—Control unit 

Built-in diagnostic unit 2 

7—Arithmetic unit 
Built-in diagnostic unit 3 

8—Data memory 
Built-in diagnostic unit 4 

9—Memory and user device channel 

peripheral processor is a completely synchronous device, except for that part 
of the interface which provides the link to the control computer. The high- 
speed peripheral processor's primary clock signal has a duration of 200 ns. 
The control computer manages high-speed peripheral processor operations and 
also handles its diagnostics. 

The demands imposed on the high-speed peripheral processor's diagnostic 
system during its design can be summarized under the following three points: 

1. The component block as the minimum level of troubleshooting. 

2. The component in the component block as the maximum extent of 
troubleshooting. 

3. Troubleshooting and fault isolation should take place without manual 
application of test programs. 
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To provide even a minimum level of troubleshooting, the search for a fault 
location must be made on the basis of direct rather than indirect indicators 
(as normally used). Two related tasks occur in this connection: 

1. Provision must be made for access by diagnostic programs to all, or (at 
least) the primary, links between possible sources of faults at the 
desired troubleshooting level. 

2. The diagnostic system must be provided with the capability of 
checking or storing test point states at the time an error 
occurs, i.e. at practically any moment during the test sequence. 

This can be achieved only when built-in diagnostic tools are present in the 
high-speed peripheral processor itself. With these tools the control computer 
can access: the control bus used to transmit instruction codes from program 
memory to all high-speed peripheral processor elements; the internal data bus 
which can be used to send data from any high-speed peripheral processor 
element; and the nearly 50 separate control and status lines interconnecting 
the various blocks of components. 

The transmission of data to the control computer from the high-speed 
peripheral processor's busses does not require a significant amount of 
hardware. The data bus and control bus are multiplexed in the interface unit 
and information is sent to the computer via one of the high-speed peripheral 
processor's system registers, which in the diagnostic mode take on a function 
different from that in the basic operating mode. 

A shift register is fitted to each component block in order to transmit 
control line status information to the computer. All the shift registers are 
connected in series (see Fig. 2). In this manner, the status of all lines is 
sent to the computer sequentially via one of the diagnostic register's bits. 
The diagnostic register will be examined later. Data storage and transmission 
via the shift register take place in the following manner: at a given moment 
data from all the lines is simultaneously latched in the register and each 
sequential read of the diagnostic register causes a one-bit shift of data in 
the shift register. 

High-speed processor operations are synchronized with those of the relatively 
slow computer by means of the high-speed peripheral processor's programmable 
clock signal generator [clock]. In the normal mode, the clock, activated by 
the high-speed peripheral processor's power supply voltage, is not 
interrupted. In the diagnostic mode, the clock can be stopped if the high- 
speed peripheral processor's state is fixed and cannot be changed as the 
result of stopping the clock (a "Halt" state for example). After stopping in 
the diagnostic mode, the clock can be programmed to execute a given number of 
cycles at its normal frequency. The last clock signal pulse drop prior to 
halting the clock carries information to the shift register and data from the 
data bus to the register for transmission to the computer. Thus, "steps" 
storing dynamic elements can be used to execute any high-speed peripheral 
processor function or the entire test sequence analyzing the status of the 
processor's internal busses and control lines during the intervals between 
"steps". 
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The Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor's clock can be 
programmed to work within the range between a half-cycle (the clock signal's 
shift from one logic level to the other) and seven cycles. Any operation in 
the high-speed peripheral processor is executed in a time ranging from one to 
three cycles. 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of the high-speed peripheral processor's built-in 
diagnostics (RG = register). 

1—Data memory 
2—Control signals from interface, 

control unit and arithmetic unit 
3—Load 
4—Arithmetic unit 
5—Control unit 
6—Control signals from interface, 

control unit and data memory 
7—Control signals from interface, 

arithmetic unit and data memory 

8—Interface 
9—Shift 
10—Control signals from arithmetic 

unit, control unit and data memory 
11—Parallel bus interface 
12—Control computer 
13—Diagnostic register 
14—Select 
16—Multiplexer 
17—Control bus 

All control signals to the high-speed peripheral processor from the control 
computer pass via the special diagnostic register which allows the following 
functions to be carried out. 

1. Stopping the high-speed processor's clock (shift to diagnostic mode). 
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2. Programming the clock to execute the required number of cycles. 

3. Monitoring the clock's status (running, halted). 

4. Reading the status of high-speed peripheral processor lines and busses 
into control computer memory for subsequent analysis. 

5. Starting the high-speed processor's clock (exit diagnostic mode). 

Built-in diagnostics are a significant aid in calibrating the high-speed 
peripheral processor even when used manually, the greatest effect, however, is 
achieved when the built-in diagnostics are supported by test software. In 
this case the volume of hardware required for built-in diagnostics does not 
exceed 3 percent of the Elektronika MS 1603 high-speed peripheral processor's 
total hardware. 

The high-speed peripheral processor's diagnostic programs handle operational 
monitoring and monitoring by means of the built-in diagnostic hardware. If a 
fault is detected during execution of any high-speed peripheral processor 
operation, monitoring is stopped, the unit is shifted to the diagnostic mode 
and the check of the operation during which the error occurred is repeated 
with the assistance of the built-in diagnostic elements. The data received 
from the high-speed peripheral processor is compared with a reference. The 
comparison result is analyzed and a message is printed specifying the faulty 
component or block of components. 

Since the use of built-in diagnostic resources, providing a greater scope of 
fault detection and isolation, markedly increases the time involved in 
testing, this occurs, as stated above, only when a fault is detected during 
operational monitoring. Thus, the built-in diagnostic resources do not come 
into play during error-free high-speed peripheral processor operational 
testing. 

If only a general picture of high-speed peripheral processor operational 
capacity is required, the built-in diagnostic resources need not be used even 
if a fault is detected. 

The testing of any high-speed peripheral processor function or element 
requires the following parameters to be specified: 

1. The timepoint at which the check must be carried out (defining the 
number of cycles and half-cycles executed by the clock). 

2. The signals subject to monitoring (depending on the order number 
corresponding to the sequence in which signals are "placed" at the 
shift register's outputs). 

3. The reference values for monitored signals and information on the 
control bus and data bus. 

The analysis of data received and the formation of a conclusion as to the 
fault source present the greatest difficulty in the use of built-in diagnostic 
resources. A strict arrangement of signal/fault source links is simpler when 
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one assumes that, in the case of an unreliable unit, several signals from a 
fault source will always be the same. A simple and highly reliable arrangement 
leads to the isolation of faults at the component block level and in many 
cases at the individual component or component group level. 

Fault isolation at the component lead level is assured by the logical analysis 
of test results, in which a conclusion on the source of a fault is based not 
on the states of specific signals but on a combination of signal states. This 
type of analysis requires a significant degree of test program complexity and 
increased reference table sizes. At the same time, fault isolation at the 
component lead level is required only when calibrating blocks of components on 
special diagnostic equipment. It is redundant when testing the device as a 
whole. 

The troubleshooting method described can be used successfully in the 
development of new peripheral processors and controllers and it allows a 
significant reduction in the costs of equipment calibration and repair 
incurred by computer manufacturers and users. 
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[Text] CAMAC [computer automated measurement and control] hardware is widely 
used in the creation of systems for automating scientific research [1]. 

The use of microprocessors in CAMAC hardware allows substantial improvement in 
functional characteristics and increases in system efficiency. 

In addition to the design of multiController microprocessor systems [2], a 
generation of "smart" modules needs to be developed to enable preliminary data 
processing directly in the control subprogram execution module and to perform 
a number of auxiliary tasks (automonitoring, parameter correction, etc.). 

This article discusses one possible architecture for a new generation of CAMAC 
modules based on microprocessor components and points out the superior 
properties of these modules. 

To increase efficiency in the preparation of design and program documentation 
and to increase product reliability it is reasonable for the microprocessor 
portion of the module to be isolated on a separate—microcontroller—board. 
This approach allows a unified series of modules to be produced. 

The illustration shows a generalized block diagram of a "smart" CAMAC module 
which meets the requirements mentioned above. 

The selection of the host LSIC [large-scale integrated circuit] is the 
critical point in module development. At this time, the authors consider the 
K580 series microprocessor unit to be suitable for this use. This selection is 
based on the following factors: 

— The KR580IK80A microprocessor's throughput is adequate for the 
implementation of medium-scale control systems. 
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— The K580 series is rapidly being supplemented with various types of 
peripheral LSICs, thus allowing a wide variety of different modules at a 
high technical level. 

— There is a great deal of software experience for the K580 series gathered 
from around the world to be drawn on. 

— Possible incompatibility between the microprocessor controller's 
instruction set and that of the computer system is not important since 
the module has its own firmware and communicates with the crate bus 
through a fixed protocol independent of system commands. 

An analysis of the control, acquisition, preliminary processing and 
operational information display tasks executed at the module level on a real- 
time basis allows the formulation of microcontroller requirements. It 
should have the following characteristics: 

1. A speed of at least 500 thousand operations/second when executing register 
to register operations. 

2. A main memory of at least lK-byte. 
3. A read-only memory (ROM) of at least 2K-bytes. 
4. An 8-bit CAMAC bus input/output port. 
5. The microprocessor system bus must contain: 
— 8 data bus lines 
— 16 address bus lines 
— 8 interrupt request lines with programmable priority levels 
— TTL 02 phase 
— Strobe outputs for read, write, input and output to open-collector 

registers 
— a RESET line 
— a direct memory access request 
— a hold request 

The microprocessor system bus must be brought out to an interboard connector 
or an edge connector for connection to the function board. This type of bus 
allows a function board with various types of K580-series LSICs to be 
connected to the microprocessor with a minimum number of ancillaries. 

A number of CAMAC modules along the lines of the approach described have been 
developed at the Special Design Bureau of the Academy of Sciences USSR 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics. 

The use of a microcontroller in a cassette tape interface module provided 
functions such as control of the tape transport mechanism and data read/write 
operations, conversion of data formats, retrieval of data on the tape, 
monitoring of recording accuracy and self-testing with minimal CAMAC bus and 
computer system occupation levels. 

Microprocessor modules are rather complex devices and their use must be 
justified from the engineering and economic standpoints. At present there is 
no evaluation of the advantage of using microprocessor CAMAC modules in terms 
of computer utilization time and memory volume. 
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of CAMAC microprocessor module efficiency under the following assumptions: 

— A single-crate CAMAC system containing N microprocessor modules. 
— The modules operate in an experimental real-time environment, so that 

the time for program execution by the microprocessor is assigned by 
this environment. J 

— The microprocessor programs are sufficiently developed and of adequate 
size (to 4K-bytes). 

— The system computer/module operating protocol consists of task and data 
transmissions between the microprocessor's buffer and the computer. The 
microprocessor executes its assignments during the intervals between 
transmissions. 

— The operating protocol is identical for all modules with 
microprocessors, although data content and the length of files 
transferred differ. All data is sent on R and W buses. Other bus 
signals are used only for module clocking by the system computer and 
these are reduced to a minimum. 

Let us assume that the modules in a system carry out definite operations M-, i 
*nLlJ'  *"M   will call H  the time for data and assignment transmission^ 
operation n±,  and the time for the microprocessor to execute the i-th 
operation will be T±. The total module-busy time (TM) is defined as: 

TM=^(tl+Tl): 

The time during which the system computer is occupied with crate bus 
communications is defined as: 

T    .= V/„ 
com ^ ' 

Autonomous execution of program operations by the modules has a favorable 
effect on computer occupation time and this is expressed by the ratio: 

1/ = 
M •=1 + 
com 

i 

-= i 
' cp 

*cp 
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in which Tc is mean time for microprocessor module operation execution and 
tCD is the mean time during which the system computer is occupied in data 
communications with the modules. 

Operation execution time becomes greater when a module operates with 
electromechanical devices or when voluminous calculations are executed. Under 
these conditions the microprocessor program contains a set of iterative 
segments, such as flag request, iteration loops, pointer loops and nested 
loops. The execution of a 4K-byte program can occupy several hundred thousand 
microprocessor cycles. On the other hand, very concentrated data are 
transmitted on the CAMAC bus, thus their flow can be restricted and the data 
transmission rate can reach some tens of thousands of bytes per second. The 
analysis of specific tasks shows that system computer utilization times are 
typically reduced nt-fold (from 10- to 100-times) in operations with 
microprocessor modules. 

The use of microprocessor modules reduces the volume of programs in the system 
computer. This savings is achieved by moving part of the general software to 
microprocessor ROM, simplifying the executive program and reducing the number 
of transitions. The number of functionally identical object code programs for 
the KR580IK80A microprocessor is approx. three to four times greater than that 
in the popular SM-4 and "Elektronika-60" system computers. However, drivers 
proceed from the system computer to the individual modules via the crate 
controllers, while the built-in microprocessors interact directly with the 
function board. 

As a result, one can assume as a guideline that a microprocessor module with a 
4K-byte ROM reduces the size of the system computer program by approximately 
1.5K-bytes. In our example the program volume advantage is: 

V+ 1.5AT 
V~~ v     "• 

in which V is the system control program volume in K-bytes and N is the number 
of microprocessor modules in the system. 

Assuming N = 4 and V = 8, we obtain Hi, = 1.7. 

The length of programs required for system computer operation with 
microprocessor modules can be reduced additionally through the use of a 
uniform data exchange protocols and a common CAMAC interface for all 
microprocessor modules. We will explain this in more detail. 

A common data exchange protocol allows the generation of initial tables and 
protocols to be confined to a single program in system computer memory, An 
individual table modification program is then used for each module. A module's 
CAMAC interface is part of the microprocessor controller and identical in all 
modules. Thus, a common program driver can be used to transmit words. A 
reduction is achieved by structuring table data in such a manner as to 
facilitate machine processing using incremental and indexed addressing. 
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deduced bv SiL f f    6n de8ree t0 Wh±Ch the amount of software can be 
rtt ?*L  Ih.    5 TS;u°nly °Perational experience will make this clear. 
Control n  ™ lndiCate th;at micr°Processor modules significantly reduce 
control program volume and system computer utilization time in operations 
runnxng in an experimental environment. Thus, there is a possibility o? 
increasing CAMAC system throughput within the framework of previous time 
values and of targeting basic efforts toward the processing^ experimental 
data m order to increase their informational value.        experimental 
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[Text] The printed circuit connection layout algorithm described belongs to 
the class of primary algorithms [1-6] and was developed within the framework 
of an interactive system for designing two-sided printed circuit boards [7]. 
For this reason, algorithm speed was considered, a priori, as a requirement 
equally as important as the inherent demand for minimizing circuit run lengths 
and the number of junction openings. This resulted from the fact that, in 
order to provide psychological man/machine compatibility in the design 
process, real-time dialog during the layout phase is possible only within 
limited time frames (on the order of several seconds) for each circuit run. 

The work was carried out for use on an AEM-R automated work site complex based 
on an SM-4 minicomputer with a 32K-word memory. This limited memory capacity 
heightened the demand for algorithm speed and also tightened data file 
structure and size requirements. Thus, the problem of providing a high-speed 
layout algorithm designed to run on a minicomputer with limited memory had to 
be solved under conditions of simultaneous and often conflicting requirements. 

Before analyzing the layout algorithm's design logic we will describe the 
structure and organization of the data files. Their definition required 
considerable use of the properties of the layered orthogonal circuit run 
[1-4]. 

Let us examine the discrete-point construction space of a printed circuit 
board. We will compare each side of the board to a Boolean matrix [8] whose 
elements are matched with discrete points and have a value of 1 if the 
corresponding point is occupied. We will designate the Boolean matrix making 
up the side of the board on which vertical segments will be run the vertical 
segment matrix. The horizontal segment matrix will be the Boolean matrix for 
the side on which horizontal segments will be run. The requirement for the 
algorithm to run on a computer with a small memory capacity influenced the 
choice of representing printed circuit board fields as logic arrays. Since an 
SM-4 word can contain 16 data bits, the amount of memory required to represent 
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both sides of a two-sided printed circuit board can be reduced 16 fold in 
pZ^oTr ^.^orithms which require one machine word to dLcrfbe a'discrete 

öegmenu; matrices.   The speed of the search iq dim i-n t-hQ f,^f *.u 4. 
computer memory storage locations correspond to conUguLs eLments^n 1^?"S 

array columns and this results in simultaneous pr^SSTrf STJjt^S? 

ofdtnelf location in]IhiCh ^ "? *" ValUG °f "* data element* regardless or tnexr location in memory is used to isolate the free segment searrh 
regions. The values of the free segment boundaries are loaded into the stacks 
vertical' slLZTl ^ C°°rd

1
inat

1
e order- Vertical segments are handled by the 

SmerASrry S^ U8t "* h°rlZ°ntal "*•«*■ * the hor™ 
Thus   data describing the entire construction space of a two-sided nrim-Pd 
vertical :n5dhond ^^ a11 ^pied discrete points Ire stored in tt 
vertical and horizontal segment matrices,   while data on each run plotted are 

b^nTry^lu^Sfanfth °H ^ "T^  ^ 1±StS (the ^^e 

The algorithm's high-speed characteristics are established by effective 

^umtelv'hv1^ l0-1C T r^.maJrlx ^presentation in the computer more 
is 200 x ?nn7H in8 f°r siraPlicity that the size limit for these matrices 
is 200 x 200 discrete points. The vertical and horizontal segment matrices are 
then transformed into matrices with a 16-bit word dimension of 13 x 200   In 
overall conversion from working with matrices to working with vectors an be 

m^sfaThosro^'n6 "" ? fl™^?°^ numbers lithVS-Zrä"" ^ 
rnmnwn      n °WS Values over 200'  for which a single word suffices 
fffS Consequently, a single 14-word digit is assigned per bit matrix 
line and the vertical segment matrix is represented by sequential bits 
corresponding to the vertical direction while the horizontal^segment matrix is 
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a total of 5600 SM-4 memory locations are needed to store the vertical and 
horizontal segment matrices. 

The search procedure for the free segments including a given X,Y-point 
(vertical in the vertical segment matrix and horizontal in the horizontal 
segment matrix), consists of locating the first non-zero bit in the position 
preceding Y for the (X) vertical segment matrix or X for the (Y) horizontal 
segment matrix and then determining the first non-zero bit in the next 
position. This operation allows the identification of the beginning and end 
values for a free segment containing the the given X,Y-point in the (X) 
vertical segment matrix or the (Y) horizontal segment matrix by normalizing 
all the digits defined above. First, all the bits preceding the coordinate 
sought, except for the nearest non-zero bit, are zeroed and the application of 
number-exponent normalization results in a value which defines the beginning 
of the segment. Zeroing of the preceding non-zero bit and repeated 
normalization will yield the end of the segment, the value of which is defined 
by the value of the exponent. 

The operation used to find a free segment is as follows: OTR (X,Y,B,E,MAS); 
where OTR is the segment; X and Y are the coordinates of the point for which 
the segment containing that point is sought; B is the value of the beginning 
of the segment; E is the value of the end of the segment and MAS is the matrix 
identifier (vertical segment or horizontal segment matrix). 

Operations to analyze free segments, the data on which are extracted from the 
vertical or horizontal segment matrices, are carried out separately for the 
vertical and horizontal segments using the applicable vertical or horizontal 
boundary segment value lists. Analysis of vertical segments is carried out to 
define their mutual location in order to identify a horizontal segment 
formation region. In this manner a segment tree is formed by alternately 
analyzing both sides. 

During the process of segment incrementing, the special "Derevo" [Tree] 
procedure controls the precise moment of tree formation, for which the 
existence of a run in the given set of contacts is a necessary condition, and 
completes the process of forming new segments. 

The inability to form a tree indicates the absence of a run and is determined 
upon reaching a permissible limit number of iterations or segments. The two- 
sided vertical and horizontal boundary segment value lists are the primary 
instrument for analyzing segments during the process of forming each run. The 
use of lists, or stacks, would seem to call for an increase in the memory 
requirement, but this is avoided by using the principle of independent run 
formation for each circuit since printed circuit board space occupation data 
are stored in the vertical and horizontal segment matrices which are 
permanently held in memory. Therefore, the computer memory must contain the 
current segment plotted at the moment of run layout and initial information on 
the circuits in the form of a set of contact coordinates. The resultant data 
on runs laid out can be effectively stored on disks. This arrangement is 
justified because times on the order of one second are required for processing 
data files during the formation of each run, while disk access involves 
milliseconds. 
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InilvzSfettsfvo?MrS„faCCeSS t0 \iStS aS a "su-speed instrument fot 

SÄ2; u1t:eat°e£ ZTÄISSSS^™1™4 ln aach Indl"idual ™- 

" tnn'la/on^fsSnl00"8" ""' 1M"-"Urt« *** coordinates arising daring 

2) A list of vertical segment boundary values (SGVO). 

3) A list of horizontal segment boundary values (SGGO). 

4) A list for evaluating connectivity during tree formation (SD). 

5) for'thfveJSafsf^rfS ^ ^^f ProJecti°n^  horizontally sorted 
SgmenL (SVG5?    

Se8m6ntS "* Vertlca1^ ««ted for the horizontal 

Three machine words are allocated to each list element. Therefore, the on-line 

thaTuVSToo J°r S,t0rin8 thSSe fiVe UstS is LSK-words on the'conditLn" that up to 100 segments are assigned to a run. This is adequate for a wide 
spectrum of runs. With this arrangement the segment volume Hmit can be 

wiÄpoSon Iiwrefr^^^-^r633^ ™~* which when combined (mn 2 Sm allocated to the vertical and horizontal segment matrices 
(MVO and MGO respectively) amounts to some 7K-words. 

K;8 ^ Proce^ures Hated and following the structural characteristics 

Sows the1olat-deSCr/bed ab°Ve'   3 lay°Ut al§°rithm can b* developed wJich 
siagrar^inclSTn°,ha "T ^ * f°?St °f Se8mentS Which in the InltiaJ stage are included m the set of coordinates for all circuit contacts. 

The following designations will be used in describing the algorithm: 

M—the total number of circuits 
m—the current circuit number: 1 < m < M 
L—the number of contacts in the current circuit 
K—the total number of free segments forming the tree- K > L 
1-the current point number on which the free segment 1 <~1 < K is defined 

MAS=    y™'  " pofnts on ^e vertical segment plane are analyzed 
MGO, if points on the horizontal segment plane are analyzed 

Pl-a point with the coordinates i^, in which the determining direction 
of segments m the MVO or MGO1 is linked to the ±1  coordinate 

i _ xi  for the MGO 
1_ Yi  for the MVO 

. _ xj for the MVO 
Jl= Ji  for the MGO 

.inCP^-the^val^o^the lower boundary (oeginning) or the free segment 
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max(P1)—the value of the upper boundary (end) of the free segment 
formed for point Pj 

It must be noted that the beginning value is incremented by 1 and the end 
value is decremented by 1. This is introduced in order to take into account 
manufacturing limits which do not allow the establishment of two junction 
openings at adjacent discrete points. 

For simplicity we will assume that the coordinates of all contacts are located 
on one side, in the MVO for example, although this is not fundamental. Thus, 
the algorithm can be formulated in terms of the following instructions: 

l.Start of circuit processing cycle: m = 1. 
2. Start of single circuit processing cycle: K = L, MAS = MVO; the SKON 

<__ ilf ji list is formed for 1 = 1.2...L; the SGVO <— minCP-L), max^) 
list is formed. 

Five segments are illustrated as an example in Figure 1. Here, the dashed 
lines indicate segment boundary values sequence in the SGVO: min(Pi), min(P3), 
min(P5), min(P4), max^), max(P3), max(P4), max(P5), min(P2), maxCP2); Jump 
to 4. 

/ max(P2)                                  0S 

/ ■   ■ 

/ 
/ 

. 1 
1 
1 

\ \ 
>n,in(P2) 

max(Pj5 >:_ 

max(P t) 

raax(P|() 

me lx(p3>_ , 
:p5 

N, 

j .—■— 

V min (P;,) 

^,'min(P5) 

' :P3          ,''                                             ) '*1 

m in(P3)~       ---- ^^____^ 

min(P,) 

Figure 1. Representation of free segment boundaries in the list. 
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3* «J KAS J My°' then MAS: - MG0'>  if MAS = MGO, then MAS- - MVO i P „ ,h 
of board plane takes place for analysis. ~   '   * a chan8e 

4. Depending on the MAS value, either HIP SGVn ^ crnn • 
created of the point with the ^™MS o°f Ser^ouVy/""6* 1S 

6. If the maximum value for the upper boundary Is encountered, jump to 13 

7. If the Hat »alue Is that of free segment upper boundary, jump to 9. 

8. Current lower boundary analysis module: imin - minff V fh„ ,• 

vaSluesnieSs
rthan°orhe "t ??" ^  "» ~* ^ ite "b „unary^ 

^iTare^ by Hoote^",^ tTIT ^"^ "*- neater than 

9' !EHhii?Kfi «ÄÄ oTth=eÄf - UiUdue ■L*1 min v i < i max is in the SVG Tf t-ho avr  c„ 
connected, and this is Verified by the SD jump to 12    ^^ ^ 

Figure 2a shows a fragment linked to the detection nf rtü 0 , f c 

ng order. j3, j5, ^  ^  and ± min = ^^ ^ . ^ = ^ ^ 

© 

fP2 

J:PC ):P,, 

:;P3  . 
;:Pt 

"""'' ^,^3^«^==^=«=.,., 
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Figure 2b illustrates a boundary condition in which the SVG contains only one 

segment with i min = min(P2) and i max = max^)« 

The SVG is used to determine the minimum j min and maximum j max values of 
coordinate j. Thus, when the SVG contains only one segment the following 
boundary values are assumed: j min = 1 and j max = N, where N is the maximum 
dimension expressed in discrete points. 

The new segment index is formed: k = k + 1. A new segment is formed in the 
plane corresponding to MAS1 where MAS1 = MGO, if MAS = MVO, and MAS1 = MVO, if 
MAS = MGO. To ensure that the free segment sought intersects the entire set of 
segments, a search is executed in the SVG for a point Pk whose coordinates, 
together with the boundaries of the segment including point Pk, must insofar 
as possible satisfy the conditions: 

'* = //!. 

/ min</*<t max, 

min(PftX/niin, 
max (PA) > j max. 

The OTR operation is used for the segment search. 

10. If a segment satisfying the indicated requirements (see Fig. 2a) is found, 

then jump to 12. 

11. A search is carried out for the longest segment which intersects the 
segment whose upper boundary caused the jump to 9 (see Fig. 2b). Other 
heuristic solutions could also be used here. 

12. End of the upper boundary analysis cycle. The jn coordinate is released 
from the SVG. The ik and jk coordinates, as well as the mm(Pk) and 
max(Pk) boundaries are transferred to the applicable lists. Segment 
connectivity is determined and latched in the SD. Jump to 5. 

13. A group of operations identical to those in 5-12 are executed in inverse 
order (i.e. from the higher to the lower boundary values). This is done m 
order to isolate all possible regions of combined free segment projections 
along axis i without their exhaustion. In this group of operations an 
orthogonal segment is formed after the determination of the lower boundary 
values for the segments examined and the SVG is loaded only after the 
sequence of upper boundary values is discovered. 

14. If a tree is formed, jump to 17. 

15. If the number of junctions on the different sides of the board has not 
exceeded the maximum permissible limit, jump to 3. 

16. Issue a message that a run was not found. 

17. Formation of a run. 
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18. End of the single-circuit processing cycle: m-m+ql. If m < M, jump to 2. 

19. End. 

A group of FORTRAN programs with indications of good speed in laying out 
circmt runs (construction space discrete-point dimension of 1.25 ml) has been 

£rÄSS,^8 thf ri-ithm ^ a baSiS' LeSS than °ne -cond 'is requi ed xor run plotting and this time is not strictly dependent on the number of 
contacts in the circuit. This loose dependence on the number of connected 
points is due to the fact that free segment formation begins all at once from 

Smenr^earcrthe IZ^t  ^ ^durln« the ortSogcmS'lSlSSt^ 

andarnoC "t^tnr "* ??**?±Y "**  t0 the Size of the segment search region and not to the quantity of orthogonal segments in that region. 

Jrovidel^ri^ T ^o^" that ^ ±tS  W§h la^ut sPeed the algorithm 
ll7XodrTerTf  5^0 ^roc^r^uf and 180 200° c^? ** °"™*« *****  (on 

prinTedb°c7rd)--Tthb ^ *^ p£"^g^inc^ed lo^tS^ 
flOl tn* Ircui\board system [7] together with a component arrangement package 
[10] and a graphics editing system on the EPG-400 [11] which support." a rea? 
Intllr  eraCtiV,  envlronment- The high quality characteristic^^^ a'nd real-Se" 

S=33SSSSaS«=s-—-sass. 
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{Abstract]    The series-produced YeS computers do not include harcWp m 

axrect input-output of continuous random processes by means of the YeS 
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computer direct control devices, which function independently of the input- 
output devices, since they are intended to support communications among 
processors. The device includes an analog-digital and digital-analog con- 
verter and a unit to interface these devices with the direct control devices. 
The interface unit includes an input-output controller plus input and output 
circuits. The controller organizes requests for information input and output 
and synchronizes the operation of the device as whole. It includes a clock 
and request formation circuits. The input and output sectxons both include 
buffers for temporary information storage. The input-output software was 
written in Assembler and can operate either independently or under the control 
of the operating system, though this requires special OS modules to support 
correct performance of privileged data read and write instructions as well as 
external interrupt handlers. The device has been used for input and output 
of speech signals as well as underwater acoustical noise at 10-20 Kbytes 
per second. H has been connected to YeS-1022 and YeS-1035 computers. The 
interface module consists of 10 series 155 integrated circuits. Figure 1; 

references 3 Russian. 
[196-6508] 
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Controllern s'ofSeT ^ ^  *" ^^^ ^ the rubric: 

lllXt]  T^\testin8 of real-time programs, one of the most important steps in 
program debugging, is a critical problem in modern programming theory Usuallv 
debugging is und^erstood as the group of activities "involved S detSM    7 

identifying) and correcting errors in programs. These activities are Souped 

SnSTioSSSfa ehrerorSenCe * " ^   ""*""»* ** ™ ^ 

*" ^ C°UrSe °f.debugging programs,   developers are faced with a number of 

l™£l™trS^*^TmiMtl0? °f CUrrent t6St method capabilities and suitability. Similar, albeit more critical,  tasks must be resolved by proeram 

program's accuracy or inaccuracy.   On the other hand,   some authors ?1 31  have 
rather convincingly pointed out that testing is not capable of estlblishinl 

ePrro^ararnCaUnrdaCcyanSihCe 'V?7 ^^ * ^M as *» the ex"Snce of"8 

absence! ^^ t0 Pr°V6 the pr6SenCe °f errors  W>   but not their 

cLssifvi^r^8 °^th/ nat/re f the teStin8 pr°CeSS is essential in 
Therefore Ve will   not a^d,tasks Evolved in seeking errors in programs. 

answer the following questions during testing: 
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What to test? 
How to establish the existence of an error? 
How to test? 
When to end testing? 

Thus, testing takes the form of a dynamic process with changing tactical goals 
in which a cutoff decision depends on a certain general principle of decision- 
making on the basis of criteria which allow a judgement to be made on the 
degree to which set goals have been achieved. 

With this in mind, we will employ the following statement as a working 
definition. Testing is a dynamic process whose strategic goal is establishing 
the presence of an error in a program by means of the following sequence of 
actions: 

1. Test objective definition. 
2. Tactical goal assignment. 
3. Criteria selection. 
4. Test design and generation. 
5. Test introduction and program execution. 
6. Program result processing to determine the existence of errors. 
7. Testing cutoff point determination. 

Modern real-time microprocessor-based control systems are characterized by a 
rather complex programming process whose steps include identification of the 
control objective, selection of control principles and algorithms, development 
of algorithmic models of program modules in high-level languages, cross- 
assembly of program module models and generation of program packages, 
preparation of a read-only memory (ROM) board (writing the program package to 
programmable read-only memory (PROM) and, finally, adjustment of the real-time 
control system by changing ROM units (MICON-IV system), alphanumeric 
keystrokes (TDC 2000) or entering problem-oriented instructions via the 
technician's console (UDAC "Eptak" system). 

The complexity and multi-layer nature of the real-time program development 
process determine the variety of testing tasks and resources (see the chart) 
currently employed by microprocessor system developers and users. 

The process of developing program packages for microprocessor systems 
operating in a real-time mode usually begins with the identification and 
creation of control objective models on a general-purpose computer. Control 
objective model creation and the subsequent selection of control principles 
and algorithms (e.g. the analytical formulation of a regulator) result in a 
program package specification used as the basis for developing simulation 
models of program modules and a model of the program package by means of 
modeling (emulation) software on a general-purpose (engineering) computer. In 
this process, the general-purpose computer is used to perform program module 
model and program package model/control objective model* testing for open- and 
closed-type control systems (see tasks I, II, III, and IV in the chart). 

* Hereinafter the "/" sign indicates a link between system elements. 
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6 «lteri? for establishing an error are,  for example, 
the values of control (regulation) quality indicators in a closed program 
package/control objective model system. 
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Possible arrangement of an automated process for creating real-time 
microprocessor system program packages. 

A—Resource 
B—Process stages 
C—Testing tasks 
D—Results 

B--Engineering computer and general-purpose or specialized high-level 
algorithmic languages. Control computer emulator. 

F—Developmental -minicomputer 
G—Target microcomputer 

1. Control objective (OU) identification 
2. Rule and algorithm selection 
3. Program module model (MPM) and program package model (MKP) development 
4. Program module (PM) generation ucvexopmenc 
5. Program package (KP) generation 
6. ROM (PROM) development 
7. Real-time system overall testing 
8. Real-time system acceptance testing 

I. Control objective model (MOU) testing 
II. Specification testing 
III. MPM and MPM/MOU testing 
IV. MKP and MKP/MOU testing 
V. PM, PM/MPM and PM/MOU testing 
VI. KP and KP/MOU testing 
VII. ROM (PROM) testing 
VIII. ROM(PROM)/MOU testing 
IX. KP/OU testing* 

H—OU model 
I—KP specification 
J—Refined KP specification 
K—PM 
L—KP 
M—ROMs (PROMs) 
N—Decision to carry out 

acceptance testing 
0—Decision to make system 

operational 
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Program module and program package model testing results in refined program 
package specifications used by a tooling minicomputer to generate program 
modules and program packages for microprocessor systems based on the target 
microcomputers. A combination of a general-purpose computer, emulating the 
control objective, and a tooling minicomputer, executing the program modules 
and packages, can be used to test the program modules and packages generated. 
During this stage, the program modules and program packages are debugged 
according to the results of program module, program module/program module 
model, program module/control objective module and program package/control 
objective model testing (see tasks V and VI on the chart). The testing cutoff 
point can be determined by achieving closed control system program package and 
control objective model quality indicator values and/or by evaluating the 
production loss factor U_ [33], 

Microprocessor-controlled systems often do not permit program package 
debugging on the control objectives themselves. For this reason, program 
package/control objective model system debugging can in many cases be 
considered as general and final. Debugging on the tooling minicomputer results 
in the production of ROM (PROM) units for the target microcomputer. ROM (PROM) 
units are tested during the acceptance trials which serve as the basis for the 
decision to make the microprocessor system operative in the target 

microcomputers. 

The specificity of the production process for real-time microcomputer system 
program packages (see the chart) gives rise to new testing tasks not covered 
in prior classifications as applied to real-time program testing problems 
based on our assumption of testing as a dynamic process (Table 1). 

As Table 1 shows, the testing process can be described as a set of seven 
groups of classification tags <Pj, ..., Py>, where each of the groups is a 
matrix line: 

P, = [P<°, P?> P|
V

J. i=i,...,7;  3<ft,<M 

Next, a possible variant of the testing statement can be obtained using a 
morphological analysis method if one of the elements in each matrix line is 
isolated and all of these isolated elements are connected by lines. 

When practical implementation possibilities for the statements resulting from 

.7 ' 

morphological analysis are not taken into consideration, a total of FI£; = 

258720 can be formed. Table 2 shows the classification tags for statements 
examined in the known literature. Table 2, more or less a guide to published 
literature, shows that some 70 statements have been examined to date. These, 
however, are not uniformly distributed according to the various stages in the 
real-time microprocessor program package development process. 

An analysis of Table 2 shows that the program module, program module/program 
module model, program module/control objective model, program package and 
program package/control objective model testing tasks involved in program 
module and program package generation are the most frequently examined. 
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Table 1. Real-time program testing tag classification 

n,       .,.. ,_. Source in which 
Classification tags tags are examlned 

Test objective (Pj) 

1. MOU* 
2. Control program specification* 
3. Program module (including PM/MPM and PM/MOU) \o  s. a noi 
4. MPM, MPM/MOU* LZ roo. ofi 
5. MPM/control computer emulator fos! S 
6. MKP ■•  »  J 
7.* MKP/control computer emulator [5j 2°J ^.^l Hi! SI 
8. MKP/MOU* LJ' 5' ^b' 29J 

9. MKP/MOU/control computer emulator* 
in YV 

ll! KP/MOU                          [1~5; 7; 8; 10; 12' 17> 21? 30-37] 
12. ROMs (PROMs) with KP* [6; 18] 

13. ROMs (PROMs) with KP/MOU r- ™ .., 
14. Control system (ROMs [PROMs]/control computer/OU [5! 6; 24] 

Tactical goal of testing (P2) 

1. Check functions executed by program* [8; 20; 24; 32; 38; 39; 41-431 
2. Check program logic structure (peaks, [1-9; 18; 21; 25; 26; 28; 34; 36; 

segments, etc.)* 37. 42.441 
3. Test program under extreme operational [1; 3; 6; 10; 25; 26; 28; 32;' 38-411 

conditions* J 

4. Check program operation timing modes [6-10; 11; 18; 21- 23-26- 29- 38- 
(including process priorities, real- ' 39! 41i 
time event synchronization, etc.)* ' 

Criteria for establishing the existence of an error (Po) 

1. Equivalence between specifications and 
program operating results (determinate case) 

2. Equivalence between specifications and 
program operating results (stochastic case)* 

3. Correlation for determining improper operation 
of an individual program branch 

4. Condition (decision) tables r19. 2L1 
5. Program operation time using test data file T151 
6. Other checks relative to the test subject      [7; 11; 15; 20; 26; 29-41 

under pyaminflt-i™ '   '   '   »  ?» ^AJ 

[38] 

[6] 

under examination 

Testing cutoff criteria (P4) 

1. Economic criteria                   \n.  3. s-7- in« 17. 01. ne,.  QI . -JOT 
9 pr-u-on-o K„„~J      1- ..1.  .         L '  »  '» 1U> ■*■'» "» ^6; 31; 33] 
2. Criteria based on probabilistic and statistical T3- 5-7- 16- ?7>  «. 

models of program reliability l *  '' 3^"l  g? 
3. Other probabilistic and statistical criteria [2; 5; 6; 9; 11; 28; 40^ 50-52] 
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Table 1. (cont.) 
Source in which 

....  . .  .. „ tags are examined Classification tags uas 
Testing cutoff criteria (P4) (cont.; 

4. Structural criteria (testing completeness)        [2; 4-8; 13; 32; 36; 48] 

Test design (generation) resources (P5) 

1. By reduction of program path complexity q^ln^oa* It! 
2. By reduction of program path execution time L2; 4; i>; 1U; 20; 4ij 
3. By reduction of program path completion L2;4; 5; ^öj 
4. Step-wise testing of program package (top-down or [3; 5; 6; 27; J/; 4bj 

5. Symbolic program execution (testing) [8; 13; 15; 22; 36; 42; 53] 
6. Generation of boundary and extreme values [3; 6; 8; 1JJ 

for input data . 
7. Flowchart method . '       07 Jn 
8. Generation of random tests with a given [5-7; 9; 13; 21; 22; 25-27; SUJ 

dispersion rule 
9. Test generation by means of active, multi- L34J 

factor experimental methods 
10. Insertion of control objective modeling [5-7; 10; 12; 17; 18; 20; 21; 

results at program input 23; 26; 38; 39; 41; 54] 
11. Creation of data bases with actual control [6; 24; 38J 

objective operational results 

Means of inserting tests at program input (Pg) 

1. Determinate [2; 3-6; 10; 13-15; 39] 
2. Stochastic [3; 4; 5; 7; 10; 13; 21; 26; 27; 38; 39; 41; 50 

3. Mixed* [35 6'>  24^ 

Methods of processing test results to establish the existence of errors (P7) 

1. Method of defining situations for testing U9] 
2. Use of decision tables [41J 
3. Calibration program method /^ 
4. Boundary sampling method [24; 27; J8J 
5. Random search method with autoinstruction based LHJ 

on automaton probability theory 
6. Other methods [3-5; 15; 18; 25; 43 
7. Methods for processing the results of active, L34J 

multifactor experiments* 

Notes: 1) An asterisk indicates classification tags which are not covered in 
sufficient detail in the literature known to the authors. 

2) The testing cutoff criteria (determination of the moment at which to 
end program testing) can be interrelated or can change dynamically 
as the test goals change; the choice of these criteria can be 
ambiguous. This same observation applies to the other classification 
tags. 
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Table 2. Classification tags for tasks published in the literature known to 
the authors 

THllbl  3a- 
flai Tec- 
THPOBa- 

fOiaCCH<t>HKSUHOHHNe npH(H8KH   ( 2 r    (3) 
HCTOMHHK, rfle 

onHcaHa 3aAana 
TeCTHpOBaHHH P, P, />, Pt P, P. ^T 

4     3 
4 

4      1 
3 
4 

— 1 10 — 3 [23] 

III 
4 — 11 — 4 

[24] 

5      1 6 
7     2 

3 
— —_ 

[25] 

III, IV 4 

5     1 
7     2 

4 

5 1 8 
10 

2 — 
[26] 

6     1 — 2 4 
8 

2 4 [27; 47]  ' 

IV 
6     3 

4 
— 1 10 — 3 [23] 

6 2 
3 

7 4 5 

3 2 
3 

— — [28] 

[29] 

3      1 
3 
4 

— 
3 1 

2 . 
3 

1 6 
[2; 4; 5; 10] 

V 
3     2 
3     1 

3     1 
2 
4 

3 
5 

6 

4 

3 
6 

5 
8 

10 

1 - 

2 - 
5 

[6] 

TU] 

[20—22] 

VI 

10      1 
3 
4 

1 4 
10 

1 6 
[2; 4; 5; 10] 

0     2     • 1 9 3 7 [33; 34] 

11    1 
VI, IX;   14    4 

3 1 
3 
4 

8 
0 

11 

3   - 
[6] 

1 

VIII 
1 

3      1 
3 
4 

3      1 
3 
4 

1 

6   - 

3      8 
10 

2 
10 

1 
2 

2 

4 

2 

[38-40] 

[41] 

1 
IX 

4 

4 

I 
1 
} 

3   - - 1    - 4 
[27] 

(1) Testing task types 
(2) Classification tags 
(3) Source describing 

testing task 

Notes: 1) Classification tags defined in Table 1. 
2) Dashes indicate classification tags not defined in the task 

examined. 
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The tasks with classification tags P^1) and P^2) are insufficiently covered 
in the literature on software testing. However, note must be made of works 
such as [55] which identifies control objectives in detail, i.e. 
substantively, and covers the problem of testing control objective models. The 
testing of specifications relates in our opinion to the task of proving ._ 
program,,accuracy, examined in works such as [56]. Tasks designated by P: 
and Pi") are an inherent part of the process of developing real-time systems; 
their solution in terms of a general theory of testing will open up the 
possibility of developing highly reliable real-time systems. 

The first two stages of the process (see the chart) are followed by the more 
interesting and vital (in the sense of subsequent decision-making) third stage 
which includes type III and IV tests, subjects not adequately covered in the 
known literature (see Table 2). 

The process of developing program packages for microcomputers must take into 
consideration system users as well as developers. This has not always been 
the case (see classification tag fy1'  in Table 2). As the real-time 
microprocessor system production process becomes more complicated, a demand 
has arisen to consider end-user interests during the application of new test 
methods, as in the final analysis these users are reflected in economic terms. 
In particular, third stage statements differing from those in Table 2 are 
appearing. For example: 

<pj<>, p<2>. /f>. py>. pfK /f\ w>. 

Such a statement is obviously more responsive to user interests and differs 
from type III tasks developed earlier which are more in line with the 
interests of developers. Thus, a program module model in the real-time system 
production process (see the chart) consists of emulating that module on the 
tooling computer [23,24]. During the testing of program operating logic the 
user is often interested in testing a module's logic structure, usually in 
the form of a plot model of control transmission in the program. The 
determinate approach to selecting criteria for establishing the presence of 
errors does not usually satisfy the user since it does not provide a picture 
of actual program operation. For this reason a stochastic approach to 
establishing errors was chosen for the statement of the type III task 
discussed. An increasing number of authors (e.g. [2, 4-6, 10, 23, 26]) now 
recognize the need to relate the testing cutoff point to economic feasibility, 
but there are still approaches with limits, since primarily the interests of 
developers are considered. 

Conditions for testing program module models can be examined as a series of 
experiments, and tests can be generated using a mathematical theory of 
experimentation whose utilization must be different from that in [34] where 
this theory is used for acceptance testing of finished software. The 
mathematical device in this theory simplifies the processing of test results. 
In selecting a means for inserting tests at the program module model input one 
can see that the determinate method does not correspond with actual program 
operation, in which data inputs are random. At the same time, the stochastic 
test input method is a passive experiment. The mixed method responds best to 
the demands of an active multifactor experiment. The need for developing a 
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method for testing graphic program modules based on a mathematical theory of 
experimentation arises from the type III task statement put forth. User 
interests can be reflected by an economic criterion for test completion with 
allowance made for possible losses due to running programs not adequately 
debugged. ^    J 

Type IV tasks should be considered the most complex and critical at this time. 
These involve test objects (P^ and P^)) which consist of a complex of 
program package/control objective models and program package/control objective 
models/control computer emulator, which in turn are the balls for generating 
program packages m subsequent production stages. 

Task statements which are rather well covered in the literature arise in 
production stages 4, 5, 7 and 8 (see the chart). However, each of these is 
usually a local statement and has its own solution. Therefore, it is 
appropriate to further define known type V, VI, VIII and IX tasks in the 
context of an overall approach to testing at all stages of real-time program 
package production. piugidm 

Type VII is an exception to these tasks. In many control systems this task 
cannot be implemented due to high hardware costs. Here a sort of synthesis of 
hardware and software testing takes place. 

An analysis of tables 1 and 2 shows that practical methods for resolving local 
testing tasks arising during the individual stages of the production process 
(.see the chart) are taking precedence over the development of general theory 
an° fiiat current theoretical research is concentrated primarily on type IV, V 
and VIII tasks. The abundance of formal task statements arising in a 
morphological analysis of Table 1 can lead one to the pessimistic conclusion 
that a search for general principles in program package testing processes is 
impossible. Therefore, at this stage the problems of developing a common theory 
oi testing and establishing a unified mathematical device to resolve testing 
tasks at all stages of production are of critical importance. To this end, a 
synthesis of scientific trends in the formal demonstration of program accuracy 
and the use of a mathematical theory of experiments for the testing of real- 
time programs is promising in our opinion. 
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[Text] Introduction 

The "Robotron" combine (GDR) is producing YeS- and SM-series computers and 
developing a wide assortment of system and application software. 

Work in the area of application software is proceeding along three basic 
lines: 

1. Database system software, including data teleprocessing. 
2. Application program packages to implement computerized mathematical 

methods. 
3. Production resources for application program development. 

The table below illustrates the basic product lines. Application program 
packages for the YeS computer series have received commercial approval in 
various types of automated systems in the GDR as well as in other countries 
using YeS computers. 

The database software developed at the Robotron combine includes database 
management systems (DBMS) and information retrieval systems. 

The BASTEY and SAW1 database management systems and the AIDOS information 
retrieval system, developed in the YeS DOS [disk operating system] 
environment, have found broad acceptance in the GDR and abroad. The experience 
gathered in producing and installing these systems and the scientific research 
carried out by the Robotron combine has permitted the development of a new 
generation of world-class database software running in the YeS OS [operating 
system] environment. This generation includes the DBS/R database management 
system and the AIDOS information retrieval system featuring teleprocessing 
support systems; ESY/R is used for DBS/R and DAKS for AIDOS. In keeping with 
modern concepts there is also the DABA/1600 DBMS for SM computers. 
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Basic trends in application software development by the Robotron combine 

YeS computer series 

Systems 

DBMS 

YeS DOS 

BASTEI 
SAWI 

Information retrieval AIDOS 

Data teleprocessing 

Mathematics Discrete optimi- 
zation 

Transport optimi- 
zation 

Digital math 
Network planning 
OPSI, SIMDIS, 
STATISTIK 

YeS OS in 
MFT, MVT and SVS modes 

DBS/R 

AIDOS 

ESY/R, DAKS 

Digital mathematics 
Network planning 
OPSI-2, SIMDIS-2, 
STATISTIK-2, DISKO-2 
EDO-2, DISKO-T 

Engineering systems 

SM computer 

DABA/1600 

MALEQ-16Ö0 
TRANSPORT-1600 
MASTAT-1600 

TESYS SEP-1600 

Let us examine one of these systems, the DBS/R database management system. 

DBS/R general features 

This system includes all programming resources needed to create and 
maintain databases with an unlimited number of data files and without 
restrictions on relationships between these files. It has language resources 
available for retrieving any data in these files. 

DBS/R supports a network data model based on CODASZL recommendations with 
some modifications allowing the representation of list, tree and network 
structures of any size and complexity and supporting traditional file 
organization methods. Thus, it provides the user with a single system for 
handling the most varied of data organization structures and methods. 

The DBS/R operates in the YeS OS environment (Version 4.1 and up) on all YeS 
computer models. The following minimum hardware configuration is required: 

- At least 512K-bytes of main memory 
- One operator console 
- One input device with card punch 
- Two to four disk drives 
- Two magnetic tape units 
- One alphanumeric printer 

The DBS/R DBMS also runs on IBM/360 and /370 series computers. 
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Figure 1. Overall block diagram of the DBS/R database management system 

1—File forms 
2—Input data 
3—Input language operators 
4—Terminals 
5—File catalog 
6—Compilation 
7—Definition 

8—Storage 
9—Search 
10—Execution system 
11—Access to data description table 
12—Access to files 
13—Data description table 
14—Database files 

DBS/R functions and languages 

The following basic functions are provided: 

— Definition, i.e. describe file structure and relationships 
and describe field processing operations. 

— Storage, i.e. create, maintain (update) reorganize and restructure 
data files. 

— Search, i.e. search for any information in the database according to 
given criteria and process, prepare and output this information. 

All these basic functions are in turn supported by functions which assure 
data security (by preventing unauthorized access) and the physical and 
informational integrity of files. 

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the DBS/R database management system. 

System users have two language resources available for controlling DBS/R 
operations: a data description language and a data manipulation language. 
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The data description language provides a means of defining the data structure 
(describing file characteristics and their record and relationship 
structure), as well as a means of assigning operations to assure the 
informational integrity of the data. It allows the description of conditions 
which a given field must satisfy when entered in the database and of 
monitoring or recoding operations whose execution is required on data entry 
or output. An example of possible processing operations during data entry 
is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Examples of entry data processing operations 

1—Fitter 
Writer 
Joiner 

2—kg 
cm 

3--Stop 
4—Values 
5—Recoding 

Fitter = 1 
Carpenter = 2 
Joiner = 3 

6—Areas 
from  to 

7—Modulus check 
8—User program 
9—Measurement unit table 

1 kg = 1000 g = 0.001 t 
10—Field mask 

A = character 
9 = digit 
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STtS^jrsis^iLa.^integrity as~ ~- - •*- 
The data security rule description (access privilege statement) facility is 

elerent1fSileS
s
etr°f 'SV^ deSCriPtion lan^e which protects any data 

the data tvneievS°?f    ^  S^men
1
t
1 

or field) *«>» unauthorized access at 
fields1aIn It„ill T mPJe**^all°Win8 aCCess onlv t0 certain «cord rields; as well as at the level of specific record types, when access is 
content °Thy UP°n Satlsfaction °f "-tain conditions^hich depend on da?a 
function.        aCCeSS priVilege is assi8ned separately for each DBS/R 

MS/fdS^^rf^1111 fysical integrity functions are controlled through 
n™ A      ? faniPulatlon language commands. This is a high-performance 
da^h^IaTHlan8Ua8e,WhiCh Can be USed alone or in connection SthtiS 
aoDlicaMon/ SAame If3 »«l1^1«^ ^guage commands are used in both 
?hfüBS/R da;/^

e      f:-^1 and C0B0L Can be USed as database languages, 
close to ttS m*nx?ulat™ lan8«age is based on syntactical structures 
le^ing anTuse! * ^^ **«"* lan^>  thereb? Militating 

Experience shows that non-programmer users can create simple programs after 

^^Jt^^rs^^^^ - -*» - *££?£■*- 
^* dJ^^t^^""" and En8lish-^-Be versions of the 

^UfO®/* dat^ maniPulation language contains functions which carry out 
SSw1"7 3   ,8rOUP (combined> unctions,  such as access to individual 
OTSJTJIST      ^-t0 Se,tS °f reC°rdS*   se(luential file input/output! 
arithmetic oZll?™* "? f^6 Processin8 functions (comparison^ 
ini^rj opera?lons'   etc),   as well as specialized discrete functions 
zntended for estxmate automation in engineering preparation lor production. 

resSt ^Lffif^^^ Pr08ram is shown below and lts 

RETRIEVE EXECUTE; 
DECLARE RLEVEL 8; 
DECLARE IAREA RECORD 13: 
DECLARE KEY 13; 
INPUT TO IAREA; 
READ FROM MMPART BY A KEY; 
MOVE^FROM MMPART PARTNO 'RPARTNO' FROM PARTNAME 'RPARTNAM'; 

HEADING 'SPETSIFIKATSIYA' RPARTNO RPARTNAM; 
rEED; 

HEADING 'UROVEN' RAZUZL. NO. IZD. NAZVANIYE IZDELIYA # YED. EM.»5; 

HEADING; 

STRUCTURE VIA MMPART IN MCSTRU WITH STRUCLEVEL EXTERNAL TO RLEVEL ON STRUCEX2 
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OUTPUT; 
OUTPUT OUTPUT; 

LINE RLEVEL 5 MMPART PARTNO 15 PARTNAME 30 UM 65; 

»,i*r ^ 

[~~ i 
12 5 14 5 |15 l| 

1 
1 

16     1 1 Il2      |3| 13 3 

1 1 
17      |8| |18    hl |14        |1 

Figure 3. Product structure produced by the structure breakdown program 

The breakdown program is an example of independent use of the DBS/R data 
manipulation language. 

Data manipulation language commands supporting the storage function (entry, 
updating, etc.) are highly complex. For example, one command can control the 
processing of an entire input file whose individual records can in turn 
initiate changes in all database files. During this process all data 
integrity operations contained in the data description table are also 
executed. 

The physical integrity of data is also assured by data manipulation language 
commands which protect the database and intermediate program operating 
results from disturbances caused by hardware or software errors as well as 
from operator error. Any database condition is restorable using the physical 
integrity language resources. The DBS/R also contains a function used to 
change the database structure in order to increase program operating 
efficiency or to develop applications. 

The DBS/R data description and data manipulation languages provide a high 
level of data autonomy for programs written using the data manipulation 
language. 

Modes and types of DBS/R operation 

The system in question provides users two methods of operation: standard 
processing and real-time processing. 

In the standard method of operation previously compiled data manipulation 
language programs are stored in a library of loading modules from which they 
can be called and used repeatedly without recompilation. This type of 
operation is designed for the execution of previously planned tasks 
(queries). 

Real-time processing is designed for the execution of operational tasks not 
planned in advance. In this application, the DBS/R data manipulation 
language is used in a stand-alone form and programs are executed immediately 
after compilation. 
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Both methods can operate in either the batch or the teleprocessing modes. 

Comparison of DBS/R with other database management systems 

Storage structure: The DBS/R system can create an exceptionally flexible 
canahfl^f rUf UI"e ?nd JnCludes most of the stures found in other DBMS The 
capability of varying database structure to increase system effiSencv is 
significantly broader with DBS/R than with other systems   ettlciency 1S 

Database restoration and input data processing: In this area DBS/R stands 
SBMS do°nof Y fr0m °ther CODASYL-model database management systems. These 
leavin, tV?^-"^ d?* Processi«g or record analysis and synthesis 
ml/H   ^       factions to be performed by application programs. In thT 

au^omaticaTi; tT^lT^T ^^  COmmands and Stora*e *™ti™ 
descJiot^ f«i?S -Ti (according to instructions contained in the data 
*l  !S i th     I a}\ aCtXOnS re(luired *>r record analysis and synthesis 
as well those needed for record field processing during input.  yntneS1S' 

comDarednalloW
f,rh!St0rat^0n funCt1

ions: A11 the database management systems 
Sf? allow the creation or alteration of a single database record (bv a 
single data manipulation language command). In the DBS/R system one inpu[ 
record causes changes in several database files, providing an even higher 
level of consistency. Other systems require several data manipulation 
language commands to perform the same tasks, thus all efforts to ensure data 
logic consistency are handled by application programs. 

thesPelewetiOn
0i ft31"011 fUIYCt,i0KS\,In the DBS/R database management system 

allow parallel rZ SUPP°/ted **  data manipulation language commands which 
systems even lhitf^\       Vari°US t7PSS °f interrelated records. With other 
If6"8 *Ye*  thls function requires several data manipulation commands each 

one of which accesses only one type of record. commands, each 

DBS/R data manipulation language user-friendliness: Just as the ADABAS 
ay:a^aT2neS

a8Te; ** ^ "T  --Potion language is simUa^ to 
arithmetic wtf'   SUPPorts combined status checking functions, simple 
arithmetic functions, report generation and outputting and data disnlav on 
video terminals. With these features, DBS/R is comparable to the IDAMS 
system but it has more capabilities than the IMS and CODASYL systems. 

ol dtr^H StemSi S,Upp0i;tin8 the C0DASYL model, DBS/R provides the capability 
of directly including data manipulation language commands in the host 

» &=»& «5: «ft Z^^^jsrSXä?-»" 
^ZST^Z^r^t "lth °ther 1«*"»S * *£££&  the 

Production data processing system orientation: DBS/R's storase structure 

Z^" ^T^V^/?* ** ^^t^^S^ZZto  are 
systems-esnecianv in rhl ^ xm*ortant fie™  of application-production 
set of d«ii Pm»n • i *°  •,   ea °f en8ineering preparation for production (a 
set of data manipulation language commands for structure breakdowns and 
applicability evaluation, as well as convenient means for generating required 
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engineering and design documentation. CODASYL-model based systems, and the 
ADABAS and IMS systems, require considerably greater expenditures on 
application programming for these applications. 

High security during DBS/R operation: The DBS/R database management system 
assures the consistency and integrity of database files, data descriptions 
and programs. Other systems require special measures implemented by means of 
application programs. Data protection from unauthorized access is provided 
at the data type    level and at the level of specific data examples. 
Access privileges can be defined separately for any of the DBS/R functions. 

DBS/R's range of application 

This system has been available to users since 1979. At present more than 200 
users in the GDR and over 20 foreign users have acquired DBS/R systems. A 
large number of these users purchased the system for multiple-user 
applications in factories in all branches of industry. The numerous DBS/R 
applications include traditional fields as well as those involving DBS/R's 
in the creation of highly integrated data processing systems—even complete 
automated management systems. 

The DBS/R system finds its broadest application in the plants and combines 
operated by the following ministries: 

Ministry Number of plants 

Electronics and electrical engineering   41 
Heavy machine construction  14 
Machine tool industry  27 
Mining and metallurgy   15 
General, agricultural and transport 
machine construction  9 

Chemical industry • • • • H 
Light industry  8 
Construction  4 

Moreover, the DBS/R database management system has been introduced in the 
following areas: agriculture, forestry, the food industry, postal and 
telegraph operations, health care, higher and middle specialized educational 
facilities, geology, city cultural centers, etc. 

Nearly all users have their own computer center and install the DBS/R 
independently on the basis of Robotron combine standards consultations. A 
large number of small enterprises share the DBS/R system through regional 
computer centers. 

The DBS/R database management system finds its widest application (nearly 
40%) in the area of engineering preparation for production. Let us examine a 
brief picture of basic applications. 

Engineering preparation for production: The heart of the database consists 
of files containing design and engineering data on all components and 
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assemblies produced. These data are used to prepare design and ensineerine 

SS^ST"" ^US/f materlals- »°rk *""<» utilization list! "recess steps and many other documents. 

Personnel database: The DBS/R system is used to update the database when 
changes occur m wages, occupations, classifications, etc. Standard tasks 

workerrs
f7":nl^ri0diC/lly: m°nthly WagS esti™tes, service bonuses for 

workers (completion of monetary transfers, housing payments, etc.). 

Management information system: These systems are developed for plant, 
combine and ministry management. They are used for planning, balancing 
accounts, preparing plan estimates and monitoring schedules and decisions. 

Economic effect of DBS/Rintroduction 

tLMnRn|/Sry °f El6Cf °niCS and Electrical Engineering plants and combines 
™;R raaf ge^ent system is used primarily to improve engineering 
preparation for production, especially to solve the following problems: 

— Automated production of highly integrated microcircuits 
— Automated design of instrumentation and devices 
— Production and maintenance of engineering documentation 
— Improvement of auxiliary and standard processes involved in scientific 

and engineering preparation for production 
— Creation and maintenance of plant engineering and process data banks 

Fifty seven groups of tasks based on the DBS/R system have been introduced 
at this ministry's 13 combines (41 plants). The following economic effect 
indicators have resulted: exiecc 

— A significant decrease in the time required to produce design and 
engineering documentation allowed an average savings at each plant of 
1Z  thousand working hours for production engineers. 

— The release of 350 production engineers at all ministry plants due to 
improvements in auxiliary and standard processes. 

— Significant savings in expenditures for data processing system creation 
and development, which allowed savings of 80 percent in comparison to 
tne use of ordinary programming languages. 

Unanticipated queries can be programmed and executed within minutes. 

inrthf »drtlel?ment  °f-the DBS/R SyStem contin^s at this time, especially 
in the area of increasing program operating efficiency (program execution 
times) and expanding physical data integrity assurance capabilities? 

COPYRIGHT: ^J^«*^»*«™ Dumka", "Upravlyayushchiye sistemy i 
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UDC; 025.4.036:681.3.06 

SOME PROBLEMS IN THE TECHNOLOGY OF CREATION AND INTRODUCTION OF DATABASES 
ON MACHINE-READABLE MEDIA 

Moscow KLASSIFIKATORY I DOKUMENTY in Russian No 12, Dec 84 pp 22-29 

SERGAZIN, Zh. F., Doctor of Technical Sciences, Moscow State Historical 
Archives Institute and TOLOCHKO, V. V., Ail-Union Scientific Research 
Institute of Documentation and Archive Matters 

[Abstract] A study is made of the process of improving data security in a 
database by frequent backup of data from magnetic disk to magnetic tape in 
several generations. Time studies indicate the relationship between the 
frequency and duration of backup operations and the amount of useful 
machine time during which the database is actually available for use. 
Since archival backup requires restoration of parts of the database from 
several generations of backup in the event of a system disaster, time saved 
In the backup cycle is expended in the restoration cycle following data 
loss. Equations are derived which define computer utilization factors for 
various backup strategies. Figures 3; reference 1 Russian. 
[140-6508] 

UDC:  681.3 

FORMALIZED STATEMENT OF PROBLEMS OF SYSTEMS DESIGN OF TERMINAL SYSTEM 

SOFTWARE 

Riga AVTOMATIKA I VYCHISLITEL'NAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 84 
(manuscript received 10 Jan 84) pp 10-17 

PIROGOV, V. V, and BATRAK, V. N. 

[Abstract] The use of microcomputers for the creation of terminal systems 
has resulted in the appearance of qualitatively new characteristics requir- 
ing restudy of architectural decisions and organization of design automation 
systems. This article presents a systems level program structure for 
terminal systems. The use of microcomputers allows terminal systems to be 
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implemented in various architectural versions: single-processor 
architecture, including local area networks. The systems model of terminal 
system software combines object and process models. Methods of its 
decomposition are analyzed, as are conditions of the transition to logic 
models in the stage of logical design. The .terminal system software is 
presented as a system of sequential processes interacting by exchanging 
messages. The solution allows for further development in systems without 
shared memory. The concepts of abstract data types and parallelism are 
central to the methodology. References 13: 6 Russian, 7 Western. 
1137-6508] 

UDC: 681.3 

MODELING OF ASSOCIATIVE MEMORY FOR RELATIONAL DATABASES 

Moscow PROGRAMMIROVANIYE in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 12 Feb 82; revised version 20 Jan 84) pp 45-51 

FROLOV, 0. R. 

IAbstract] The major principle of organization of memory structure utilized 
in modern DBMS is the system of multilevel indexing. Control of multilevel 
files requies that the system create three to four bytes of system information 
for each byte of information input.  In this work, while preserving this 
redundancy, it is suggested that memory structure be organized slightly 
differently so as to preserve the possibility of constructing relational 
databases with ordinary DBMS facilities.  Data are stored in so-called K 
structures, maintaining ordered storage of the values of an attribute by 
use of multilevel indexed references. Data manipulation algorithms are 
described. "'Notes are made on how K-structures can be used with the Bank 
SEDAN, and OKA DBMSS.  Figures 4; references 3 Russian. 
[153-6508] 

'> 

UDC: 681.3.06 

SOME PROBLEMS OF THEORY OF RELATIONAL DATA PROCESSING LANGUAGES 

Kiev KIBERNETIKA in Russian No 5, Aug-Sep 84 
(manuscript received 20 May 81) pp 38-42 

VERNIK, L. V. and VINITSKIY, I. M., Scientific Research Institute of 
Psychology of the UkSSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] An expanded relational algebra (ERA) and semantically equivalent 
relational calculus (beta calculus) are presented, and an algorithm for 
conversion of an arbitrary beta expression into the semantically equivalent 
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ERA algorithm is described.  The ERA and beta calculus are relational data 
processing languages. Since they require significant mathematical education 
to be understood, the languages are not suitable for nonprofessional users. 
However, they can serve as the mathematical foundation for the construction 
of user-friendly procedural and declarative data processing languages. 
Examples are RYAOD and DNEPR, data processing languages with expanded sets 
of functional and service capabilities. References 10: 6 Russian, 
4 Western. 
1204-6508] 

UDC:  681.327.01 

MESSAGE OUTPUT CONTROL IN THE INES SYSTEM 

Moscow PROGRAMMIROVANIYE in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 4 Jul 83) pp 52-57 

GODUNOV, A. N., YEMEL'YANOV, N. Ye., ROMANOV, A. P. and SVERDLOV, S. S. 

[Abstract] A message output system is included in the INES DBMS. The 
hierarchy of output facilities can output anything from a complex document 
to a single row of text to the display screen, printer or disk file. Access- 
ing the display facility from Assembler, FORTRAN, PL/1 and INES languages 
is described. The ULINE facility of INES instead of the OPEN and PUT 
commands of the YeS operating system provides simpler programming, expanded 
functionality and superior control; for interactive terminal use with OS YeS, 
more than 1 MByte main memory is required.  References 3 Russian. 
[153-6508] 

UDC: 681.3.06 

COMPLEXITY OF STRUCTURAL TESTING OF PROGRAM MODULES WITH LOOPS 

Moscow PROGRAMMIROVANIYE in Russian No 6, Nov~Dec 84 
(manuscript received 22 Dec 83) pp 70-77 

LIPAYEV, V. V. and POZIN, B. A. 

[Abstract] Full testing of every possible path through a program with 
several loops is extremely complex. A criterion on structural complexity of 
programs is introduced to allow estimation of the complexity of structural 
testing of logical programs with loops. Equations are derived for computatxon 
of the complexity of testing as a function of the area covered by a graph of 
a loop. The relative estimate of the complexity of a portion of a program 
structure enclosed by a loop and the influence of this portion on the 
structural complexity of the entire program module allows an approximate 
estimate to be generated for the complexity of testing of several types of 
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modules with loops. Exhaustive testing is so complex even in programs with 
relatively few loops that it can be used only in exceptional cases. 
Figures 4; references 6: 5 Russian, 1 Western. 
[153-6508J 

UDC: 681.3.06 

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF A TOOLKIT FOR DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR AUTOMATION 
AND CONTROL SYSTEMS BASED ON SM COMPUTERS 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 10 Jan 84; after revision 6 Apr 84) pp 47-52 

KIBITKIN, V. V., Leningrad Institute of Analytical Instrument Building of the 
USSR Academy of Sciences 

[Abstract] The key to development of software for systems of automation 
and control (SAU) is the drawing of a deep analogy between its development 
and the process of production of an ordinary industrial product. Development 
of SAU software therefore requires computer hardware, systems software, 
documents determining the composition and sequence of operations to be 
performed by the software and the necessary systems software for each operation 
which the end product must perform. All these requirements together are 
described as a toolkit for the development of SAU software. The main 
requirements for the toolkit are that it allow development of software by 
many users in a time-sharing mode, that it support storage and utilization 
of common libraries of routines and common databases, and that it allow 
each user to interact with the toolkit during development of the software. 
A .toolkit of this type for use in development of SAU software for the SM-4, 
SM-3 and 'Elektronika-60' computers is described. PASCAL is recommended as 
the high-level development language, while the system language should be 
PL/11, based on MACRO-11.  One and two-machine configurations and various 
systems, such as bigTOS, multiTOS, microTOS, polyTOS, OS RV, RAFOS, are 
mentioned. An alternative to what the author built would be a system based 
on R-technolpgy, which has been proven to have serious advantages on YeS and 
BESM-6 machines, but has received little use so far on SM machines. 
References 4 Russian. 
[196-6508] 
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UDG:     681.3.068 

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE SYSTEM FOR MACHINE GRAPHICS SYSTEM 

Moscow PROGRAMMIROVANIYE in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 19 Dec 83) pp 78-82 

POZDNEYEV, S. A. 

[Abstract] Graphics software must be sufficiently universal to allow its 
utilization in a variety of situations for the production of a number of 
different types of graphics constructions on various output devices. At the 
same time, tt should be relatively easy to use, allowing the user to con- 
centrate on the graph being produced rather than the intricacies of the 
software. This article presents an attempt to satisfy these requirements, 
suggesting a system of graphics subroutines allowing a graphics dialogue to 
be organized with a user program so that the user can develop mobile machine 
graphics systems in FORTRAN. The primary advantage of the software 
suggested is the presence of universal graphics elements and functxons, 
each implementing an individual graphics user requirement: construction of 
defined tabular functions, rectangular grids, histograms, equilateral 
polygons, various arrows, various types of lines connection of poxnts xnto 
a smooth line, connection of points by lines with center characters, con- 
struction of spirals, ellipses, circles, plotting of curves defined as 
polynomials and construction of solid images. The programs have the 
advantages of mobility, simplicity of use and virtual independen" oftype 
of graphics output device. The package of programs was used xn the UMPLOT 
system on a CDC CYBER-172.  References 24 Russian. 

[153-6508] 

UDC:  681.3.06 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GRASS GRAPHICS SOFTWARE IN THE SM COMPUTER 

ENVIRONMENT 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMI I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 16 Jul 84; after revision 20 Jul 84) pp 112-113 

KURILOV, M. A. 

TAbstractl A study is made of some problems of implementing graphics 
stftwlre on an SM-3 computer using the RAFOS operating system. The switch 
from the YeS to the SM-3 environment was conducted so as to preserve full 
input language compatibility for application programs. ^J^***^. 
of high level graphic primitive functions was xncluded in SM GRAS, supportxng 
construction of arcs of circles and other second-order curves, curve 
matching matching of straight lines or arcs with each other, shading of 
"rioisS;refs ^construction of portable elements, roughness characterises, 
limension lines and explanatory text. References 5: 4 Russian, 1 Western. 

[196-6508] 
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UDC:  681.306 

PRESENTATION OF GRAPHIC INFORMATION ON RIN-609 DISPLAY SCREEN 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 6 Jun 83) pp 122-123 

AVETISOV, L. G., VASINYUK, I. Ye. and NANASYAN, A. S. 

[Abstract]  In a standard RIN-609 display system the screen information is 
onfv^f S TC%VS  P^F/^ly cycle. In practice, regeneration utilizes 
only 25^ of available machine time.  In the device here described this 
tune is used to present graphic information stored in display RAM on the 
screen  Thus alpha-numeric and graphic information are simultaneously and 
independently displayed on the screen. The graphic information can be 
presented m either point of vector mode. Graphs are constructed by successive 
switching on of points and vectors stored in RAM by means of digital- 

orJ°Sn^nV?rt-rS,^10Wing' *? C°ntraSt t0 raSter Presentation, construction of graphs of significant complexity with limited RAM. Figure 1 
J.196-6508J 

UDC: 681.3 

ASSEMBLER 2 PROGRAMMING SYSTEM FOR YeS OS 

Moscow PROGRAMMIROVANIYE in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 12 Aug 83) pp 82-87 

'ÄvicH-'^T4™' G- "•' BELIK0VA' °- J- DA™™, V. M. and 

[Abstract] Assembler 2 for the YeS computers under OS is the latest 
version of Assembler for the »Ryae-2' YeS computers using version 6.1 of the 
operating system.  It Improves upon Assembler of OS 4.1, the final OS version 
tor YeS-I machines,aand upon Assembler of OS 6.1, for YeS-II machines  The 
major specific feature of Assembler 2 is a significant increase in the 
Ttit  y fpeed^ue to the use of new algorithms which utilize larger areas 
or RAM. Assembly speed has been increased by a factor of 2-3 over 
Assembler, increasing to as much as a factor of 5-6 for certain types of 
programs. Assembler 2 also preserves upward compatibility, expands the 
language, provides improved diagnostics, allows debugging of macros, allows 
batch processing and adjustment of Assembler parameters. Assembler 2 uses 2 
passes as opposed to Assembler 6.1, which used 3, and previous version, which 
used 4  The new capabilities of the language are briefly described along 
with the peculiarities of implementation of Assembler 2 on YeS computers 
running OS  Assembler 2 can be used in all versions of YeS OS beginning with 
4.1, as well as the time-sharing system and the dialogue processing sub- 
system of the virtual machine system CSVM) of YeS computers.  The minimum 
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requirement is 180 KByte RAM in MFT or MVT, 192 KByte in SVS. The distribu- 
tion tape includes various means for inserting Assembler 2 in OS YeS or 
SVM YeS, including the ability for user-defined parameters. Figures 2; 
references 4 Russian. 
[153-6508] 

UDC: 681.3.51 

TRANSLATION OF APL SYSTEM STATEMENTS FOR THE SM-1 COMPUTER 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 26 Apr 83; after revision 4 Aug 83) pp 65-70 

KONDRASHEV, A. V. 

[Abstract] The specifics of APL which prevent the production of an APL 
compiler are noted. However, a precompiler has been developed which 
typically compiles over 90% of the text of ordinary programs. This article 
discusses a further development of this method for use in the APL/SM-1 
dialogue system developed by the author. The use of the precompilatxon 
method allows the construction of an optimizing APL interpreter, completely 
impossible when direct full interpretation is used. References 5: 

3 Russian, 2 Western. 
[196-6508] 

UDC:  681.154 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FORT-P PROBLEM-ORIENTED LANGUAGE 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 30 Mar 83; after revision 13 Dec 83) pp 77-80 

SMOL'NIKOV, V. A. 

[Abstract]  Several problems are discussed related to the development and 
implementation of a high-level language for a problem-oriented computer 
system designed to perform a broad range of scientific and engineering tasks 
which can be reduced to repeated solution of systems of algebraic, integral 
and differential equations. The computer system is a multiprocessor MIMD 
system with functional separation of data storage, primary and secondary 
operations. The architecture allows pipeline organization of computation 
on two levels.  There is a broad set of nonstandard I/O devices, and the_ 
software must include a broad range of application programs and programming 
language processors. The problem-oriented language FORT-P is based on 
FORTRAN-IV to allow use of the library of programs already available. It 
includes two new data types: CONTROL and FIXED, the former used to synchronize 
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parallel processes. Data control in the language is static. The language 
includes facilities for writing programs at the conceptual level for a given 
object area, including facilities for parallel and pipeline processing of 
information as well as macroprocessing. Flexible resource control is imple- 
mented. An optimizing compiler is provided which compiles more slowly but 
produces more effective object code, close to manually optimized code. 
FORT-P supports the use of structured programming and debugging. A YeS 
FORT-P compiler consists of 5,000 PL/l and assembler commands, and took about 
six man-months to develop.  References 7:  6 Russian, 1 Western. 
1196-6508] 

IDC: 681.3.06 

S0RT-7/SM SORTING SUBSYSTEM 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 29 Dec 83) pp 70-73 

KVACHUK, K. P. 

[Abstract] The S0RT-7/SM software subsystem has been developed to meet 
traditional sorting needs for the SM-3, SM-4 computer family. The subsystem 

cnJe?/^ed-°.!°rt data fileS under the cont^! of the RV operating system. 
S0RT-7/SM provides the user with the capability to organize the process of 
sorting an input file in accordance with the requirements and limitations of 
the specific application and is thus a universal sorting subsystem.  The 
input file may contain fixed or variable length records.  The maximum number 
and length records is limited by the computer hardware.  The position and 
length of keys within records, sorting rule for each key and order of keys 
are input by the user. Binary or alphabetical sorting in increasing or 
decreasing order may be used for each key. S0RT-7/SM has been tested and 
was transmitted in 1983 to the State Fund of Algorithms and Programs.  It 
is now distributed by the Republic Fund of Algorithms and Programs, 
Institute of Mathematics, Belorussian Academy of Sciences.  It arose as 
part of the development of ASPID-7. Figure 1; references 7 Russian. 

UDC;  681.3.06 

DATA MODELS IN DIALOGUE INTEGRATED AUTOMATIC PLANNING SYSTEM FOR INDUSTRIAL 
ENTITIES 

Kiev KIBERNETIKA in Russian No 5, Aug-Sep 84 
(manuscript received 11 Apr 83) pp 43-47 

D0D0N0V, S. B. and VISIKIRSKIY, V. A., Institute of Cybernetics, UkSSR 
Academy of Sciences 

lAbstract] The graphic models most widely used in design of the data base 
management system, applications programs and basic operations with data in 
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automated industrial design systems are studied. Conflicting demands placed 
on these models include complete and adequate description of the object 
being designed with simultaneous effective Implementation independent of 
specific application programs. This has required a three-level organiza- 
tion of data, with external schemata (graphic models), each of which 
defines the object area of the user, at the first level; the conceptual 
or generalized model of the associative structure, used to reflect the set 
of external models, at the second level; and the internal model, defining 
the placement of data on physical information storage devices, at the 
third level. This allows construction of modular subsystems or applxcation 
programs which interact with and control all aspects of design and preparation 
of production, the use of various levels of data abstraction, allowing transi- 
tion from one model to another, and simplification of the exchange of models 
and interaction of various users such as engineers, designers and 
technicians.  In the approach suggested in this article, external models 
are divided into six basic types which are described by graphs, the nodes 
and edges of which may correspond to data or operations, while the 
'horizontal' connections are assigned by associative relationships. The 
basic operations of processing models described by nonweighted graphs of these 
types have been implemented on an SM-4 computer. Figures 4; references 8: 
7 Russian, 1 Western. 
1204-6508] 

UDC: 681.3.06 

GAMES MODELING OF DIALOGUE IN INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 28 Jun 83; after revision 25 May 84) pp 73-76 

YUSHKOV, S.A. 

[Abstract] The major problem in developing a dialogue between man and 
machine is that of developing a model of the dialogue allowing organization 
of effective man-machine interaction in performing tasks which cannot be 
completely formalized. Construction of a dialogue based on a network model 
allows correlation of services provided by the computer with definite 
points in the dialogue, built into the algorithm as it is developed. As a 
result, as the capabilities of systems increase the complexity of the graph 
structure increases, making its implementation more difficult. Network 
modeling little uses the major advantages of dialogue Interaction, includxng 
the thinking capacities of the partners to make the process more dynamic. 
The degree of activity of the man-machine dialogue can be Increased by using 
the principle of games theory to model the dialogue in interactive systems. 
In this case the dialogue can be considered a game of two layers with non- 
contradictory goals. This type of modeling was used on an 'Elektronika T3- 
29' minicomputer to develop an information retrieval system, the dialogue 
imitated was two matrices; one for the computer and one for the user. The 
use of games theory to model a dialogue allows a significant increase in the 
level of activity of the computer. References 13 Russian. 
1196-6508] 
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DESIGN OF THE BASE LANGUAGE FOE AN INFOEMATION MACHINE Member 1985 

ZZ™£7^l\T*ril %£lf~Vo128°- *> '• -85 

A^S^o^™' M- M- • '^' Scientific-Production 

language, performs a desired sequence of actions Thl  ?w  !? the^bafe 

^o°«»^ortheln?h
all°"S a"* Ldy °f '^2K'.^H«"ich" «ethe 

srs*s nd ahe
m,iiroyf"StrÄzvr1 purpose in*°™"°» <m«. •f  «      *. ei or aata and methods of presentation of sltmrUUc, 

I175-6508J 

UDC:  681.3.06 

LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION OF PARALLEL ASYNCHRONOUS COMPUTATION MODEL 

Kiev KIBERNETIKA in Russian No 5, Aug~Sep 84 
(manuscript received 24 Nov 82) pp 32-37 

LEL'CHUK, T. I., Computer Center, Siberian Branch, USSR Academy of Sciences 

i» u:tl\Tis stenf0TES.SnsonoThird'and rjr™1*^ ^^ 
from series-parallel organization    "M ,, \     approaoh differs in prinoiple 

and synchronisation faoSSiesIn'ata^n" 7        "f ?" Parallel SeSnents 

structure of the model dLrioed is hSarchLalTith^    "?"""■•    Ih* 

expLdabiUty of thesystem      So" T    MSy c°"*1'»"°'> °* Programs plus 

AVai^^ 
of control. Other specifics of thp S  7    n°nProcedural representation 
definition nf a 1  Specitlcf,of the language include the necessity of static 
definxtion of all program objects, the possibility of assigning attributes to 
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variables influencing their representation, the presence of the apparatus of 
types for description of variables, separation of the description of computa- 
tions from the context in which the computations occur and the parametriza- 
tion of all descriptions, which can be made specific at various levels of 
passage of a program through the computer system. Figures 3; references 5: 
4 Russian, 1 Western. 
1204-6508] 

UDC 518.5 

COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHMS FOR MICROPROCESSORS 

Leningrad PRIBOROSTROYENIYE in Russian No 4, May 85 
(manuscript received 11 Oct 84) pp 34-39 

ANISHIN, N. S., Kuban State University 

lAbstract] Processing of microprocessor operating or measuring information 
frequently requires algorithms for converting Descartes system coordinates 
into polar coordinates, and vice versa, as is done by the CORDIC system. 
Most systems are unable to do multiplication, division or square root 
operations without specially prepared programs. The present article offers 
a series of algorithms intended to transform Descartes coordinates into polar 
data and the reverse. The solutions are based on a digital circular inter- 
polation.  Both algorithms and the process followed to arrive at them are 
presented. The author finds that the relationship of coordinate to diagonal 
pitch is equal to /2, with every 45° of the arc having /2R/2, while the 
entire 360° has 4R/2. By using whole numbers the program is simplified to 
where it requires only half the computer memory needed for previous 
algorithms. Various applications are suggested.  Figures 2; references 3: 
2 Russian, 1 Western. 
[356-12131] 
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APPLICATIONS 

SHIPBOARD COMPLEX PROCESSES INFORMATION FROM WEATHER SATELLITES 

VODNYY TRANSPORT in Russian 25 Jun 85 p 3 

{Text] A hardware~software complex developed at the Far East Research 
Center s Institute of Automation and Control Processes is called upon to aid 
scientists who are studying the ocean. This complex has automated the 

satellite8 ^ infomatlon rece*ved on scientific research ships from weather 

While intended chiefly for receiving satellite Information, the complex 
performs other tasks, too. For example, it collects readings from many 
sensing devices deployed in the ocean, freeing specialists for more creative 
work. In addition to its purely scientific uses, the new system enables 
navigators quickly to update weather maps and charts of movements of ice 
fields. 

FTD/SNAP 
CSO:  375 
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UDC 681.324.068 

COLLECTIVE USE COMPUTER SYSTEM FOR THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES KaSSR 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 2, Mar-Apr 1985 
(manuscript received 23 May 84) pp 108-111 

[Article by U. M. Sultangazin, I. T. Pak, M. A. Bulakh, G. T. Manabayev and 
V. A. Tsay under the rubric: "Automation of Scientific Research"] 

[Text] Introduction 

At this time electronic computer technology is penetrating many branches of 
industry at various levels and is solving increasing complex problems. A 
number of automated control systems for production and engineering processes 
have been created and are being developed to solve these types of problems. 
The role and place of the computer in automated control systems has quite 
definitely grown because of this. 

A particularly promising field for computer application are automated systems 
for scientific research which are oriented toward automating labor-intensive 
processes and which facilitate the establishment of principles behind the 
phenomena studied. The critical need for computer technology in scientific 
research has been clearly pointed out by the results of investigating KaSSR 
Academy of Sciences institutes [ 1]. 

The use of computers in solving scientific problems can be classified as 
follows: 

— Automation of scientific and technical calculations 
— Automation of experiment data acquisition and processing 
— Development of mathematical models for processes investigated 
— Automation of scientific and administrative task control at the Academy 

of Sciences KaSSR 
— Automation of user information servicing 

Scientific/technical calculation and mathematical modeling automation includes 
solving the most complex problems and debugging user programs which primarily 
require general-purpose computer software. A number of Academy of Sciences 
KaSSR institutes are already using finished program systems or are tending 
toward these. Subscribers with this type of task to perform are most suitably 
handled by providing them with access to the computing power of a YeS computer 
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operating in the batch and/or interactive modes. Experiment data acquisition 
and processing tasks often require computations to be structured on a real- 
time basis in accordance with the process being studied. This often 
necessitates a physical connection between the experiment apparatus and the 
computers. This type of function can most suitably be executed on computer 
measurement systems which include an SM-4 (or SM-3) computer and an interface 
device (ASET or CAMAC). Use of a computer measurement system with a 
microcomputer assures the formation of more effective scientific research 
automation systems. The final processing of experiment data, however, often 
requires the computational resources of general-purpose computers. The 
automation of scientific and administrative task control and user information 
servicing also require powerful computers and the organization of remote 
access to these. 

Thus, the development of scientific research using computer technology at the 
Academy of Sciences KaSSR requires the creation of a collective use computer 
system (the Academy of Sciences KaSSR VSKP). The collective use of computer 
technology had to be assured at minimal expense to subscriber needs for 
computational and informational resources. Creation of the VSKP will serve as 
the basis for the extension of scientific research automation systems to 
Academy of Sciences KaSSR sections. 

The creation of the VSKP is intended to increase scientific research 
efficiency at the Academy of Sciences KaSSR through the use of modern 
mathematical methods and computer technology. 

VSKP structure 

T^ditiuna11^' collective use computer systems have a centralized structure in 
which the primary computational resources are concentrated in one place and 
remote users interact with the system via terminals. This structure can be 
implemented on the basis of mass-produced hardware and software, but it has 
the following disadvantages: 

— A low level of reliability; a failure of either the central computer or 
the communications line to the remote terminal will deny the user access 
to the computer facility. 

— The use of powerful computer resources in an interactive mode for 
preliminary operations (establishing communications, formulating 
assignments, etc.); this sharply reduces system performance in executing 
fundamental computations. 

The above shortcomings are successfully overcome in a hierarchical structure 
in which powerful computers are located at the center of the information 
computer system while small units and microprocessors are placed near the 
periphery as an interface with outside equipment and to perform preliminary 
processing of user tasks. In this type of architecture, the VSKP acquires 
r?MnnfiS f araf e^stic of a computer network [2] which provides the most 
rational decentralization of computer resources. However, the use of various 

llTnrZoJl a
Vale  ±n th±S ^e makeS proper interaction of various computers and program systems essential. 
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An analysis of trends in computer development and utilization [2,3,4] shows 
that collective utilization in computer networks is becoming the dominant form 
of computer use. These networks are implemented with standard software or with 
program systems specially designed for network organization. Thus, the VSKP 
must be a territorially dispersed non-uniform system with a developed network 
of terminal equipment and communications channels. These requirements formed 
the basis for the creation of the Academy of Sciences KaSSR VSKP. Any Academy 
of Sciences KaSSR subunit with an information transmission or processing 
requirement can be a VSKP subscriber. Subscribers communicate with the VSKP 
through central and local computer complex terminals. A local computer complex 
uses a minicomputer (SM-3 or SM-4) to concentrate subscribers along 
geographical lines. At this time there are five such centers operating in a 
stand-alone mode. The number and power of local computer complexes will grow 
in the future. Among the functions to be provided by the local computer 
complexes are: reception and preliminary (or final) processing of information 
from subscribers, as well as the transmission of such data, when required, via 
a communications computer to the central computer complex or to other local 
computer complexes. 

The primary computational and informational power will be concentrated in the 
central computer complex, currently equipped with YeS 1022 and YeS 1045 
equipment and capable of future expansion. Functionally, the central computer 
complex provides efficient computation and processing of informational data in 
a local and remote batch-processing mode. 

The VSKP structure provides for access to individual central computer complex 
hardware and software systems via a communications computer or by means of 
local terminal systems. The communications computer takes the form of a data 
transmission system which will be created during later stages of VSKP 
development using the packet-switching method. The possibility of interfacing 
the VSKP with the Akademset' [Academy Network] is envisioned [4]. 

The Academy of Sciences KaSSR VSKP is designed and „implemented using series- 
produced domestic equipment: YeS and SM computers; A711-18 interface 
equipment; A723-5/1 and BSADS-2 communications adapters; and YeS7920 local and 
remote workstations. 

The following basic principles were observed in designing the Academy of 
Sciences KaSSR VSKP [3]. 

Distributed processing: Creation of the central computer complex and several 
local computer complexes during the initial stages of system development allows 
the possibility of organizing an applications software architecture that will 
assure the most efficient operation of the system as a whole. Thus, local 
computer complexes equipped with computer measurement units could be converted 
to experiment automation systems allowing real-time processing of data from 
experiments. Further, local computer complexes which include the OS RV [real- 
time operating system] will be able to debug program systems in an interactive 
mode as well as calculate a number of problems. The powerful resources of the 
central computer complex are intended for use both in the batch mode and in 
an interactive mode with local and remote YeS7920 terminal units. 
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Specific use and specialization of computer facilifiPQ- Thi<= „T~:™,-„I 

rational operation of VSKP elements. T^m^^^^jSS^if^STe 

IZlTslTrXZtZfT^^^  l0Cal C°mpUter -nter andPcaobmmunlcraetionS
lrae 

with the fund^Pn^l       computer complex equipment provides subscribers 
xnternal fnd extert1 reS°UrCeS r«I^ed for solving complex problems: adequate 
software.   external memory capacity, high speed and highly developed 

llTriZ^lf10^  PrTsion iS,fflade for the use of standard YeS and SM computer 
thf adantation of^ °- f^8^ ^program interface requirements tSough 
the adaptation of special programs. The standardization principle for 
informational operations calls for the use of all-union systems of information 
coding and classification and unified documentation systems. A collection of 

W^ä^SS? al80rithmS and Pr°^amS is ^»ti-8 AT 
A number of other principles [3] were used in the VSKP's design, with one of 
these being the provision of a capacity for future expansion of the system! 

System-wide central computer complex software 

«SiSinr Chfacteristics of scientific research tasks carried out with the 
and modific°ation

m
o

P
f
UterS *** *  ^ Percenta8e of time spent in the development arir^fl Jf     Programs, computations using programs which require a 

ZT,   Thi ° Proces8°.r time, ^d the low relative significance of fixed 
SS™^   characteristics call for two basic operating modes on the part of 

IrTcltlllTZt:  C°mPleX eqUlPment' ^ "--sharing mo/e and the batch! 

Most of the equipment runs in the time-sharing mode during daytime hours th,.* 

terTinaTs ^nlll^l  "^ «?  debug pr°8ramS °n local 8and'reite "' ^ terminals. In the batch-processing mode, used by the majority of equinment 

Ät^S^t^8' US6r taSkS are 6XeCUted by the ^nishyedfprograPmsent 

FORTS tTnn» f  US6rS °CCUPued  Wlth SCientific research are familiar with 
recSres ?he VSKP^v «»«^^ write their own programs. This situation 

L f 1   .u        a developed FORTRAN programming system, a vast 
liJJaries fi^?^3^ *  ^ghly rel±able raeans of ««ring user 
requires ksJ access *f f

lltie
h
s- F^thermore, a high-level terminal network 

requires easy access to finished programs on the part of users who are not 
data processing professionals. n0t 

In summary of the above conditions, we will formulate the basic requirements 
for system-wide software at the central computer complex.     re(iu^ementS 

U  providema1hioh0faTin| ^ COmPuter resource utilization planning to provide a high level of system performance. 

2. Provision of simultaneous access to the computer by multiple users in 

JnteracSve^d'Lwi ^P0"*1«1 of interactive languages (BASIC) and 
interactive dialects of popular programming languages (FORTRAN, PL-1). 
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3. Support of a vast collection of algorithms and programs, as well as easy 
access to these for both programmers and non-professional users. 

4. Automated accounting of computer resource utilization. 

5. Magnetic tape archives for reliable storage as well as timely copying and 
recovery of user libraries and files. 

These requirements and the primary orientation of using standard software 
served as the basis for central computer complex system software using the YeS 
operating system supplemented with well-known and widely used systems and 
application program packages such as KROS, RRV, ORGVYTs, DISP and FORTRAN. 

In addition, two packages were developed to satisfy requirements 3 and 5 in 
the Academy of Sciences KaSSR VSKP: the automated algorithm and program 
collection (AFAP) and the data set protection and servicing system (ZOND). 

The VSKP user must be provided with real-time means of obtaining information 
on the availability of application software, specific algorithms 
and programs, as well as information on the use of one algorithm or another, 
etc. It is apparent that existing hard-copy means of information support, 
inconvenient even on ordinary computers, is absolutely unsuitable in the VSKP 
with its remote access features. The following functions are to be carried out 
in the AFAP system: 

— Provision of information for programmers on the program and algorithm 
collection, based on scientific program packages. 

— Uniform display of finished programs in the collection and easy access to. 
these programs by non-professional personnel. 

The program complex is designed for use in the RRV YeS operating system 
environment. 

One of the fundamental engineering problems in the VSKP is the rational and 
reliable use of external memory, thus the ZOND system will have the following 
goals: 

— Minimizing the total amount of disk memory used 
— Timely deletion of obsolete and non-cataloged data sets 
— Automation of the magnetic tape backup function (timely copying and 

recovery, maintenance of record and media catalogs, etc.) 

Network data teleprocessing software resources 

In the selection of network teleprocessing software and in the selection of 
VSKP hardware the developers strove for the use of standard, centrally 
developed and supported systems. The real-time network teleprocessing program 
package (PP/STO/RV) developed at the INEUM [Institute for Electronic Control 
Machines] in Moscow is one such system chosen to control local computer 
complex minicomputer operations. The PP STO/RV package expands SM computer 
real-time operating system and real-time distributed operating system 
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capabilities in the area of organizing interaction between machines. The use 
or the package s network maintenance resources and servicing utilities 
permits: 

— Message transmission between terminals in the various network nodes 
— Access to files in any network node 
— Control of program execution at any network node 
— Creation of user program systems which employ the resources of two or more 

computers in the network. 

A four-level protocol system is used to perform these functions. Each of the 
protocols is a separate authorization for controlling the format, sequence 
and means of message transmission. 

At the user level, a subscriber or applied task interacts with the batch 
servicing facilities to carry out the actions required for information 
transmission and task or file control at remote nodes in the computer network. 
This is the only PP STO/RV structure level visible to the user. All other 
actions for controlling system logic/data channels and data transmission 
hardware are carried out automatically. 

At the logic channel control level, the communications session control 
protocol allows several logic channels to share a single physical 
communications line. At this level, user tasks with the assistance of 
macroaids and batch subprograms access network resources, establish 
communications and transfer data between their components located in different 
network nodes. 

At the data channel control level, the system provides data transmission, 
error monitoring and protection against errors caused by physical lines and 
communications devices. The physical-level software consists of data 
transmission hardware drivers. 

The current PP STO/RV version provides data transmission between two network 
nodes and message routing within the system cannot take place. The inclusion 
ol routing facilities and an interface with other computer networks is 
proposed for a future version of the package. 

An INEUM-developed package of local, multimachine SM and YeS computer complex 
organization programs (PP MMK/L) is used to provide an interface between 
the communications processor and central computer complex operating systems. 
Ihe package provides a single-channel communications interface for data 
exchanges between processes running on SM and YeS computers. At the 

vac7nlnStrUCti0n level of intermachine exchanges, the package emulates a 
YeS7906 terminal algorithm on the SM computer. This is supported by a graphic 
access method on the YeS computer and provides access to SM computer YeS 
operating system components which use this method (DUVZ, KAMA, etc.). 

A network remote task input program system (SSUVZ) is being developed to 
organize central complex YeS computer interaction with the minicomputer 

WWQÄ 
SyStSm S comP°nents operate in the real-time operating system 

and ff  biU/RV environments on the communications processor and the 
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minicomputers at the peripheral centers for automating scientific research. 
User assignments, prepared using operating system utilities on peripheral 
computers, are transmitted by the network remote task input system to the 
central computer complex YeS units via the communications processor and the 
local multimachine complex organization program package. 

Teleprocessing resources permit the greatest efficiency in the use of central 
complex equipment while allowing the user to work at a lower system level on a 
real-time basis using interactive systems in the preparation of data. 
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[Article by I. Demchenko: "Tests are Proceeding: New Robot Muscles"] 

[Text] Scientists at the VNIIElektroprivod IAII-Union 
Scientific, Planning and Design Institute for Automatic 
Electric Drives in Industry, Agriculture and Transportation] 
proposed that the conventional three-phase asynchronous 
electric motor be used in robot equipment. We produce these 
motors by the millions in this country and they have already 
gone through their initial check on the welding manipulator 
at the Institute of Electric Welding imeni Ye, 0. Paton. 
Tests are now continuing and robot-assembler  hands will 
soon get new "muscles". 

The attentive reader might object that these motors have 
been available for some time and might want to know what 
is new in the VNIIElektroprivod specialists' idea. And 
if they are being used extensively in industry, why are 
more tests necessary? We asked the manager of the 
developer group and Candidate of Technical Sciences 
V. Mishchenko to answer these questions. 

"There only seems to be a paradox here," says Vladislav Alekseyevich. These 
motors have not been used in robot equipment. Usually mechanical helpers are 
equipped with special direct-current electric motors, and for good reason. 
They are almost always preferred when the speed and load have to be regulated. 
The fact is that they have a more complex design, but in return their control 
is very easy and they follow commands quickly and accurately.  But these 
motors are not cheap. 

And after all, a robot doesn't need just one drive.  It requires as many 
drives as the mechanical arm has articulators. Manipulators used in 
contemporary industry must have six to nine degrees of movement and experi- 
mental models have already been developed with 18 points of motion and so 
more and more motors are required. 

Certainly one shouldn't use money as the gauge for measuring robots' use. 
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Robots aren't bothered by noise, heat or dust, are not fatigued by montonous 
work and are used to replace people In dangerous production. But one cannot 
discount economics, especially since robotization is one of the national 
trends in scientific-technical progress. 

Here is why it would be tempting to place one of the simplest, most widely 
distributed and cheapest electric motors in production into use in robot 
equipment. Until now they have been considered unfit for delicate work 
because of their poor accuracy at work and the complexity of their control. 
We have succeeded in controlling these "obstinacies" by developing 
fundamentally new control methods. This allowed us to put in robots a 
motor that man has been using for about one hundred years now. They are 
one-tenth the price and three times more reliable than contemporary 
"muscles" in our mechanical helpers. Labor consumption in producing the 
asynchronous motor is much less than that for a direct current motor and 
their specific horsepower is greater. 

I will not go into the delicacy of the asynchronous motor's control system 
as it is rather complicated.  I will note only its compactness. The 
integrated microcircuits and power transducer are in a block consisting of 
two printed circuit boards that are 20 by 30 centimeters. One block 
controls the work of one motor and a cassette of six blocks controls an 
entire "mechanical arm". The cassette is combined with the robot's "brain", 
a microprocessor system or a micro-computer. According to preliminary 
calculations, each six-coordinate electric drive can save the national economy 
at least 30,000 rubles. 

The initial tests have already shown that the new asynchronous motor control 
system in the "joints" of mechanical arms have substantially increased the 
robot's speed of action and the accuracy of its motion. 
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ALGORITHMS FOR REPRODUCING TOOL MOVEMENT PATHS FOR PROGRAM-CONTROLLED 
EQUIPMENT 
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(manuscript received 18 Oct 83) pp 114-116 

[Article by V.M. Vodovozov under the rubric: "Experience in the Development 
and Introduction of Automated Control Systems"] 

[Text] As a rule, problems of tracing tool movement or robot grip paths in 
modern numerical control (NC) systems are solved in two steps: path 
approximation during program preparation and approximation curve interpolation 
in a real-time mode. Approximation and interpolation algorithm development is 
a critical process in implementing the flexible and precise level of control 
required in modern machining production applications. 

According to Weierstrass' theorem [1], each function f(x) that is 
continuous on a given interval can be approximated by a polynomial p(x) such 
that f(x) - p(x) < e, where e is any positive number. The simplest and most 
frequently used polynomials in NC systems are described by a straight line and 
a circle. Second- and third-degree polynomials are used in special 
applications, if a majority of the surface processed has a random form, as in 
the production of vehicle bodies, aircraft wings, and blades for helicopter 
rotors or ships' screws. As the approximation precision rises, the complexity 
of interpolation algorithms increases. 

Let us assume a given curve f(x) approximated by polynomial p(x) with a root- 
mean-square error e ,(x) after which the approximation segments are subjected 
to interpolation with an error of e2(x). If the interpolation algorithm is 
introduced in the recurrent approximation relation: 

xl+i=,xi + u(xi, y{, t()At i 
y(+i = yi + v(x{, yt, tt)M\ ' Q) 
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then the resulting introduced error in (1) can be evaluated using Taylor's 
expansion 

X(+i = *• + x\M ■ ■A/M--..+ 
v(n) 

rt! 
At" 

yl+l = yt +yAt + -£-*<* + ...+ -^— At" 
y nl 

(2) 

where x.^, y±  — are the current curve coordinates, At represents time and 
u and v are some functions. 

According to (2), the coordinates of the next point (xi+1, yi+1) depend not 
only on the current coordinates (x*,  y±)  and their movement rates, but also on 
the sequences produced above. In the case of movement in a straight line, the 
sequences produced above are equal to zero and successive points on the path 
can be computed from a truncated Taylor series: 

xi+i =*xt + *'iA< 

yl+i=y(+y'At (3) 

Thus, in the case of a linear approximation f(x), the linear interpolation 
error is e 2(x) = 0 and the resultant error in reproduction is defined by the 
approximation error q(x) and the robot unit drives. Any more complicated 
approximation capable of reducing the G1(x) error usually leads to an 
increase in the interpolation error in addition to complicating the system's 
algorithm arrangement. 

We will examine linear interpolation algorithms which provide the maximum 
computation speed in a real-time mode with three-coordinate NC systems 
featuring built-in microcomputers. Considering that evaluation function 
algorithms [2] are characterized by a tendency to increase the error at the 
end of the frame ( e 2 t  0), we will turn to a digital differentiation 
algorithm which provides high accuracy on reaching the end point of an 
approximated straight-line segment [3,4]. 

In parametric form the straight-line equation is: 

' ' --«a * = *,+ .[ adt, y=yo+^bdXi   z==Zo_^cdTi I! 

where XQ, y0 and ZQ are the initial coordinates, and 

(4) 

_dx dy 
d%   ' dx 

c = 

are the coordinate movement rates. 

Since a, b, c = const, N 

dz 
dx 

N 

f adT=2aAT'=2 WWt 
t N N 

\ bdt = V b\xt = 2 (BIN)t 

t N N 

1=1 1=1 

(5) 
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where A, B and C are frame increments by coordinates,   ^ is the processing 
time for the i-th cycle, N = 2n, and n is the sequence number of the most 
significant bit in the largest increment. 

Addition in (5) continues until all A, B, C segments are covered. Whole 
portions of the totals are passed on for processing by the unit's drives. The 
rate of addition, defined by the required speed of reproduction, is computed 
at the program preparation stage for each frame. Figure 1 illustrates the 
algorithm used to implement (4) and (5). \ 

The frame change frequency, which must be maximized inia linear approximation 
of paths, depends on the dynamic capabilities of the unit's drives and the 
speed with which the algorithm is processed in the interpolator. The 
boundaries imposed by this last factor are often the basis for choosing 
circular interpolation in the case of movement along curves and lines; this of 
course complicates shaping algorithms when processing straight lines. 

The computation speed achieved with this algorithm can be increased if one of 
the coordinates, along which movement in the frame is the greatest, is used as 
a guide, as often occurs in evaluation function algorithms [2]. In this case, 
a control pulse will be sent to the guide coordinate during each interpolation 
cycle while control of the guided coordinates takes place as a function of the 
guide coordinate. 

Assuming N = Z in (5), we will attempt to calculate the current values of 
guided coordinates x^, y^  by multiplying the current code value of guide 
coordinate z±  by the factors A/Z and B/Z. These latter can be calculated when 
preparing the frame, while a microcomputer's extended arithmetic instruction 
or hardware multiplier can be used for real-time multiplication. 

The exceptional simplicity of such an approach does not compensate for its 
significant drawbacks: slow multiplication speed and low calculation 
accuracy due to the computer's finite word length, a condition graphically 
demonstrated in division operations. A more accurate, albeit slower, algorithm 
takes the form: 

xt=(ztA)tC 

(6) 

with the execution of a step along X upon ent^) > ent(xi _ j), a step along 
Y upon ent(yi) > ent^ _ j) and a mandatory step along Z during each cycle, 
because in this case at the segment ends entCxj^) = A and ent(y-[) = B. 

The low execution speeds for multiplication and division operations in (6) are 
the reason for preferring algorithms (analogous to that in Figure 1) based on 
addition and shift operations, even when a guide coordinate is present. 

According to Figure 2 (in which Z is the guide coordinate), the interpolation 
algorithm with a guide coordinate not only has a shorter computation cycle, it 
generally has a lower number of cycles (C _< N) in comparison with the base 
algorithm (Figure 1). Thus, in an erroneous count of a control example using a 
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( 1)     (Hasane Kaapa j 0 

xi=Ai y±=a> z±=C 
Nx=Ny=Nz=CH-N 

( J )   (Hanano xaapa ) © 

Xi+Ai yi+B» Zi+C 

|xi=A,   y.±=B,   ZjL 

I        Nx=Ny=C 

Xi+A. y±+ß 

(tfoHen   Kagpa) /       . 
. '(10) 

^KoMeg Kanpa) (11) 

(1) Start of frame 
(2) No 
(3) Yes 
(4) Step X, Nx+N 
(5) No 
(6) Yes 
(7) Step Y, Nv+N 
(8) No     y 

(9) Yes 
(10) Step Z, Nz+N 
(11) Counter - 1 
(12) Counter - 0? 
(13) No 
(14) Yes 
(15) End of frame 

Fig. 1 - Base interpolation 
algorithm 

(1) Start of frame 
(2) No 
(3) Yes 
(4) Step X, Nx+C 
(5) No 
(6) Yes 
(7) Step Y, Nv+C 
(8) Step Z  y 

(9) No 
(10) Yes 
(11) End of frame 

Fig. 2 - Interpolation algorithm 
with guide coordinate 
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frame with parameters of A = 9, B = 2 and C = 11, an Elektronika-60 
microcomputer spends 1200 ms using the base algorithm (see Figure 1) in 16 
cycles, 3700 ms using algorithm (6) in 11 cycles and 700 ms using the 
algorithm in Figure 2 in 11 cycles. 

The need to define supplementary data (the length of word N in the base 
algorithm and the sign of the guide coordinate in the guide coordinate 
algorithm) when writing the program and transmit this information to each 
frame is a disadvantage of both algorithms. This can be overcome in profile 
systems of NC units with continuous coordinate movement (without stops at even 
one of the coordinates). These systems include thread-cutting units, winding 
machines and painting robots. One of the coordinates in such a system can be 
permanently fixed as a guide, if its resolution is chosen in such a manner as 
to provide that its frame increment always exceeds the individual coordinate 
increments. This eliminates the operations involved in guide coordinate 
selection and algorithm modification during frame changes. 

(1) 
ny   - —»   z 

« 
(2) 

—» m   — 
(3) 

 »   3BM r-i® 

Fig. 3 - Fixed guide coordinate control system 

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the engineering solution used in the SKAN-4 
NC system for a large winding machine. The operator uses the control console 
(1), to input the rotation rate of the spindle's main drive (Z). Regulated 
only by speed, the main drive unit also turns an attached pulse sender (2). 
Each pulse from the sender is latched in a microcomputer (3) which solves an 
interpolation problem and sends control pulses to the drives at the guided 
coordinates (X,Y). An Elektronika-60 microcomputer can execute the algorithm's 
operation cycle at a rate of 10 kHz. The maximum spindle rotation rate is 16 
rpm and the pulse sender's frequency is selected by an electronic reduction 
unit within a 0.1-0.667 kHz range. During interpolation-free periods (not less 
than 900 ms during each cycle), the microcomputer controls unit coordinate 
relative movement indications or executes monitoring functions requested by 
the operator. 

Software result analysis and operational experience have indicated that the 
use of linear interpolation algorithms based on digital differentiation with a 
fixed guide coordinate provides the best speed and reproduction accuracy 
characteristics for spatial program paths. 
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MINIMIZING IMAGE FORMATION TIMES ON A DRAFTING/GRAPHIC AUTOMATON 
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[Article by V.  V. Kravchuk (Kuybyshev) under the rubric: "Brief Reports"] 

dln^nL^6 °perational efficiency of many existing automated design systems 

Dar?icaWia HT TTl °n faphiC data 0Utput device Performance, " 
o^these Sits markLiraftl.n8/8raphlC aUt0Bata- The lively low throughput 
delavs in III    ™ rkedly re^es an entire system's efficiency,  creating long 
delays m the process of obtaining drafting/graphic hard-copy output. 

2ÜS HePOrt eXaminf the Problem of minimizing idle movements of the plotting 
head during image formation on a pen-type drafting/graphic plotter.     P § 

We will assume that the drawing is made up of a set of segments on a plane 

se^tTLTnSrf f^h *" T^ (the C°nditl°n for continuous drawing of 
will  £™ t      , ^^ quality demands imposed on the image formed). We 
will form a graph model of a drawing. For this,   we will place the drawing 

expand tShp
lnnUne ^ ^ *%* °f 3 C°mplete pair combination    . W    wU* * 

in'which X Pair
th

c
e°^naf0n. f°rmed into a completely undirected graph 6(1), 

v^rtLs sXo\\at condition^" C°mblnati°n Vertices' We ^ enumerate thVi 

(2»-l, 2i) eAf,' i=lJT. 

is fulfilled. Here, N is the number of edges in pair combination M. 

2    <=('./)-> min. 
U.iisU 

(1) 
and satisfies the limitation 

.    Gi(X, M[}ü)   — an Euler graph. (2) 
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Assuming the number of idle movements to be minimal, it is easy to show that 
(2) can be exchanged for one of the following conditions: 

a) Gi(X, M\)U)  — Hamiltonian cycle 
b) Qi(X, MM U)  — alternating cycle 
c) Gi(X,M[]U)  —  cycle 

From a) and b) it follows that U is a complete pair combination and 1^1 = W\. 
Thus, the problem of minimizing idle movements is equivalent to the traveling- 
salesman problem with partially fixed transients forming the complete pair 
combination M. 

The known algorithms for accurately solving the traveling-salesman problem 
have an exponential time complexity [1] which precludes their use for 
practical purposes. Therefore, a heuristic algorithm, based on a dynamic 
programming method and allowing parallel computation, is suggested for solving 
this problem. The algorithm's time complexity is O(tP) and its space 
complexity is O(N^). 

Let us examine the algorithm proposed. In describing it we will use the term 
"alternating circuit" [2] to designate the circuit in which one of each pair 
of adjacent edges belongs to the pair combination M, while the other does not. 

Step 1. Select vertex i and edge (i, j)sJtf ; let m = 3. 

Step 2. Form an alternating circuit S(i, k, m) with a length of m, 
connecting vertex i with the remaining vertices and beginning with 
edge (i, j). 

Step 3. Increment m:m=m+2. 

Step 4. Form a set of alternating circuits with a length of m such that the 
initial segment, consisting of the first m - 2 edges of each 
circuit, coincides with one of the circuits S(i, k, m - 2) with a 
length of m - 2. 

Step 5. From among the alternating circuits formed, with a length m and 
ending at the same vertex k, select the one with the minimum 
weight and designate it S(i, k, m). 

Step 6. If m < 2N - 1, branch to step 3. 

Step 7. Close each alternating circuit S(i, k, m) in the cycle, completing 
one edge. Select the cycle with the lowest weight from among the 
cycles formed. 

To eliminate the formed cycle's dependence on the initial vertex, the sequence 
of steps 1-7 is executed beginning with each vertex in X. The best of the 
cycles formed in this manner is then used to solve the problem. 

This algorithm was used as the basis for a FORTRAN-IV program to solve a 
number of testing problems involving initial data that varied in accordance 
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cilr»tJtatiStiC?i  pru
inciPle' The nu™ber of segments ranged from 5 to 25. 

Calculation results showed that after optimization the length of idle 

imposed, for a 2N-fold reduction in calculation time. 

theeinitiaialriLe "adeh <* "* 
fac\that accurate solutions are obtained when 

the initial image can be drawn without raising the plotting head. 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3 

100 x inn ™  °ne  vhe teSn   I"13868 consistin8 of 13 segments arranged on a 
results ofTJ^ST* lgUre 2 Sh°WS rand°m idle move*ents. Figure 3 shows the 
was solved In  9 7 t^T™^  miIl1™i,zation algorithm's operation. This problem 
Z*t  fiS A*   2;7 minutes on an SM-4 computer. The random idle movement length 
was 646.43 mm. After optimization, the length of random movements was 186.88 

The algorithm examined in this article can also be used in programming 
numerical-control machine units to minimize the idle movements' of a cutting 
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[Text] A digital algorithm for digital processing images in tracking a moving 
object is proposed-  The results of computer simulation are given which confirm 
the expediency of using the preliminary smoothing of images to increase the 
precision of evaluating coordinates. 

In creating certain varieties of industrial robots, "imparted with vision" 
r1 1 , problems arise related to the development of algorithms for tracking 
moving objects. Most of these algorithms are correlational and are based on 
comparing sections of a current image with some previously obtained reference 
image of the object £ 2 ~] .  Considering the great requirements expected of a 
high speed algorithm, the measure of difference is used frequently 

>N M = si|s['+*-4-. > + *-£]-*['. 4 
J 1 * 1 I   *- 

(1) 
1=1 /=! 

where        M        »r  M    are the number of the line and the number of the 

column of matrix G the size of N x N of the current images;   g[i, j]      are 
elements of matrix G, ~h[i, j] are elements of reference image H with a size 
of M x M, N>M. 

Values   v=v*, |x = u*,:   , at which F[v, }i]    reaches a global minimum, are 
assumed as the coordinates of the center of the object being tracked at the 
current frame of the image. 

When tracking a moving object which changes its shape with time (for example 
due to turns), or when the light changes, it is obviously necessary to change 
the reference image at certain moments of time.  In this case, as a new 
reference, a part of the current image may be selected with center coordinates, 
calculated according to (1). However, due to interferences that distort the 
image, the quantization noises or discretization errors, the determination of 
the coordinates is done with some error which is introduced in the newly-formed 
reference. As a result of this, when the reference image is changed many times, 
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Hn* 

% ^£sp^:^^:^r^ leTs in the end * ^ — 
with each  frame when the^e"mov" Tlowlv      Tt    T" 'If**1 l8chan8^ 
that there may be no tracking at alt in thxs'case. 6StabliShed «Perlmentally 

A shortcoming of other approaches   f ?1     ,-„ „u-  u  „u 
used,   is   the  low noise distal    u^ eVcoL^rabUTr^lerenc«  ^*»  is ™* 
presence of extraneous  objects  in the  images conditions  and  the 

—^i^ - ** necessity of 

reference  image  is  changed,   do ^flc^u^te       ^J8'   ^S1""""* When  the 

approach  is  based  on the  fact  thaf  tht Z      !*• X &a °f  the Prosed 
moment of time,   it  is  throught  to be thl I " T™8 and  that at  the  initial 

gram of the co^espondinTaf^rit^^s^o^^^T6 ^    A M°Ck di3" 

^^de^^eS8^?«^1^ o°ff £' P°Siti0n °f the °b^< - • ~ 
factory correspondence between the ™£L lmage°     In the Case of sati«" 
M x M section of the Lag^! containing   toTob^T   -^  ^ fOUnd °bjeCt>  an 

known algorithm of current averaging [3] J6Ct'   " Sm°°thed acc°^ing to a 

(2) 

where »„[/, /]     is  the smoothed value    f siBna1 .   n  , e   ..      . 
t> xs   the  parameter of exponental  smoothing     if - i       M       Th   fra»e

1
nu»J«; 

processing  is  a  reduction  in  the disoers-irm     f  lA •«- • r6SUlt  °f Such 

l_±f   times.     Another positiv*  ™l! 2    additive uncorrelated noise by 
~ß   from the object    sZaZtelZT^^ °f tem^a^ averaging of signals 

the bracking of ^^t^^^T^^Z^J^l^  ^ *»  " 
objects,   in the area  of the reference  i^Ll /    ,       extraneous  stationary 

also obtained when .«-d^S^LTS'o^d^ Vfra^ "^  iS 

therefore,   also poi£s" [i'     7 TS^ C°nt°UrS With falr 3SSUrance *nd> 
Some »center« of tne object  can he'd.. 7* t0  the °bJ6Ct  °f Merest, 
separated  external contour of the obSct"0 ^ ^ alg°rithms   f™ the 

^^7»^^ »*— signal  is  replaced 
Obviously,   it  is  expedient  to use  results  of  ^ t0  ^  fOUnd  C6nter' 
center of the reference until  the i       temporary averaging to correct  the 

the  reference signal.     In the case of rht ** aftSr  the  change of 

">L + 1      r3j.     The numbefof L    rals     i:\rtaturr
r:8inf   P   /'  ^^  ^ 

L  "  1    Portion to the signal  to nois^  ratJo and\  V *  ** reve"e Pr°" 
object.     The determination S    h    mZ  s ,u!    the degree of mobility of the 

the reference  signal  is made bjcomparing thvalTof T^f 'K^* 77/*  ln 

at a point of the best  roinr^L«  ^*™g tne vaiiie of the  function difference 
best  coincidence with some  threshold value R.     Depending upon 
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the available information, the function difference is calculated either over 
the area of MXM, or according to area Z, corresponding to the configuration 
of the object. By neglecting the error in evaluating coordinates caused by 
noise and by discretization effects, it is not difficult to show that, in the 
case of the additive, uncorrected, gaussian noise with a zero average, thres- 
hold value R can be determined as 

R = CyD[Fl*]+M[Fl*], (3) 

where .  D[Fi*], M[Fi*] are respectively the dispersion and the mathematical 
expectancy at the point of the best coincidence, depending upon the noise 
dispersion and the number of points, contained in area z;   C=G)-l{l — Pow), 
where (f> is the probability integral; Pöw  is the probability of erroneous 
change of the reference.  In this case, it is assumed that the number of points 
contained in the reference is sufficiently high. The described algorithm makes 
it possible to eliminate the effect of accumulated errors inherent in the purely 
correlational method while preserving its advantages. 

(3)  ,   - 

pet/son Kaffpe 

(2) 

ÜÜ 

G 

16) 
tlepezanvcb 

amaAOHa 

(9) 

neptjanuet 
ireppeniuf <S) 

f1opozo6ap 

tpopM t/po6&- 

Z v pnpcäcfit   Q ) 

(10) 

Fig. 1.  1 — reference assignment; 2 -- calculation of coordinates 
for the next in turn frame of image'; 3 -- coordinates ^,^n    ; 4 -- rerecording 
and correction of reference; 5 -- reference corresponds to object; 6 -- rerecord- 
ing of reference; 7 — selection of image section and smoothing; 8 — threshold 
processing, formation of area Z and determination of center; 9 -- yes; 10 -- no. 
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?S ?Sr    l ^6 devel°Ped alSorithm made by simulating it on the 
YeS-1022 computer as well as partially on a model of a specialized computer 
on a real time scale, conformed its efficiency in various situations. The 
operating precision of the described algorithm is determined to a considerable 
oTiZ   • ,t  preCisi°" of the evaluating algorithm (1), which is close to the 
optimal m the sense of a criterion of maximal probability in a case of a 
noiseless reference signal. However, in the proposed algorithm, the reference 
is formed from the current noisy image. Taking that into account by iltroZT- 
ing a preliminary two-dimensional filtration of the image, it will be possibL 
in;n;*

r °f ,cases> to a<*ieve higher precision in evfluting the position" of' 
the object at the stage of calculating the global minimum (1)7 

' -»«4/ 
151 
I 1 

  

Fig» 2 Fig. 3 

In confirmation of the above, results are presented of simulating algorithm 
(1) and an algorithm which includes the operation of the preliminary smoothing 
of signals by a two-dimensional filter with a weighted function     smoothinS 

T = 1 
9 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

(4) 

Fig 2 shows the relationships between the mean-square deviations in estimating 

(OnrFiTlS.a? -the diSperl0n °f the -P--POsedl noise for an mage in Fig 1 
e   I  tL

1S-PUre «f«ence; II is noisy reference; in is smoothed refer- 
C Le !•   fren TamPlG>   the amPlitude of the signal was selected equal 

matrix of llt'll      "f6"^ lmage (the lnner SC*uare> was represented by a matrix of 16 x 16 points.  The search was made in a square of 32 x 32 points 

genera6 eTL^chT ™ •** T^^'     ^ hundre2 n°iS6 «•"«tlS.1^™ anonnl/        t      dispersion value.     It  should  be noted  that  the selection of 

oan ^^pe^fth0: s°if
gLi:°"dimens ional filter requires apriori inf°— 
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STATUS AND PROSPECTS FOR DEVELOPMENT OF GAS INDUSTRY AUTOMATED CONTROL 

year ^000 is planned for remote deposits in Western Sibpr-t*      TT«,      **•  J 

network of gas pipelines will be developedin tn^eleventh and twelfti   , 
year plans by the creation of very high capacitv Jt iZl    ?      < 5" 
complex network,  requiring baaic Ji^ESS £d ä"Ä itf^' 
control.     The reliability of  the gas  supply system wufdSS on the 

P^rl^ed  ^ZJ^^^ki^ °f S-PÄ 2L and 
ment of  the raw material Sinti W^tlrn Siberia ^t^ral6 *  ^ "^ 

sssssratrrSrr 

union  ^r !7f f    ' organxzational-economic ASU in production and all- 

production eovared by ASuk „aTal/faf recover-I, JloTSSSt"JT 

unifSd S°S*£ji. ^ "f-"r-  «ganl2atlo„aI:eco„o,»ic AsSHre ro be 
™„w      ?. ^ " branctt network and distributed data base      A 

References 17 Russian. 
I138-6508J 
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'ASU-INSPEKTSIYA' AUTOMATED INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Moscow F1NANSY SSSR in Russian No 10, Oct 84 pp 48-51 

BUDANOV, A, G., Deputy Department Chief, The All-Union Scientific Research 
Institute for Automation of Control in the Nonindustrial Sphere and 
ORLOVA, T. D,, Deputy Department Chief, Chief State Insurance Administration, 

USSR 

[Abstract! The 'ASU-Inspektsiya' system was developed by the Institute for 
Automation of Control in the Nonindustrial Sphere and is oriented toward use 
in large State Inspection Offices where the greatest single activity is 
related to life Insurance. It supports processing of information on life   ^ 
insurance agreements with some 70,000 clients, up to 130 agents, 7 inspectors 
sections, up to 99 brigades, 999 inspected organizations, 99 shops and 
organizations. The system performs 38 jobs in four subsystems, including 
information support, auditing of code books and tables and checking of 
correctness of coding and input of information. The systems supports 
inquiry or printout of all forms entered into the system. 38.8 million ^ 
personal accounts, or 54.5% of the total, are now processed by electronic or 
punch card computer.  25 million of these are processed on electronic 
computer, including 8.6 million using 'ASU-Inspektsiya' on YeS computers. 
Three software versions now exist:  'ASU-Inspeksiya-2' for YeS machines 
running DOS with 256 KBytes main memory and 2 7.25 MByte disks? ASTJ- 
Inspeksiya-MD' for YeS DOS; and 'ASU-Inspeksiya-MO' for YeS OS version 6.1. 
Conversion software exists, including a package from the Minsk-32. 

1205-6508] 

UDC:  002:65.015.13.011.56 

INFORMATION SUPPORT OF THE CENTRAL USSR STATE PLANNING COMMISSION AUTOMATED 
PLAN CALCULATION SYSTEM CENTRAL GROUP OF PROBLEMS 

Moscow KLASSIFIKATORY 1 DOKUMENTY in Russian No 12, Dec 84 pp 1-6 

PENCHIK, E. F., Main Computer Center, USSR State Planning Commission 

TAbstract] The central group of tasks of the USSR State Planning 
Commission Automated Plan Calculation System CASPR) is among the first 
large projects which has fully implemented the principle of Integration of 
planning calculations in practice. The information support of this group of 
tasks functions on the basis of the general systems information support 
facility of the automated plan calculation system, consisting of more than 
250 planning tasks, and also includes an independent information support 
system. The central group of tasks utilizes the All-Union classifiers, sys- 
tem-wide dictionary, rules for formal standardization of plan documents,  _ 
systems for transmission of data among technical problems, albums of planning 
document forms and summary balance nomenclature lists. Data flows between 
tasks in the central task group are diagramed and described. Information 
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support  system development  in the future vM 1   <„M«^ 

Russian. 
[140-6508] 

UDC:  025.4;65.015,13,Oil.56:681.3.01 

r!rSrm ASx 
REPUBLIC STATE PLANNING COMMISSION AUTOMATED PLAN 

CALCULATION SYSTEM DATABASES 

Moscow KLASSIFIKATORY I DOKUMENT! in Russian No 10, Oct 84 pp 1-6 

SOMS, R, V., Candidate of Economic Sciences BLUM I A  FAT-ITCU »  A 

«IS A H., Candidate of Technical Sclencefand Snr^1^ "j A'' 
Seaentxfac Research Institute „f Pedagogy, Latvian StateXnnlS'co^isslon 

ivatmaf«Llha l;"Tian.st«e Planning Cohesion automated plan calculation 

plans for economic and social development of the republic.  The staeeTJ 
designing the database includes development of a conceptual model of\hf 
data models which must be supported bv tW mm* t-„Tc,L of the 
effective ut-m^t-f™ T, "ppo^ce^ b^ the DBMS . to assure its convenient, 
mentf Itrl t  f -it  ?' •     g deS±gn the database Is subdivided into sei- 
data ^vSem if ^T f * T""1* ^^are-software environment  £he § 

take operational processes o£ monitoring and planning Bultlvarlant cal 
culations and information-reference servicing. At tie preseurdesleu 

using the ™?r YeS uMS^r^lJLT 1he"cn n^T "frecTthe^" 

1139-6508] 
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UDC: 025.4:64 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE REPUBLIC ASSORTMENT PORTION OF THE ALL-UNION CLASSIFIER 
FOR INDUSTRIAL AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS IN THE MOLDAVIAN SSR 

Moscow KLASSIF1KATORY I DOKUMENT? in Russian No 10, Oct 84 pp 11-13 

KOZINA, Z. G., KRISTYA, N. A. and YURKIV, M. V., Scientific Research 
Institute of Planning, Moldavian SSR State Planning Administration 

TAbstractJ The author's institute has developed the republic assortment 
segment of the All-Union industrial and agricultural product classifier, 
including products manufactured according to standards and technical docu- 
mentation approved by the Republic State Planning Administration but not 
products, responsibility for the technical level and satisfaction of demands 
of the national economy, and population for which has been given to the 
ministries and departments of the USSR. Development of the new standard 
included determination of product nomenclature to be included in the list, 
distribution of products according to classification groups in the All- 
Union classifier, sending of requests to head organizations for determina- 
tion of codes or reservation of capacity, coding of products on the basis 
of the code series received, preparation of a draft classifier and approval 
of the final classifier. The system for introduction of the classifier 
calls for further Improvement of the classifier by inclusion of names of 
new and previously omitted products, changes as products are changed and 
elimination of obsolete products. The classifier will be published twice 

per year. 
I139-6508J 

UDC: 62-52:681.3.06.2 

SEMANTIC-SYNTACTIC NATURAL LANGUAGE PHRASE ANALYZER IN LEARNING DIALOGUE 
INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCH1YE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 21 Dec 83; after revision 17 Apr 84) pp 80-85 

D0VGYALL0, T. P, 

TAbstract] Requirements are formulated for a learning dialogue system 
capable of converting untrained user natural language input to the internal 
formalized language of the^system. The way in which the requirements were 
ZTt  the create of a language processor at the Institute of Cybernetics 
imeni V. M. Glushkov, Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, is discussed. The 
language processor utilizes a learning period during which a sequence of 
natural language statements must be input, each of which contains two 
significant words from a fixed set of semantic categories. A portion of 
thflanguage database of the processor is a dictionary which is formed in 
the process of teaching the system by example. One distinguishing feature 
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iVÜS^r ofT
aut°™atlc segmentation of word combinations into nouns 

and adjectives.  It provides for automatic formation of lexical-gramatical 
information necessary for natural language processing. The semant^ 
syntactic analysis algorithm is briefly described.  SemanticSyntactic 
analysis has been implemented in the form of a system of software written 
in PL-1 under OS YeS called the OLIMP lRUSsian acronym for learning   " 
linguxstic multifunctional processor].  The system c£ be used as I mediator 
between a human user and an automated information processing system  if'0" 
combined with the APROS scientific research automaton system^euser 
can hold a dxalogue with the planning system, formulate goals and receive 

U96    SOS" a m°re C°nVenient f0rm' Fi§— 3j references 2 Russian? 

UDC:  681.322.06:550.83 

^T
E^0MPUTER SYSTEM BASED 0N 'ELEKTRONIKA 100-25' MINICOMPUTER AND 'ELEKTRONIKA MT-70' PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR ^N^UMfUTER AND 

Novosibirsk AVTOMETRIYA in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 21 Nov 83) pp 3-6 

S' l' I'" f ZH0V'J; Ye-\SAFIULLIN
? I- G., SUBBOTIN, M. V. and J.AL.OV, 1. L., Voronezh-Novosibirsk 

iAbstract]  Seismic materials to be processed on a large computer are 
frequently preprocessed on smaller computers in the field to save mainframe 
machine time  By connecting a powerful minicomputer to peripheral devices 

fan b^ S  ,°r^0n ±npUt and °UtpUt' an ^dependent processing system can be produced which can perform more than the usual preprocessing 
The output of such a system might be comsidered either final out™?'or 

A" oen?i££Ä" fieeiT °r SPeClaliZed *™»"** on the'maxTcomputer. 
A coniiguratxon for a fxeld computer system has been implemented by the 
author using an 'Elektronika 100-25' minicomputer, two 4.8 MB IZOT^O 
dxsk drxves and two IZOT-5003 magnetic tape drives with enhanced controller 
to allow reading of gapless magnetic tape. An 'Elektronika MT-70' 
specxalized hxgh speed peripheral processor is used to accelerate processing 

Suits calTe  ouetnutOCeSSln8 1 *** ^^^^ *  °ther geophysical method"! Kesuits can be output on magnetic tape and processing continued on 1aw 
computers such as a BESM-6 or Cyber-73 at any point xn the process  TL 
Kvant-2 sexsmxc information output device can handle 12-768 0.375-6 sec 
traces in one frame.  References 6 Russian. 
1209-6508] 
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UDC:    681.142 

AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR MEASUREMENT, ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING OF EXPERIMENTAL 
ST?HE SlTUTE OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS, KAZAKH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 23 May 84; after revision 17 Aug 84) pp 90-94 

TASHIMOV, M. A. and CHASNIKOV, I. Ya. 

TAbstract] The Institute has utilized a measurement-computer system for 
about ten years. The system consists of eight semiautomatic measurement 
TeXes    an automatic scanner, spiral measurement device and semiautomatic 
television devices for measurement of lonlzation losses, as well as measure- 
ment projectors and semiautomatic microscopes. ^/^»^J^ 
modernized BESM-6/7 plus two BESM-4 computers, a YeS-1010, Elektronlka 
100' and SM-4 small computers, modern IVK-1 and IVK-2 measurement computer 
systems plus about a dozen 'Elektronika-60' microcomputers. The measurement 
devices and computers are combined into several automated systems: the 
PIIBESM-4-I, SA!BESM-4-II, SPM-YeS1010 and other systems. Each of these 
systems is described, noting devices included and primary functions. The 
automated systems are used for measurement, analysis and processing of 
lnformtlonyproduced in the process of experiment* on the modern accelerators 
at the Institute. Figures 7; references 13 Russian. 

I196-6508J 

UDC: 519.95 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF GEOMETRIC HEIGHTS ON GLIDE PATH 

Tashkent PRIKLÄDNAYA MATEMATIKA I MEKHANIKA in Russian 1983 
(signed to press 20 Dec 83) pp 89-94 

KHAIRAKULOV, I. V., SHEYMAN, A. V., YUGAY, L. P. and YANOVSKIY, Z. A. 

TAbstract] The Computer Center of the Uzbek Civil Aviation Administration 
^developed an automated system for processing and analysis of flight 
^formation from flight recorders. Various statistical methods of data 
processing are applied to monitor the quality of pilot's work. This 
article presents an analysis of changes in the important parameter of 
Jeometrlc altitude to monitor aircraft control. Data from an IL-62M flight 
taW81 are used to Illustrate the analysis. References 2 Russian. 

1176-65083 
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UDC:  681.3.06:  (528.8.04+53.082) 

pp 103-107 Russian No 3, 1984 (manuscript received 9 Nov 83) 

I5™' T* M; >f AGAYEV, A. A., Sclentific-Production Association for 
Space Research, AzSSR Academy of Science cxauxon tor :es 

V aataoase Is the information support subsvqtpm fw 
an automated system for processing of remote and grounfsurface data  It 
includes information, language and programming facilities designed tö 
perform the functions of storage of information in tne d'tabasT description 
of the structures of problem data and manipulation of these data HI ill^ 
languages used to manipulate the database are FORTRAN V and PL/i  The 
ftrr?.J SUa!eS arVxPanded to include data description and manipulation 
format  !:^rr:rln8 the dePendence °f application programs on d'atf 
ill f,l    ApPllcation Programs are included for the database administrator 
o? the\ZXT°lla^TTerS'  The databaSe lncludes i^ges of the 
of the earth obtained from flight vehicles, image descriptions, description 
Jj! Place™ent °*  objects, phenomena and processes on the surface and 
ill  DBMSnbvPi:°i0:r°n f

ClaSfflers'  Application programs are connected to 
the DBMS by inclusion of references to the resident DBMS module in anüllr« 
txon program source code.  The module supports the description of maps or 

£TS^,°PeTi0n' W±th fileS' Creation °f  local databases and protection of 
ttl c«TT* y*  ExPe^imental operation of the information support syste^ at 
the computer center of the author's organization has shown its effectively 

£££% -rsj^r^sr^of the database ^' ~ 
1177-6508] 

UDC:  519.12 

THE 'SKALD' PROGRAM - EXPERIENCE IN MODELING POETIC CREATIVITY FOR A COMPUTER 

Kiev KIBERNETIKA in Russian No 5, Aug-Sep 84 
(manuscript received '19/14/80' I sic]) pp 86-88 

zXTTV' £' vefngra£ InSt±tUte °f Ph^Sical Culture *«** ^sgaft and ZUBOV, A. V., Minsk State Pedogogical Institute of Foreign Languages 

IAbstract] The 'SKALD' program described in this article developed in 

Imitaten °n^thH' *' Stetlin^-skiy, differs from previous Stochastic 
imitation poetry-composing programs in that words are selected and texts 
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generated on the basis of rhythm, euphony and semantic parameters. Model- 
ing the poetic creativity of the Scandinavian SKALD poets, who yielded 
poetry which has been justifiably recognized as the 'most difficult in the 
world' both in its pattern scheme, formal requirements and demands for 
phonic organization, the SKALD program utilizes a dictionary or data base to 
generate SKALD poetry at the computer center of Minsk State Pedagogical 
Institute of Foreign Languages. The data base consists of all one-syllable 
words in the Russian language, indexed by type of speech. The stages m 
generation of a poem Include selection of the theme, selection of the genre, 
Selection of the size, selection of rhythm-type and selection of individual 
randomization parameters.  Sample Russian SKALD poems generated by the 
computer are presented. References 11 Russian, 
1204-6508] 

UDC 520.8 

ANALOG AND DIGITAL ASTRONOMICAL IMAGE PROCESSING 

Kiev V1SNYK AKADEMIYI NAUK UKRAYINSKOYI RSR in Ukrainian No 2, Feb 85 pp 6-30 

USYKOV. 0. Ya., academician, Ukrainian SSR Academy of Sciences, 
DUDINOV V. M., TSVYETKOVA, V. S. and SHKURATOV, Yu. H., candidates of 
physicomathematical sciences, and KORNIYENKO, Yu. v., PARUSYMOV, V. H. 

and STANKEVYCR, D. H. 

TAbstract] A review is presented of the analog and digital technology 
currently employed by the observatory of Kharkov State University and other 
research establishments in the Ukraine in processing astronomical images. 
The computer-based methodology has provided new quantitative insight into the 
surface structure and origins of various celestial bodies, fine gravitational 
effects, and spectral classification of stars.  The most often used technique 
consists of conversion of an image into a matrix of numbers for easy 
computer manipulation, analysis, and image recovery and enhancement. 
Considerable advancements have been made in speckle interferometry by 
employing fast Fourier transform algorithms. Much valuable data has also 
been obtained from iterative nonlinear techniques in which the computer 
provides best output image consistent with the quality of input.  Specific 
information is included from Soviet probes on Mars, Venus and Jupiter. 
Figures 18; references 67:  6 Ukrainian, 51 Russian, 10 Western, 

1256-12172] 
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NETWORKS 

UDC: 681.324 

INTEGRATED NETWORK SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

Riga AVTOMATIKA I VYCHISLITEL'NAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 84 
(manuscript received 16 Jan 84; 27 Oct 83) pp 44-53 g 

ZUDIN, 0. S. 

XAbstractJ The scientific system on board the research vessel Akademik 
Boris Petrov is an integrated network automation system. The network system 
combines various types of measurement equipment, laboratory computers and 
the computer in the computer center, CAMAC apparatus, an automated weather 
station, an integrated navigation system, a multiple-beam and narroHeam 
SsZZ±Ttem'  7 SUb7Stem for collection of seismic data, deep-water 
soundings various data transmission lines and interfaces with the local 
communications network.  The software of the system includes the opeSL 
systems of the individual computers, application programs for scientific 
measurements and the networking software.  The structure and basic 
organization principles of the network data collection and processing 
system on the vessel are discussed without presenting detailed discuLion of 
special problems relating to integrating the system. The we!LdeveWd 
software, with standardized driver modules and simplified procedures lor 

e^atioVof trfn1^ °f m°dUleS by *"•«*«£** ****. allocs Illy 
drives labeled "Win^ Ttem' J" ^ °V6ra11 SyStem dta*r™>  three *** drives labeled Winchester" are shown. The laboratory subsystems uses the 

Till 65ColT 5? ref6renCeS 7! 3 Russlan' 4 astern. 

UDCJ 681.324 

NElSr °F HIGH^SPEED YeS COMPUTER-BASED WORKSTATION FOR A LOCAL AREA 

Riga AVTOMATIKA I VYCHISLITEL'NAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 4, Jul-Aug 84 
(manuscript received 5 Mar 84) pp 64-66 

RED'KO, V. A. and GOBZEMIS, V. A. 

[Abstract] Simulation modeling was used to compare a microprocessor-based 
workstatxon with a traditional common bus connecting the workstation to the 
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computer I/O channel and a microprocessor-based workstation with separate 
I/O and processing buses.  The comparison showed that the structure with 
separate buses had a significant advantage in terms of throughput capacity. 
The evaluation was used as the basis for development of a microprocessor- 
based workstation with separate information transport and processing buses, 
direct memory access, parallel occurrence of information exchange with the 
computer, monochannel and processor, 16-bit memory organization and practically 
unlimited buffer memory capacity.  The functions of the various modules of 
the workstation are briefly described.  It was implied that the workstation 
was designed around one of the Elektronika series micros. Figures 2; 
references 1 Russian. 
1137-6508] 

UDC: 681.324 

COMMUNICATIONS SUBNETWORKS OF LOCAL AREA COMPUTER NETWORKS 

Riga AVTOMATIKA I VYCHISLITEL'NAYA TEKHNIKA in Russian No 6, Nov-Dec 84 
(manuscript received 19 Jun 84) pp 32-52 

YAKUBAYTIS, E. A. 

lAbstractJ A communications subnetwork in a local area network includes all 
of the connectors and devices which provide the interconnection among the user 
machines on the network.  This article provides general descriptions of the 
communications subnetwork, including types of channels and switching devices 
and their characteristics, and communications systems structures.  Single- 
node switching systems, ring networks and networks of nodes arranged in a 
cellular pattern are included.  Functions to be performed by the administra- 
tive and channel management systems are described,  General advantages and 
disadvantages of types and arrangements of communications subnetworks are 
described.  Figures 28; references 14:  2 Russian, 12 Western. 
1142-6508] 
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UDC: 681.324 

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN OF LOCAL AREA NETWORKS USING UNIVERSAL MICROPROCESSORS 

Kiev UPRAVLYAYUSHCHIYE SISTEMY I MASHINY in Russian No 1, Jan 85 
(manuscript received 27 Feb 84) pp 35-39 

SGIN^S! I'.   N" NIKITIN' A* T"  ZHAR0VSKIY' S« N- ALISHOV, N. I. and 

[Abstract] The development of microprocessor technology has permitted the 
creatxon of smart communications nodes which can adapt to a wide variety of 

tTr£TSTSSi°n TtemS* The dqSi8n °f Such a communications nlde allows 
specialized or standardized adaptable low-level protocols to be created 
supporting full transparency of users and standardizing both logical and 
Physical data transmission devices. This article describes the composition 
structure and functional capabilities of a universal microprocessor-based 

a™™ ?hedeM^ff ,deSlfed t0 tranSmlt data am0n* termiSC.^puters 
fif™^       ^ ^\1S bafed °n a type mS~01  Processor (K580IK80 plus 
o,ZTZal±ZZyl    ^h\50:0"  microprocessor debugging system, and allows 
organization of the first three levels of data interchange protocol 

£*llt*l      d fnd l'25)'  coordinati°» of communications protocols among levels 
in various networks,-organization of multimachine computer systems and the 
performance of smart terminal functions.. The MUS includes networks and the 
Zl:l tntefa?6 n°duleS t0  c°°^inate transmission of data between 
andP^nrS,^TinalS fnd the MDS* Arrangements of MUS nodes in sS? ring 
and sequential networks are described and diagramed.  The principle 
suggested for design of LANs using the MUS modules allow the construction 
of networks differing in both configuration and purpose! Interlace moduLs 

t^oV^ndV^ Bri' S?' Elektr-ika> SO-04 anrs^-Tc^u e6 s; 
Son  Ar ffl    T

lka"baSe terminals; and to various workstations 
(.ARM;.  The first stage of a network of ARMs for scientific research w K1. 
created at the scientific-technical complex «'Institutf of CybS^tics imeni " 

1^1-650%] 6     ACademy °f ScienCes- Fi§ures 3' 
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THEORY OF COMPUTATIONS 

Reproduced  from 
best  available   copy. 

UDC: 519.853 

SEARCH FOR OPTIMAL GUARANTEED SOLUTIONS OF LARGE PROBLEMS IN SEMI-INFINITE 

PROGRAMMING 

Moscow ZHURNAL VYCHISLITEL'NOY MATEMATIKl'l MATEMATICHESKOY FIZIKI in Russian 
No 1, Jan 85 (manuscript received 2 Jo I 81; after revision 18 May 84) pp 45-52 

ZABOYEVA, 0. A., TIMOKHIN, S. G. and SHAPKIN, A.. ,V. , Moscow 

[Abstract] Problems in semi-infinite programming refer to problems of seeking 
the extremal of a linear function of a finite number of variables with an 
infinite number of linear constraint:: on the variables, i.e., problems in 
linear programming with an infinite number of constraints.  A study is made 
of the most general type of problems of this class for which the set of matrices 
is a convex, closed, limited set. A previous work developed a theory of 
duality for such problems and linear methods of their solution.  This work 
briefly presents the basic theoretical results and on their basis outlines a 
decomposition method of solving problems of linear programming with multiple 
conditions for the case of great dimensionality of the matrix of conditions. 
The search for an optimal guaranteed plan in a problem of semi-infinite, 
programming by decomposition methods requires the creation of flexible soft- 
ware which can automate the preparation of initial data for the linear 
programming problems solved in the cycle.  The authors know of no such 
software.  Creation of this software will facilitate extension of the ideas 
for the search of guaranteed plans allowing the reliability of planning to 
be improved.  Experimental, testing of parts of the method was carried out on 
a YeS-1060 computer.  References 8:  7 Russian, 1 Western. 
[208-6508J 
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COMPUTER USE IN GRADE SCHOOL CITED 

Moscow SOVETSKAYA KULTURA in Russian 2 Apr 85 p 2 

[Article by A. Andrusenko; "Computers In The School"J 

iTextJ As already reported in the press, the CPSU Central 
Committee Politburo has defined measures for comprehensively 
introducing computer equipment into the teaching process. 
Today we are recounting the experience of a Krasnoyarsk 
school where computers are being mastered successfully. 

toJST T*  y°U,f6 illi1
tfrate!" We can actually hear this reproach even 

today. And reading quickly, writing beautifully or being able to quickly 
and beautifully put our ideas down on paper won't help us.  By the way, what 
we are talking about is what is called computer literacy.  But don't be In a 

cTLnl     "^ the faCt that they Say We Wl11 SU^ive without this and can manage as we did previously. 

Itfil  "he1?°
mp"te1

r calculates the optimal regimen for processing crankshafts, 
Itl *       i 1Ck/tS  End controls complicated equipment.  The paradox is that 
the development of equipment has gone so far that it is simply unprofitable 
and illogical to use human brains to process the mass of work information! 

nf,,«11 lh&  Sam6%t0?ay the comPuter is stl11 a "black box" for the majority 
of us. For many it is still easier to calculate their room account on an 

rorCthi,  Thn^S t0 !ear? h°W t0 W°rk Wlth a comP"ter. And there is a reason 
rtL  V     I- People who run into computers many years after they have left 
their educational institution have strong psychological biases against 
computers.  But the scientific-technical revolution does not lite to wait. 
The specialty with one of the worst shortages today is programming and the 
demand for it will continue grow like wildfire. 

Children in the fourth grade of the 41st Middle School in Krasnoyarsk are not 
timid in front of a computer.  The first task that the instructors give 
themselves is to train children to work freely with computers and to get 
used to using a computer in their studies as easily as they use a slide rule. 

School children are being taught to program within the framework of an All- 
Union experiment to instill elements of school information structure in the 
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educational process. In the very near future the school expects delivery of 
the Agat micro-computer for the computer equipment class.  And in the mean- 
time they are using the full extent of the wonderful capabilities at the^ 
Krasnoyarsk branch of the USSR AN [Academy of Sciences] Siberian section's 
Computer Center. 

They began training the kids to program in 1983, but even today the question 
for the school's teachers is not do they have to teach children to work with 
computers (they understand that it is necessary), but what should the method 
of teaching be. Teachers are Interested in what the computer can bring to 
chemistry, physics, mathematics and even literature classes. They are 
taking the rich experience accumulated by an academician from Novosibirsk, 
Andrey Petrovich Yershov, who developed the teaching ideas and programs, as 
the basis of their work.  One of the primary tasks is to arrange things so 
that the foundation of the schoolchildren's work is the logic of thought and 
not the technique of calculating. 

Today introductions to this ultra-modern profession are taking place in the 
industrial training room.  The fourth and fifth grades are busy with school 
information hobby groups.  Beginning in the seventh grade, exercises are in- 
cluded in the academic plan.  Only a small amount of time has passed since the 
beginning of the experiment, but the school is already coming up with some 
results.  For example, dozens of the best students were in a competition 
for professional programmers that took place at the Computer Center (VTs) 
of Krasnoyarsk's Academgorodok.  They not only coped with the assigned task: 
They even solved it in an orginal manner.  VTs employees G. A. Shostak, 
G. P. Morozov and L. B. Chubarov, with the active participation of 41st 
School Director, Larisa Yanovna Kozlova, helped the children learn the 
capabilities of the equipment.  But whereas VTs workers are interested in 
the school children primarily as future programmers and computer operators, 
teachers are interested in shorter-term problems. 

Natal'ya Dmitriyevna Izmest'yeva teaches chemistry to senior class students 
and she feels that computer use could free up almost half of her lesson. 
The computer is radically changing the dynamics and content of mathematics 
lessons, for children can discover many mathematical laws themselves. 

Students are no less excited by computer capabilities than are their 
teachers.  Tenth grader Gleb Vorob'yev was among the participants in the 
programmer competition.  He intends to link his future with the computer 
and today, while working at the VTs, he is assisting scientists to calculate 
the law of forest fire distribution by taking into account seasonal winds, 
humidity and a number of other factors. 

Lena Golubtsova is busy calculating integrals and Sasha Orlov is studying 
the mathematical laws necessary to identify sets.  All of this is a small 
part of the many real tasks that VTs employees are solving today.  By helping 
them, children are learning the capabilities of the computer and the logic 
of thought and are also studying the basics of the programmer profession. 

12511 
CSO: 1863/304 
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CALL FOR MASS COMPUTER-LITERACY TRAINING IN LATVIA 

Riga SOVETSKAYA LATVIYA in Russian 21 May 85 p 2 

[Article by E. Yakubaytis, vice-president of the Latvian Academy of Sciences] 

[ithtllTl   -The 3UtSr 3SSesses the status of information-science technology 
in the Latvian republic commenting on features of data banks which are in use 
and on advantages of modern data-processing and data-retrieval equipment 

The author calls for action to promote broader use of the latest technology. 

stiVlTnull°U\l5hat the 8reat maj°rity °f the «public's computer centers tie 
still using older-generation software, such as punch cards, perforated tape 

techno?8 y ^intOUVheets> 3nd that they have no Flaw foAntroducing newer 
technology.  The author proposes that computer-literacy courses and training 
in modern computer dialog techniques be introduced on a mass scale.  He calls 
foi compulsory courses of this type in programs for advanced training of 

ISnSt,III**  "S t?e LatVlen State University ^d the Riga Polytechnic! 1 
IZ rll  M-    /°  ^ ^e rePublic Academy of  Sciences.  He recommends that 
Sn„MP I?  aCa ^ and State Plannin8 Committee be put in charge of coor- 
dinating this mass training program, and that a television course, "Principles 

tt^ric^l^Sr ^ C°mPUter TeChn0l°^'" be Produced, beginning with 

CSO:  1863/353 
FTD/SNAP 
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UNESCO CENTER FOR ENGINEERING EDUCATION AUTOMATION IN TBILISI 

Tbilisi ZARYA VOSTOKA in Russian 7 Jun 85 p 3 

[Extract] An international center for modeling and automating the designing 
of management systems has been created in Tbilisi.  It will operate at the 
chair of management information systems of the Georgian Polytechnical 
Institute.  This center will become part of an international network for the 
employment of computers.  It will coordinate work which is being done in this 
direction by major engineering schools of Bulgaria, Hungary, Great Britain, 
Denmark, Italy, France and the Federal Republic of Germany. 

The institute concluded an agreement with UNESCO on carrying out a model 
experimental project on the topic "Microcomputers in Higher Technical 
Education," which became effective at the beginning of this year.  The 
agreement calls for scientific research and planning work in the field of 
instruction, the use of national alphabets, development of methods for 
teaching engineers how to use equipment for computerized analysis and 
programming of management systems, etc.  The purpose of the project is to 
prepare methodological materials and packages of applied programs for use in 
developing countries. 

Professor Y. Mentalesheta, a prominent scientist and head of the information- 
science section of UNESCO's science sector, recently visited Tbilisi.  In an 
interview, he told our correspondent:  "I came for the purpose of discussing 
the center's program of work for the years immediately ahead, ascertaining the 
Georgian Polytechnical Institute's needs for equipment, and drafting a plan 
for the exchange of science associates.  I was also interested in the status 
of your institute's developments in the field of information science. 

"The model experimental project and the creation of the international center 
are the first projects to be carried out for UNESCO in the Soviet Union. 

"The Georgian Polytechnical Institute is a major educational and research 
institution.  Interesting work has been done here on the development of 
information systems for higher education and of decision-making systems, and 
also in teh fields of artificial intelligence and machine designing of manage- 
ment systems, in particular. 
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"I should like to note that works by associates of this chair of instruction 
are well known abroad and are often published in scientific periodicals.  This 
applies in particular to works by Professor G. Chogovadze, with whom we are 
now cooperating in UNESCO.  He heads a section in our education sector. 

"The holding of an international conference on questions of automated 
designing of management systems is planned in Tbilisi in 1987." 

CSO:  1863/353 
FTD/SNAP _ END _ 
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